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ABSTRACT

Talent often enables achievement but character sustains success, defines an
individual’s reputation, and is a primary indicator of happiness and flourishing
(Baumeister, 2012; Berkowitz & Bustamante, 2013; Damon, 1988; Diener & Tov, 2007;
Lerner et al., 2005; Park & Peterson, 2006a; Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Knowing
one’s level of character strength could provide an objective, robust, and reliable indicator
of present and future well-being (Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2011; Park & Peterson,
2006b; Peterson & Seligman, 2004). More specifically, if character strengths can be
identified, defined, and measured, one’s own “signature strengths” (greatest character
strengths; Park & Peterson, 2007) could be purposefully exercised while one’s “character
challenges” (weaker or more variable character traits; Liston, 2007) could be fortified
(Baumeister, 2012).
This study’s research question is: Can a valid, reliable measure of multidimensional adolescent character be developed? Its goals were:
1. To construct a grid of trait lists by experts in Positive Psychology (PP; Peterson &
Seligman, 2004), Character Education (CE; Bulach, 1996; Davidson & Lickona,
2005; Josephson, 2011), and Positive Youth Development (PYD; Lerner et al.,
2005) to create the Character Taxonomy as a conceptual basis;
2. To construct the Character Virtues Index (CVI) as a brief measure of the
Character Taxonomy’s traits; and
3. To validate CVI.
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The Character Taxonomy produced 18 traits that were hypothesized to cover the
various dimensions of character. Two CVI field tests involving over 1000 middle school
students produced a reliable measure with 11 factors for a validation study.
The validation study involved 784 Midwest US middle school students. Average
administration time was 17 minutes. Cronbach’s alpha for the 55 CVI items was .944
and test/retest was correlated at .720 indicating CVI is a reliable measure (Diener,
Inglehart, & Tay, 2012; Gay & Airasian, 2000).
Exploratory factor analysis produced all 11 hypothesized factors with Eigenvalues
>1.0 and explained 58.5% of the total variance. Coefficient alphas for ten of the eleven
were >.7. Traits defined as Courage, Kindness, and Peace showed unique
conceptualization and differentiating elements that could inform and contribute to
character research.
The measure by which CVI was compared for validation was a collection of 52
items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey (Park & Peterson, 2006b) that were
conceptually closest to CVI’s 11 factors. Correlation was .851. Paired sample
correlations were significant, ranging from .405-.806.
The 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey had not been subjected to
reliability and validity measurement. A post-hoc EFA of its data showed strong
reliability, produced 11 factors (ten that were identical to CVI factors), and had
acceptable structural coefficients.
When independent EFAs of CVI and the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth
Survey produced 11 factors each, the questions arose: Can a multidimensional character
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measure contain even more than 11 distinct, interpretable factors? Could items intending
to measure traits defined by differing fields (PP, CE, and PYD) support the same factor?
To answer these questions, a third post-hoc study combined all CVI and VIA-YS
items for a conjoint EFA. Data from the 107 items revealed 19 factors with Eigenvalues
> 1.0 accounting for 63.4% of variance. Eighteen factors were easily interpretable and
sixteen had items that created >.7 Coefficient alphas. 80% of items factored. CVI items
factored together with and independent from VIA items. Future studies could add traits
deemed essential to make CVI a comprehensive measure of character.
Limitations involve the need for future studies (1) to improve factoring,
discriminant, convergent, and predictive validity, (2) to conduct confirmatory factor
analysis for improved conceptualization, and (3) to be experimentally designed to
indicate longitudinal outcomes that determine CVI’s ability to measure character growth.
It is hoped that the Character Taxonomy and CVI will fuel scientific research
regarding Character Education, provide educators with a means of evaluating individual
student character strength and growth, and encourage quality CE program development
and evaluation.
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Conceptualizing and Validating the Character Virtues Index
(CVI)
Chapter One: Introduction and Literature Review

“What is the secret of happiness? What must we do to flourish in life?”
From the teacher at the temple, mosque, or church to the iconic guru on the
distant mountaintop to the philosopher's study and the researcher's lab, humankind has
sought the elusive (and perhaps illusive) answers to these questions. Philosophers,
psychologists, social commentators, and spiritual and cultural leaders invest their
resources to identify, understand, and explain what enriches life and how to experience
those riches (Park & Peterson, 2009). Parents want to better their children’s lives (HirshPasek & Michnick Golinkoff, 2004). Governmental, educational, spiritual, and cultural
leaders attempt to provide those they serve with the freedom, knowledge, and opportunity
to experience their own answers (Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2011).
Perhaps all attempt to find happiness by the manner in which they conduct their
lives both personally (what they choose to value, believe, do, and accomplish) and
relationally (with whom they choose to associate and how they live with and treat them)
(Berkowitz, 2004; Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Descriptors of this lifestyle include
choices, motivations, values, beliefs, ethics, virtues, morality or morals, or what this
study refers to as character (Berkowitz, 2004; Lickona, 2000; Peterson & Seligman,
2004).
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The field of Positive Psychology (PP) was launched to answer this question. As
will be detailed later, its research found that character strengths are a primary source of
variance in measures of achievement, well-being, and life satisfaction (Duckworth &
Seligman, 2007; Pavot & Diener, 2013; Snyder & Lopez, 2007). This was true across
cultures and developmental stages (Park & Peterson, 2006a; Steen, Kachorek, &
Peterson, 2003; Weber & Ruch, 2012; Williams, 2000).
The concept of character has been discussed, studied, and promoted universally
throughout history (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). From the days of ancient Greece to
present day, however, a universal definition and taxonomy of character has not been
agreed upon (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). As a result, few means of measuring
character comprehensively exist (Leffert et al., 1998; Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh,
2011; Lopez & Snyder, 2003; Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus, & Malone, 2009).
The difficulties in measuring a multidimensional concept (character) by
compiling its multidimensional components (traits, virtues, or strengths) raise
innumerable conceptual and metric difficulties (Diener et al., 2010; Duckworth & Quinn,
2009; Kenny, & Kashy, 1992; Lopez & Snyder, 2003; Peterson & Seligman, 2004;
Trochim, 2006). The field of personality with its varied traits has produced a strong
consensus regarding its structure (Allport, 1936; Cawley, Martin, & Johnson, 2000;
McCrae & Costa, 2003). This shows the task should be possible At this time, measuring
an individual’s multi-dimensional character growth cannot be done due to the lack of a
unified construct and a valid, reliable measure of character (Hanson, Dietsch, & Zheng,
2012; Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2011; Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus, &

Malone, 2009; USDE, 2007).
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Why is such measurement important? Conceptually, if character defines an
individual and is a primary indicator of happiness and flourishing, knowing one’s level of
character strength would provide an objective, robust, and reliable indicator of present
and future well-being (Berkowitz, 2014; Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2011; Park &
Peterson, 2006a; Peterson & Seligman, 2004). More specifically, if character strengths
can be identified, defined, and measured, one’s own “signature strengths” (greatest
character strengths; Park & Peterson, 2007) and “character challenges” (less noticeable or
robust character strengths; Liston, 2007) could be isolated, further developed, and
purposefully exercised (Hanson, Dietsch, & Zheng, 2012; Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh,
2011; Liston, 2011; USDE, 2007).
The inability to identify or measure an individual’s character strengths or
development may have had a powerful effect on modern education in the US.
Historically, character education (CE) has been highly valued in America (Nucci, 2008;
Park & Peterson, 2009; Vessels & Huitt, 2005; WWC, 2006; Williams, 2000). In the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, character was viewed on par with academics as
priorities for education (McClellan, 1999).
Since then, academic achievement has gained ascendency. This is indicated by
the singular United States Department of Education (USDE) mission as described on
their website: “ED's mission is to promote student achievement and preparation for
global competitiveness by fostering educational excellence and ensuring equal access”
(USDE, 2013a). This goal is commendable in its forthrightness and modernity and
certainly reflects the effects of the most influential educational legislation of the past 30
years: No Child Left Behind (NCLB) (Duckworth, Quinn, & Tsukayama, 2011). This
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educational initiative raised the Clinton annual budget for CE from $8 million to $25
million, a significant enhancement to the field. The greater impact of NCLB was on
academic accountability. As may be heard at any US educational conference or
teacher’s lounge, the mission of the USDE is extremely complex and the goals of NCLB
are difficult to achieve given US social conditions affecting students’ ability to learn
(Duckworth, Quinn, & Tsukayama, 2011; Milson, 2003).
Many educators assert that “student achievement” and “education excellence”
(USDE, 2013a) are obtainable only under certain physical, psychological, social, and
environmental conditions (Bowers et al., 2010; Elias et al., 1997; Hanson, Dietsch, &
Zheng, 2012; Howard, Berkowitz, & Schaeffer, 2004; Lerner, Fisher, & Weinberg, 2000;

Maslow, 1943; McClellan, 1999). Included conditions are when (a) schools are “safe,
caring, and respectful” (CEP, 2013, n.p.; Bowers et al., 2010; Lerner, Fisher, & Weinberg,
2000), (b) the adult educational community models good character in their treatment of

students (Bowers et al., 2010; Elias et al., 1997; Lickona & Davidson, 2005; McClellan,
1999) and (c) students value their education, teachers, school, fellow students, and
themselves (Bowers et al., 2010; Lerner, Fisher, & Weinberg, 2000; Lickona, 2004;
McClellan, 1999). Encouraging and enabling such values in both professional and
student cultures is a major role of CE (Lickona & Davidson, 2005).
Despite the universal acknowledgement of character as central to personal and
academic success, CE is a secondary or tertiary consideration if it is recognized at all in
the vast majority of US schools (Duckworth, Quinn, & Tsukayama, 2011; McClellan,
1999). Compared to academic subjects, CE is practically non-existent in many educators'
minds or barely registers in their awareness (Milson, 2003; White, 2009).
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A serious setback to CE was the decision in early 2009 by the United States
Department of Education (USDE) to defund CE as a budgetary item (2012). Even grants
awarded through 2009 and 2010 were cancelled and recipients who had been promised
these funds found those promises broken (Bier, personal conversation, March 19, 2013;
USDE, 2012). The 2012 USDE budget and the proposed 2014 USDE budget show CE as
an “unfunded authorization” (USDE, 2012; USDE, 2013).
How and why was this done? Hours of searching on the USDE website and email
inquiries to the USDE and US Senator Roy Blunt (Republican from Missouri) provided
no answers.
These facts could indicate that today CE in the US is beginning a state of decline.
What are the causes of the federal cutoff of funding and possible decline in CE emphasis?
Many theories could be discussed: Competition from other education sectors and
priorities, past underfunding, disinterest/apathy, conflict regarding public education's role
in teaching morality, litigation concerns due to “separation of church and state,”
disagreement as to what morals to teach, lack of undergraduate or graduate teacher
preparation in CE, and of course, the emphasis on test scores due to NCLB (Duckworth,
Quinn, & Tsukayama, 2011; McClellan, 1999; Milson, 2003; USDE, 2007, 2012, 2013b;
White, 2009).
A few related possibilities are (a) the relative dearth of scientific, valid research
studies regarding character development (compared to academic fields) (Hanson, Dietsch,
& Zheng, 2012; Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2011; Park & Peterson, 2009; Person,

Moiduddin, Hague-Angus, & Malone, 2009; USDE, 2007); (b) the poor performance of
CE programs in existing studies (Hanson, Dietsch, & Zheng, 2012; Person, Moiduddin,
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Hague-Angus, & Malone, 2009; USDE, 2007); (c) the lack of a unified, understandable
construct of character (Huitt et al, 2009; Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus, & Malone,
2009; Seligman & Peterson, 2005); and (d) the absence of a valid, reliable measure of
comprehensive character growth (Duckworth, Quinn & Tsukayama, 2011; Huitt et al,
2009; Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2011; Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus, &

Malone, 2009; Steen, Kachorek & Peterson, 2003; Vessels & Huitt, 2005; WWC, 2006).
Program, teacher, school, and individual effectiveness in academic subjects can
be measured with ease and precision when compared to CE. This has been true for many
years but the gap has increased dramatically in recent years due largely to the federal
emphasis of NCLB (Duckworth, Quinn & Tsukayama, 2011; Person, Moiduddin, HagueAngus, & Malone, 2009).
CE research, development, and measurement is pitiful in comparison to that of
academics. In their landmark study, What Works in Character Education, Berkowitz &
Bier (2006) state, “Given the relatively nascent nature of research in character education,
there is much that has not yet been studied” (p. 3).
What would happen to student character development if it became the focus of an
emphasis similar to NCLB? Immediately, funding would be available to address
neglected issues if not remedy the above deficits. Research, program and professional
development in CE would multiply. Soon students would receive training in this
essential foundation for well-being (Diener, Inglehart, & Tay, 2012; Duckworth &
Seligman, 2007; Eid & Diener, 2004; Elias et al., 1997; Gilman, Huebner, & Laughlin,
2000; Homiak, 2011; Howard, Berkowitz, & Schaeffer, 2004; Lerner, Fisher, & Weinberg,
2000).
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If character is as essential to human well-being and relationships as has been
taught from antiquity, measuring both character strength and growth would seem at least
as important as scoring math or language (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Yet the field of
CE cannot idle, hoping and waiting for politicians to take up their cause. Among other
proactivity, CE must devote resources to develop conceptualization and measurement of
character if it hopes to re-enter US education's priorities and funding (Hanson, Dietsch, &
Zheng, 2012; Huitt et al, 2009; Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus, & Malone, 2009;
WWC, 2006).

Purpose
The researcher’s initial purpose was to evaluate an adolescent CE program he
created. When no measure was found for this task, his purpose became the development
a valid, reliable measure of comprehensive adolescent character growth based on a
character taxonomy. In this pursuit, two obstacles prevented this purpose: 1) Unlike the
field of personality theory that has an agreed-upon conceptualization, character
development is devoid of this description of elements that would define a measure as
“comprehensive;” and 2) it became clear that the longitudinal experimental study
required to test growth required a valid, reliable instrument. The purpose was revised
again:
This dissertation study will develop a valid, reliable measure of multidimensional
adolescent character conceptualized through construction of a character taxonomy [called
the Character Taxonomy (CT)]. The CT will provide de facto the initial working
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definition of multidimensional character upon which the measure [called the Character
Virtues Index (CVI)] will be developed.
It is hoped that the CVI and the CT will fuel scientific research regarding
Character Education, provide educators with a means of evaluating individual student
character strength and growth, and encourage quality CE program development and
evaluation.

Literature Review
Three areas will be reviewed: Concepts of character, measuring character, and
lessons learned from the Signature Strengths Assessment-Youth field test.
Concepts of Character. Historically and recently, character has proven difficult
to define and conceptualize (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Benjamin Franklin said in The
Autobiography (1961), “In the various enumerations of the moral virtues I had met with
in my reading, I found the catalog more or less numerous, as different writers included
more or fewer ideas under the same name” (p. 116). Peterson, Seligman, and their
contributors who wrote Character Strengths and Virtues (CSV; 2004) drafted
psychology’s most complete construct of virtue and “character strengths” (chapters 2 &
3). What follows in this section is an abbreviated description of their work with additions
from other sources.
Ancient concepts of character. Perhaps the earliest writing specifically
addressing character is still popularly published today in both the sacred Scriptures of
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both Judaism and Christianity. Arguably the best known moral instruction are the Ten
Commandments (Holy Bible, Exodus 20: 1-17) that provide the foundation of the Jewish
religion (Solomon, 2009). These commands were written by YAHWEH on two stone
tablets and given to Moses around the twelfth century B.C.E. They involve not only
religious practice but define social and moral behavior (Solomon, 2009).
These religious writings are the foundation of Western law (Dershowitz, 2001;
Green, 1999) and seem to articulate universal morals understood and acknowledged by
the majority of religions and cultures worldwide (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). The
central articulation of the Jewish religion is contained in Deuteronomy 6:4-9, called the
Shema, and is traditionally placed on the doorframe of Jewish homes. Every parent is
encouraged in strong, specific terms not only to practice these commandments but to
impress them upon their children.
Written in the 8th century B.C.E. by Israel’s third king, the Wisdom and Proverbs
of Solomon is sacred to both Jews and Christians. Solomon was known as the wisest man
and one of the wealthiest in the world (1 Kings 10:1ff). Kings and queens of numerous
nations came to hear his wisdom and see the temple and his riches (1 Kings 10:14-29).
The purpose of the book of Proverbs is stated in its opening verses:
“…for attaining wisdom and discipline [instruction, correction];
for understanding words of insight;
for acquiring a disciplined and prudent life, doing what is right and just and fair;
for giving prudence to the simple, knowledge and discretion to the young…” (Proverbs
1:2-4, New International Version).
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All the italicized words in this passage have been defined in current literature as a
character trait or correlate to character and its instruction (Peterson & Seligman, 2004).
These examples illustrate the centrality of character education in Judaism.
China in the sixth century B.C.E. had two religious traditions that taught virtue:
Confucianism and Taoism. Confucian scholars identify five central virtues: Love,
justice, etiquette, wisdom, and truthfulness (Cleary, 1992). Taoism teaches selfregulation, humanity, justice, propriety, and wisdom, but only if they arise from its
cardinal virtue: Spontaneity or naturalness (Cleary, 1991).
Two other significant religions emerged about the same time in southeast Asia.
Both Buddhism’s four Universal Virtues and Holy Eight-fold Path promote a type of
virtue in one’s treatment of others, transcendence, understanding, thinking, speech,
action, work, mindfulness, and concentration (Fowler, 1999). Hinduism teaches a
creator, an eternal self through reincarnation, and personal virtues exhibited through a
caste system (Peterson & Seligman, 2004).
The ancient Greek philosophers Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle all taught that living
well (eudaimonia) is achieved through virtue or moral excellence (Aristotle, 1953;
Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Judaism (Deuteronomy 6: 4; Leviticus 19:18), Christianity
(Matthew 7:12; John 13:34, 35), and Islam (Qur'an 3:133, 134; 41:34, 35) teach that
“abundant life” (John 10:10) begins with one's love of God that is expressed in worship
and obedience toward Him that is best expressed through kindness toward others.
More specifically, Jewish holy scriptures emphasized “righteousness” or doing
what is right as of first importance (Genesis 15:6; Psalms 23:3; 45:7; 89:14). Jesus used
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this term but affirmed that love (Greek agape’) for God and others was the primary virtue
(John 13:34, 35). The apostle Peter listed six additional attributes Christians should add
to their faith: Goodness, knowledge, self-control, perseverance, godliness, and kindness
(2 Peter 1:5-8).
The Christian apostle Paul (5-66 AD) was a brilliant Jewish rabbi who converted
to Christianity and wrote 13 of the 27 New Testament books (Keener, 1995). Paul had
both a brief and a longer list of character traits: Three pre-eminent traits (Faith, hope, and
love, naming love the greatest; I Corinthians 13:13) and nine “fruit of the Spirit” [Love
(agape), joy, peace, patience, goodness, kindness, faithfulness, gentleness, and selfcontrol; Galatians 5:22, 23]. The Christian philosopher/priest Aquinas (tenth century
AD) integrated Plato’s four cardinal virtues (prudence, justice, fortitude, and temperance)
with Paul’s three theological virtues (faith, hope, and charity or love; 1 Corinthians
13:13) (Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Roos, 1965).
These religions and the Greek philosophers represent the primary sources of
thought in the ancient world. They articulate the most credible, valid understanding of
virtue available (Peterson & Seligman, 2004).
Historical concepts of character. Over the years, the definition of virtue seemed
to change. In the later Middle Ages, natural law theorists such as Hugo Grotius (15831645) applied the Stoic's rational philosophy to develop moral law. In this system,
character was defined by right action based on rational thinking. Immanuel Kant and
moral philosophers in the 17th and 18th centuries disagreed. Kant said morality had both a
domain of justice/law and of ethics/virtue (Homiak, 2011).
David Hume [1711-1776] agreed, calling them artificial and natural virtues
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(Hume 1902, p. 330). Hume claimed the knowledge of morals is the one science in
which the ancients are not surpassed by the moderns (Hume 1902). Some contemporary
writers agree that, despite all modernity's progress in science and technology,
contemporary morality, ethics, and character have not kept pace (Bonevac, 2001; White,
2009).
Hume also advocated a morality accepted as one's duty to society but also virtue
as a source of well-being (Homiak, 2011). Hume seems to be the first to state that
character strength is the source of individual's view of self or self-esteem:
“[W]hatever we call heroic virtue, and admire under the character of greatness
and elevation of mind, is either nothing but a steady and well-established pride
and self-esteem, or partakes largely of that passion. Courage . . . and all the other
shining virtues of that kind, have plainly a strong mixture of self-esteem in them,
and derive a great part of their merit from that origin” (Hume, 1978, pp. 599–
600).
Benjamin Franklin wrote much in the eighteenth century about character,
including a catalog of virtues (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). The Puritans took adherence
to virtue to such a degree that a new word developed to describe extreme moral
adherence: Puritanical (McClellan, 1999).
Seligman writes, “In the nineteenth century, politics, morality, and psychology
were all about character...” (2011, p. 103) The event that changed that, he believes, was
the 1886 Haymarket Square riot in Chicago. “Riding the coattails of this protest was a
very big idea... that it was not bad character but a malignant environment that created
crime… ( It was called) Determinism” (2011, p. 104).
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The field of personality developed within psychology during the 20th century and
maintained character’s categorization using traits. Its lexical approach began with the
18,000 trait terms in the English language identified by Allport and Odbert (1936). In
their work, they deliberately excluded ‘‘moral’’ trait terms from their original list. By
taking this approach, they effectively excluded morality from personality theory (Allport
and Odbert, 1936; Cawley, Martin, & Johnson, 2000; McCrae & Costa, 2003; Park &
Peterson, 2006b, 2007; Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Moral character traits thus have
never been incorporated into the Big Five measures (of extraversion, agreeableness,
conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness; Baumrind, 1998; Cawley, Martin, &
Johnson, 2000; Park & Peterson, 2006b, 2007).
Though some organizations were not deterred (e.g., Boy Scouts of America), the
course of philosophy, psychology, education, sociology, anthropology, political science,
and even elements of theology retreated from an emphasis on virtue and created “social
science.” Seligman defines this as “a science that would demonstrate that environment,
rather than character or heredity, is a better explanation of what people do” (2011, p.
104).
Despite psychology’s retreat from character, some traditions have contributed to
the understanding of character. Peterson and Seligman cite the major contributors as
Thorndike, Erikson, Maslow, Greenberger and colleagues, Jahoda, Ryff and colleagues,
aspects of performance character in the Big Five personality traits, Kohlberg, Valliant,
Schwartz and colleagues, Evolutionary Psychology, and resilience research (2004).
Modern concepts of character. In 1958, some began to challenge determinism.
Philosopher G.E.M. Anscombe argued – contra determinism as well as Kantianism and
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utilitarianism – that the foundation for morality isn't environment or duty and obligation
but what promotes human flourishing. John Rawls' discussions in 1971 on self-respect
led other philosophers “to explore the psychological foundations of virtue and the
[positive] contributions made by friendship, family, community, and meaningful work to
good moral character” (Homiak, 2011). Philosophy returned to discussions of values and
virtue.
Character education. Various religious (Search Institute), service (Boy Scouts;
Boys Club, now Boys and Girls Club), and educational (Exeter Academy) organizations
had emphasized character throughout their histories (Lerner, Fisher, & Weinberg, 2000;
Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Other fields of study, organizations, and Citizens responded
in the 1990's. Private foundations such as the Templeton Foundation contributed millions
of dollars to the cause (Berkowitz & Bier, 2006; CEP, 2010; JTF, 2013). Individuals and
corporations became involved. The US Congress funded the Department of Education to
pursue character training (USDE, 2007). Organizations were started to promote character
education, the most encompassing of which is the Character Education Partnership (CEP)
with its 40 member organizations (CEP, 2010; Characterplus, 2013; Josephson Institute,
2009). Higher education got involved with professors like Tom Lickona (State
University of New York, Cortland) and Marvin Berkowitz, sitting in perhaps the only
endowed university chair of CE. The character movement was born and Character
Education (CE) became a field of study (Josephson, 2011; Lickona, 2004; Williams, 2000).
Rather than remaining a cohesive, collaborating field, some seemed to take a
proprietary approach to character training. Two of the most prominent examples are the
Josephson Institute (JI, 2009) and the Center for Academic, Social and Emotional
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Learning (CASEL, 2012). JI, a non-profit financed by Michael Josephson, started
Character Counts and became arguably the best-known character organization
(Josephson, 2009). A group of psychologists brought therapy and psychological research
into schools and began CASEL (CASEL, 2012). Their efforts have helped many schools
embrace a caring, effective approach to students’ psychological needs.
JI and CASEL have served many schools and organizations by providing
materials and expertise but arguably could have been of greater service with a more
inclusive, collaborative approach (Maurice Elias, personal correspondence, April 12,
2013). Despite the work of CEP to include all character organizations and theories,
homogeneity and collaboration are rare.
Some psychologists (Daniel Goleman, Paul Ekman, Albert Bandura, Marvin
Berkowitz, G.W. Albee, Sheldon Cohen, etc.) became involved in character-related work.
Certain psychological or educational researchers (William Huitt, Clete Bulach, Tom
Lickona) developed constructs of character that are based on insight and experience but
have not been validated (Bulach, 1996; Huitt, personal correspondence, November, 2011;
Lickona, 2004; Lickona & Davidson, 2005).
Search Institute and cohorts have combined sociological, educational, and
psychological concepts to create Positive Youth Development (PYD; Lerner, Fisher, &
Weinberg, 2000; Lerner et al., 2005; Pittman, Irby, & Ferber, 2001; Scales & Leffert,

2004). Their broad construct includes twenty external and twenty internal assets. The
latter contains many items that could be termed character traits.
Positive Psychology. Mentioned above was the observation that most
psychologists did not pursue character as a strengths-based approach to development and
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wellbeing. In the pre-dawn of the new millennium, Martin Seligman and his cohorts
changed that. Elected president of the American Psychological Association 1997-2000,
Seligman called his profession to become “as focused on strength as on weakness, as
interested in building the best things in life as in repairing the worst, and as concerned
with fulfilling the lives of normal people as with healing the wounds of the distressed”
(Seligman, 2002, p. 32). He called this new approach “Positive Psychology” (PP).
Seligman and his team of psychologists and psychiatrists searched philosophy,
religion, cultures, and thinkers throughout history and found the key to happiness
universally had been character. Seligman and Christopher Peterson edited the definitive
handbook of PP and classified its salient features in Character Strengths and Virtues
(CSV; 2004): “The classification of strengths presented in this book is intended to
reclaim the study of character and virtue as legitimate topics of psychological inquiry and
informed societal discourse” (p. 3).
The emergence of Positive Psychology since 2000 has produced much research on
character and character-related subjects. Peterson says the contribution of PP is “to
provide an umbrella term for what have been isolated lines of theory and research and to
make the self-conscious argument that what makes life worth living deserves its own
field of inquiry within psychology...” (Peterson, 2006, p. 16). PP is “the science of good
character” (Peterson & Seligman, 2004, p. 9) and is the first attempt at classifying the
18,000 words in the English language that express virtue.
PP's initial team of researchers developed a hierarchical classification based on
historical research that could advance understanding, awareness, and expression of
character. Three “conceptual levels” are virtues, character strengths, and situational
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themes (Peterson & Seligman, 2004, pp.13, 14).
They list 6 core virtues “that must all be present … for an individual to be deemed
of good character” (Peterson & Seligman, 2004, p. 13): wisdom, courage, humanity,
justice, temperance, and transcendence. These were gathered from classical Greek and
Christian writings but were confirmed by Chinese, southeast Asian, and Indian religions
(Peterson & Seligman, 2004). These virtues contain 24 character strengths that are the
conclusion of an extensive process by multiple psychologists, psychiatrists, and
researchers. They first reviewed dozens of character inventories. Then they applied 10
criteria for a strength: Fulfilling, morally valued, do not diminish other strengths; has no
felicitous opposites; trait-like; distinctive; paragons and prodigies can be found; selective
absence in some people; institutions/rituals are involved (Peterson & Seligman, 2004,
pp.16-28).
Only 24 traits made the list. Others fell into categories of synonyms, substrengths, or situational themes. The latter became PP's third level of character defined as
“habits that lead people to manifest given character strengths in given situations”
(Peterson & Seligman, 2004, p. 14).
In the decade since Peterson & Seligman’s publication of Character Strengths
and Virtues (2004), research on the 24 has increased dramatically (Seligman, 2011). The
VIA website contains an extensive bibliography of the primary studies that provide
multiple examples of character’s efficacy. Those regarding adolescents were significant.
1. Weber & Ruch’s (2012) study indicated that character strengths of the mind (e.g.,
self-regulation, perseverance, love of learning) were predictive of school success.
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2. Shoshani & Slone’s (2012) longitudinal study of adolescent’ transition to middle
school found intellectual and temperance strengths predicted school performance
and achievement, interpersonal strengths related to school social functioning, and
temperance and transcendence strengths predicted well-being.
3. Proctor et al. (2011) divided 319 adolescent students between the ages of 12-14
into two groups in which 2/3 received character strengths-builder activities and
strengths challenges within the school curriculum (called Strengths Gym) while
the rest served as a control group. Those who participated in strengths exercises
experienced increase in life satisfaction compared to the control group.
4. Gillham and cohorts found among high school students that other-oriented
strengths (e.g., kindness, teamwork) predicted fewer depression symptoms while
transcendence strengths (e.g., spirituality) predicted greater life satisfaction
(Gillham et al., 2011).
5. Seligman et al. (2009) evaluated a positive education program featuring character
strengths assessment and intervention. It increased levels of curiosity, love of
learning, and creativity, improved school skills, and increased enjoyment and
engagement in school.
6. In a study of adolescents’ character strengths and career/vocational interests,
intellectual strengths were related to investigative and artistic career interests,
transcendence and other-oriented strengths were related to social career interests,
and leadership strengths were Associated with enterprising career interests
(Proyer, Sidler, Weber, & Ruch, 2012).
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Collectively these studies affirm that character strength training is beneficial to
adolescent social, emotional, academic, and vocational development. According to
numerous authorities, it is a primary intervention available to parents, educators,
psychologists, and all youth workers (Baumeister, 2012; Berkowitz & Bier, 2006;
Davidson & Lickona, 2005; Lickona, 1991; Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2011; Park &
Peterson, 2009; Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus, & Malone, 2009; USDE, 2007).

PP is the singular theory of character with an explicit, detailed conceptualization
and system of classification (They stop short of calling it a taxonomy; Peterson &
Seligman, 2004, pp. 11-14).
CE vs. PP. How do these two emerging fields, both focused on character,
connect and collaborate? To date, it seems CE and PP have barely noticed each other,
scarcely connected, and rarely collaborated. Despite Berkowitz’s inclusion as the
contributor with S. Sherblom of CSV’s chapter on Fairness, CE is profoundly unaffected
by PP. This can be observed by 1) the absence of any mention of PP in a search of
prominent CE websites such as CEP’s (CEP, 2013) and Characterplus (Characterplus,
2012) and 2) the exclusion of PP as a consideration or contributing factor in CE literature.
For an example of the latter, Nucci and Narvaez edited a significant CE book in 2008,
Handbook of Moral and Character Education. None of its 30 chapter titles mentions
Positive Psychology and its theory, research, and potential to inform CE is omitted. The
one exception is Lickona & Davidson (2005) who credit as influencing their thinking
prominent Positive Psychologists Seligman, Peterson, C.R. Snyder, and
Csikszentmihalyi. PP conceptualization of and research regarding character otherwise do
not appear to have significantly impacted CE researchers.
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The slight is somewhat mutual. Peterson & Seligman (2004) mention CE and Dr.
Marvin Berkowitz in their otherwise comprehensive chapter “Previous Classifications of
Character Strengths” (pp. 53-92). CE had a head start on Positive Education, the
application of PP to education (Seligman, Ernst, Gillham, Reivich, & Linkins, 2009).
Consequently, CE is mentioned in numerous PP writings though often in a critical
manner (Park & Peterson, 2009; Peterson, 2007). Gilman, Heubner & Furlong’s (2009)
edited volume Handbook of Positive Psychology in Schools has no input from character
educators and its contributors rarely cite them.
It seems some PP adherents see CE as “yesterday’s news” on character. For
example, Kristján Kristjánsson states that PP teaches “…we do not need the moralized
values of character education (non-empirically based, anti-intellectual, old-fashioned,
apocalyptic, nostalgic)” (Kristjánsson, 2013).
Kristjánsson has a point though not as definitive as he asserts. Positive
psychologists have clearly avoided mention of morality or notions of right and wrong. A
search for scholarly articles using the terms “moral” and “Positive Psychology” produced
one article (Haidt, 2003). Park & Peterson made an exception in noting that optimal
human development requires both competence and moral character (2006b). They quote
Baumrind (1998, p. 13), “It takes virtuous character to will the good, and competence to
do good well.”
Insight into the thinking behind the mutual CE/PP slight could be a case of
categorical myopia: Both are so focused on their own group that related groups are
ignored. Another possibility may be the classic “sibling rivalry” between two closelyrelated, competitive fields: Education (represented by CE) and psychology (represented
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by PP). Another partial reason could be PP’s directional shift observed in Seligman’s
latest book Flourish (2011). Its publication marked the unofficial beginning of what this
paper calls PP 2.0.
Positive Psychology 2.0. What can now legitimately be called a movement in the
field of psychology, or what Seligman calls “a tectonic upheaval,” developed
significantly in 7 years since publishing CSV (Seligman, 2011, p. 1). He states that his
early articulation of PP in his book Authentic Happiness (2001) involved Happiness
Theory. The theory had three elements: positive emotion (feelings: pleasure, warmth,
comfort), engagement (flow: loss of self-consciousness during an absorbing activity), and
meaning (serving something bigger than self). The goal of Happiness Theory was life
satisfaction: How satisfied one felt due to experiencing these three elements (Seligman,
2011).
In Flourish, Seligman expands his former happiness theory in his new Well-Being
Theory. The theory’s goal is to promote flourishing by increasing these five elements in
one's life: Positive Emotion, Engagement, Relationships, Meaning, and Accomplishment
(PERMA) (Seligman, 2011). Seligman makes the “unguarded promises” that PP will
make one happier, increase one's well-being, and help one flourish (Seligman, 2011, pp.1,
2).
Character is a significant theme in the book. In discussing Positive Education, he
states that the goal of the Strath Haven PP curriculum was to “build character strengths,
relationships, and meaning…” (Seligman, 2011, p. 83).
Seligman begins Flourish's Part 2, “Ways to Flourish,” with a chapter entitled
“GRIT, Character, and Achievement: A New Theory of Intelligence.” Here he articulates
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a new appeal to psychology and humankind to move beyond victimization and back to
personal responsibility and personal character. He appeals to education to recognize the
equation “achievement = skill x effort” where skill is synonymous with intelligence and
talent and effort equals character. Of particular value are the character strengths
regarding a form of self-discipline he calls grit which combines persistence with passion
to achieve. Although he does not say so, logically GRIT and character correlate with the
“Achievement” portion of PERMA (Seligman, 2011).
Then Seligman launches a discussion of his work in developing the Army's
Comprehensive Soldier Fitness Training and, to combat PTSD, Master Resiliency
Training. Both are full of character training but are never explicitly correlated with
PERMA (Seligman, 2011).
When Seligman’s summarizes Well-Being Theory, character is noticeably absent.
This is curious considering (a) the significance of virtue and character in the two
primary/seminal PP texts: CSV and Authentic Happiness; and (b) the strong Citing of
character in two major portions of Flourish. Another observation is that the focus of
character in Flourish seems to be on performance character strengths such as selfregulation and perseverance rather than moral character such as kindness and love
(Davidson & Lickona, 2005; Seligman, 2011).
While he obviously promotes character strength and growth in his most recent
publication (2011, pp. 83, 103-107, 113-125, 168, 172), the term “character” is rarely
used by other Positive Psychologists excepting Chris Peterson (Peterson, 2006; Peterson
et al., 2008). In an email exchange May 19, 2011, I asked about the place of character in
PERMA and the apparent focus on performance character rather than moral character.
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Seligman, known for his rapid, one-line email responses, said Chris Peterson is “more
partial to prescription [i.e. tell people what they should do or how they should act] than I
am” (Chris Peterson died October 9, 2012).
As the field has developed, PP could appear to have moved away from its earlier
emphasis on virtue and character to a less “prescriptive” focus on well-being (Seligman,
personal correspondence, May 19, 2011). When asked in a follow-up email if this
statement is true, Seligman replied, “The happy does not equal the good which does not
equal the true. PERMA describes what people choose to do. It does not tell people what
they should do.”
This could indicate an affirmative answer by showing Seligman’s belief that
discussions of moral character are often “prescriptive”. Another possibility is that PP will
continue to discuss “what people choose to do” morally without assigning a value to the
behavior. PP research often reports levels of perceived well-being by those choosing
moral acts such as kindness and honesty as compared to those who do not. If this
interpretation of Seligman is accurate, PP through PERMA seems not to be changing
direction but allowing character research data to prescribe the most beneficial moral
behavior.
Seligman provides support for this interpretation. In a May 3, 2014 email, he was
asked about the connection between two conceptual statements. Character Strengths and
Virtues states that PP is "the science of good character" (p.9) yet Seligman asserts in
Flourish that, "Here then is well-being theory: well-being is a construct: and well-being,
not happiness, is the topic of PP." He was asked, “How do these two statements correlate
and/or converge?” He replied, “If you want to know about WB (well-being), it helps to
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know about character.” Combined with his Well-Being Theory, this indicates character
strengths remain an important aspect of PP and PERMA. Without directly involving
moral character, it seems Seligman is3 leading PP the direction Allport and Odbert (1936)
led personality theory: Toward an amoral concept.
PERMA seems a solid, potentially brilliant theory of well-being save 1) its failure
to integrate explicitly its theory with PP as a “science of character” and 2) its moral
sterilization. Given Seligman’s history of revising and correcting his theories based on
research and feedback he values, future conceptualization of this emerging field may
correct these omissions.
PP has produced far more innovation and research toward a character construct
than any other group. The PP listserve (address list that allows members to email the
entire group) buzzes daily with related research and conceptual discussions (FRIENDSOF-PP@LISTS.APA.ORG). Despite PP founders and adherents' reticence to endorse
morality or posit truth, the central role of character in their theory and its effectiveness in
interventions evidenced by PP research may be viewed as prescriptive. That is, PP
explains character strength use and its efficacy for well-being. By this, they promote and
therefore prescribe character.
In summary, PP is an exciting new field that should be carefully watched by
character educators. Though PP researchers are energetic and innovative, the field is in
its pre-adolescence (Brdr & Kashdan, 2010; Seligman, 2011). Perhaps PP 3.0 will
address the place of morality in PP by integrating Well-Being Theory with the “science of
character’ (Peterson & Seligman, 2004, p.9).
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Traits or strengths? Those involved in Character Education seemed to prefer the
terms “virtues” or “character traits” for the various psychological tendencies comprising
character (Berkowitz & Bier, 2006; Lickona, 2000, 2004; Snyder & Lopez, 2007).
Seligman and Peterson borrowed the term “strengths” from the work of Donald Clifton
and others to create the concept of “character strengths” (Peterson & Seligman, 2004;
Snyder & Lopez, 2007). Perhaps the two fields can dialogue regarding the best term and
seek consensus. This study will use both terms interchangeably.
Character Education’s lack of a taxonomy. The current CE movement has not
collaboratively constructed a taxonomy of character. When one thinks of school subjects,
what comes to mind are math, communication arts, science, performing arts, and social
studies. These subjects have clear definitions, a cohesive, established body of theory, and
have been taught comprehensively in a developmentally-appropriate manner for
generations. CE does not enjoy these benefits. Many question the appropriateness and
even the legality of teaching morality in public schools (Howard, Berkowitz, &
Schaeffer, 2004; Milson, 2003; Nucci, 2008; USDE, 2007; Vessels & Huitt, 2005; White,
2009; Williams, 2000). Some character theorists seem to endorse only their own
constructs and resist addressing or incorporating input from others (CASEL, 2012;
Josephson, 2011; Narvaez & Nucci, 2008). The CE field remains fractured and
contentious (Howard, Berkowitz & Schaeffer, 2004). This complicates and politicizes an
already-difficult task.

Measuring Character. Howard, Berkowitz, and Schaeffer (2004) call the
evaluation of CE programs “a Gordian knot” (p.204). A well-designed research study
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can determine CE program effectiveness based on observable outcomes such as academic
progress, prosocial testing, school culture, and school-wide indicators of student behavior
(Battistich, 2008; Solomon, Battistich, Watson, Schaps, & Lewis, 2000; Hanson, Dietsch,
& Zheng, 2012; USDE, 2007).
Federal studies of CE programs have been less than supportive of their efficacy
(Hanson, Dietsch, & Zheng, 2012; Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2011; Person,
Moiduddin, Hague-Angus & Malone, 2009; SCDRC, 2010). The two most recent and
extensive of these may be primarily responsible for CE being defunded by the US
government (SCDRC, 2010). One specifically asked for additional components of
evaluation requiring 1) a conceptual basis including a unified character taxonomy with 2)
criteria to know what must be measured; and 3) quantitative assessment tools to measure
both character strength and growth.
To date, only the first of these three requirements is available in the field of CE
and it is questionable if they are present in related fields of PP (Seligman, Ernst, Gillham,
Reivich, & Linkins, 2009) and Positive Youth Development (Lerner et al., 2005).
Creating these essentials would contribute to CE unraveling its evaluative tangle and
possibly promote collaboration between these three fields (Lippman, Moore, &
McIntosh, 2011; Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus & Malone, 2009; USDE, 2007).
Existing quantitative measures of student outcomes have not seemed to impress
researchers. Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh (2011) question the quality of available
statistical measures of student outcomes:
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“There is considerable skepticism about the quality of positive measures among
statisticians, economists, and other quantitatively oriented researchers who view
measures of positive youth development as ‘squishy’ or ‘soft.’ Hard data on the
psychometric properties of scales, indices, and items are needed to convince
survey directors that positive measures of well-being can be rigorously measured
and collected” (pp. 428, 429).
At least program evaluation using some form of student outcome measures is
possible. Educators can assess all-school outcomes of effective CE such as academic
progress, social emotional health, and compliance to school behavioral norms (Battistich,
2008; Solomon, Battistich, Watson, Schaps, & Lewis, 2000; Hanson, Dietsch, & Zheng,
2012).
Perhaps the more vexing knot for CE is the fact that individual student character
development is not being tested, scored, or reported (Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh,
2011). In the past, students received some score of classroom “deportment” or behavior
on their report card (Damon, 1988; McClellan, 1999; Wynne, 1986). This is no longer
widely used today in primary education and is almost non-existent in secondary
education (USDE, 2007).
While program evaluation offers a general indication of students’ collective
culture or school climate, it cannot measure individual student character or specific
strengths. This inability affects CE in numerous ways. First, it is not good pedagogy
(McClellan, 1999) and does not encourage intrinsic or autonomous motivation (Ryan &
Deci, 2000). Grades for math, science, or language arts are not collective where
everyone gets the same grade as their fellow students based on the overall school score.
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Teachers help individual students who struggle with a certain concept as evidenced by
their test outcomes. Student learning can also be motivated by individual grading (Huitt,
2011; Huitt, Huitt, Monetti, & Hummel, 2009). Logically, character development can be
similarly encouraged if character can be individually measured (Gilman, Huebner, &
Laughlin, 2000; Hanson, Dietsch, & Zheng, 2012).
All-school indicators of character show nothing of individual development or
specific areas of training needed. Even measuring an individual student’s broad
behavioral indicators does not de facto measure that student’s character, determine
developmental progress in character, or identify their character strengths and weaknesses
and thus differentiate instruction to address deficits (Howard, Berkowitz, & Schaeffer,
2004; Hanson, Dietsch, & Zheng, 2012; Huitt, Huitt, Monetti, & Hummel, 2009;
McClellan, 1999; WWC, 2006). If students are to develop in character, CE must
discover their developmental needs through individual character measurement.
Second, not testing individual student character means that CE has less
differentiated instruction (DI). DI is a teaching theory based on the premise that
instructional approaches should vary and be adapted in relation to individual and diverse
students in classrooms (Hall, 2002; Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006). DI at its most basic
level is when a school provides students personalized avenues of learning despite students’
varying developmental levels. Motivated districts and schools with conscientious teachers

who are trained in CE can infuse CE into the academic curriculum (Berkowitz & Bier,
2006; Huitt, Huitt, Monetti, & Hummel, 2009; Milson, 2003; WWC, 2006). However such
training is non-existent in educational certification requirements (Narvaez & Lapsley, in
press; Nucci, 2008).
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When schools that emphasize and infuse CE are asked what effect their CE
initiative has on individual character, overall trait development, or DI, answers are
available: Greater student cooperation, improved attitude and climate, use of skills such
as conflict resolution, etc. A more specific, evidence-based answer could be provided by
a taxonomy and a measure by which individual student development could be measured.
Such tools could help differentiate instruction and inform teachers of what lessons
students need to cover the full spectrum of comprehensive CE (Huitt, Huitt, Monetti, &
Hummel, 2009). Administrators and teachers could determine in what specific traits their
students need training (Seligman, Ernst, Gillham, Reivich, & Linkins, 2009).
The third effect of schools’ inability to quantify character growth regards the
practicality of evaluation. When testing is complex, it is less frequently and reliably
accomplished. Administrators are busy and have many state and federal reporting
requirements, few or none of which involve testing character. If they are to measure
student character, the method needs to be as painless as possible. A brief, quantitative
measure would fill this need.
The fourth effect regards money. Today more than ever, federal and private
funding for education is dependent on evidence of effectiveness through qualitative
research data (Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2011; USDE, 2007, 2012, 2013a, 2013b).
To be granted again a primary presence in US education and its funding, CE must find a
means of defining its content and evaluating student achievement (Howard, Berkowitz, &
Schaeffer, 2004; Huitt, Huitt, Monetti, & Hummel, 2009; Person, Moiduddin, HagueAngus & Malone, 2009; Seligman, Ernst, Gillham, Reivich, & Linkins, 2009).
Current CE assessment. To create a character taxonomy and quantitative
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measure, it appears CE evaluation and assessment has an epic journey ahead. Two
extensive US Department of Education reports address this. In 2007, the USDE joined
with the Character Education Partnership and the Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development to develop “Mobilizing for Evidence-Based Character
Education (USDE, 2007). Their rationale was that, “Conducting scientifically rigorous
evaluations of character education interventions is complex. The nature of character
education compounds the typical challenges of evaluation in particular ways” (p. 1). The
first reason they cited was “lack of precedence,” meaning that few rigorous evaluations
have been done (p. 1). Their definition of scientific evaluation said it “…relies on
measurements or observational methods that provide reliable data” (p. 4).
A December 2009 US Department of Education report, “Survey of Outcomes
Measurement in Research on Character Education Programs” (SOMRCEP), “...
systematically examines the outcomes that were measured in evaluations of a delimited
set of character education programs and the research tools used for measuring the
targeted outcomes” (Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus & Malone, 2009, p. xv). The
authors concluded,
“The multi-faceted nature of character development and many possible ways of
conceptualizing it, the large and growing number of school-based programs to
promote character development, and the relative newness of efforts to evaluate
character education programs using rigorous research methods all combine to
make the selection or development of measures relevant to the evaluation of these
programs especially challenging” (Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus & Malone,
2009, p. xvi).
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The report's “... assessment of the characteristics of the scaled measures revealed
two central themes.” The second was, “Reporting of psychometric properties of
character education outcome measures is not consistent” (Person, Moiduddin, HagueAngus & Malone, 2009, p. xvii; italic added). Of the 95 scaled measures, no internal
reliability statistics were reported for 33, 5 produced less than .70 reliability, and 27 had
mixed reliability across contexts.

Only 30 of the 95 measures or less than a third had

reliability over .70 (the standard of acceptable reliability; Standards, 1985). Validity of
measures, the primary requirement of a good measure (Standards, 1985), was addressed
less often than reliability with just 5 of the 36 programs selected providing validity
statistics (Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus & Malone, 2009).
Why is this? One possibility mentioned was the evaluators lack training in proper
research tools and procedure. Another possibility emerges from SOMRCEP's first theme:
“Among the 95 scales that researchers applied in the studies reviewed here, 46
were developed for the study under review. An additional 17 were adapted from
existing measures; and 32 were available 'off the shelf,' having been developed
and published through other research. Among this last category, 6 scales were
employed in research on more than one of the programs under review” (Person,
Moiduddin, Hague-Angus & Malone, 2009; p. xvi).
In reviewing the 32 scales from published research listed in this document, only
one specifically measured character: The Character Development Survey (CDS, Johns,
1997). The measure proved reliable in its initial use by its author but had no validation,
the “Gold Standard of test evaluation” (Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995, p. 239). In
addition, CDS measures only three strengths: kindness/caring, respect/responsibility, and
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fairness/honesty. Interestingly, CDS showed no statistically significant character growth
in the students participating in the four-year study (Johns, 2001). It may be questioned
whether this was due to the program or the measurement tool (Haynes, Richard, &
Kubany, 1995; Standards, 1985; Tay, Diener, Drasgow, & Vermunt, 2011; Trochim,
2006).
In this 2009 USDE meta-study of research on character education programs, its
best measure of character was used twice, measured only three character strengths, and
showed no significant character growth (Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus & Malone,
2009). Logically this suggests that valid, reliable measures of multi-dimensional
character simply are not prominent or readily available.
CEP lists on its website “Individual Assessment” (http://www.character.org/moreresources/assessment-tools/individual/). Only Bulach’s measure is multi-dimensional
(Bulach, 1999).
The Air Force Academy developed and validated a multi-dimensional character
measure for use with their cadets (Rosebush, 2012). It drew heavily from PP and VIA’s
work (Park & Peterson, 2006a; Peterson & Seligman, 2004) but used a list of character
strengths developed by the Air Force specifically for their cadets. Its developmental level
is for young adults of college age and above (Rosebush, 2012) and thus not appropriate
for grades 6-12.
Measuring the 24 PP character strengths. Seligman & Peterson stated in CSV,
“We believe that good character can be cultivated, but to do so, we need conceptual and
empirical tools to craft and evaluate interventions” (p. 3). Because PP is the singular
theory of character with a detailed conceptualization and system of classification, certain
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measures have developed. The one sporting the greatest amount of use in research is the
Values In Action Inventory of Strengths (VIA-IS) developed by Peterson, Seligman, and
Nansook Park (2003). Values In Action (www.viacharacter.org) is a not-for-profit
organization whose purpose is “identifying what's best about human beings and how we
use those best characteristics to build our best lives for ourselves and others. What are
the human traits that are valued in all cultures, religions and across time?” (VIA, 2010).
After numerous revisions, VIA-IS “appears reliable and valid for the purposes of
identifying strengths in adults” (Snyder & Lopez, 2007). Seligman popularized this scale
with an online version that had over a million responses in only six years (Linley, et al.,
2007).
VIA developed a parallel measure for adolescents. They commissioned a series of
focus groups of Michigan high school students to discuss PP’s 24 strengths. Their
conclusions lend insight into adolescent views of character:
“Focus groups with 459 high school students from 20 high schools found that
students largely believe the 24 VIA strengths are acquired and that the strengths
develop through ongoing experience. The students cited minimal character
strength role models and they particularly valued the strengths of love of learning,
perspective, love, social intelligence, leadership, and spirituality” (Steen,
Kachorek, & Peterson, 2003, p. 5).
VIA asked Nansook Park to create the Values In Action Youth Survey (VIA-YS;
2007) using developmentally appropriate wording in its items. She produced a 198-item
questionnaire with a 5-point Likert scale. Its validity is considered good because 1) it
borrows the claims of the VIA-IS (Brdr & Kashdan, 2011; Peterson, Seligman, & Park,
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2003) and 2) Park & Peterson (2006b) report it is conceptually similar to other adolescent
measures. Reliability was measured only against items within the conceptualized
category and thus was high (.72-.91). Factor analysis showed “an interpretable fourfactor structure” (Park & Peterson, 2006b, 2009): Temperance, intellectual, theological,
and interpersonal strengths.
In their detailed study, Park & Peterson (2006b, 2009) report that VIA-YS is able
to measure adolescent character strengths and that it would be available soon. They also
admit it is too long for adolescent attention span and that a shorter version was
forthcoming. It was to be based on the results of exploratory factor analysis that reported
on reliability of the individual items’ contribution to the strength it measured (Brdr &
Kashdan, 2010; Linley et al., 2007; Macdonald, Bore, & Munro, 2008; Park & Peterson,
2006a, 2007, 2009; Peterson & Park, 2009; Toner, Haslam, Robinson, & Williams, 2012).

VIA then attempted to create a shorter numeric version called the VIA Signature
Strengths Assessment-Youth (SSAY). An international effort headed by Tayyab Rashid
surveyed over 1200 students in the US, Canada, United Kingdom, Australia, and online
respondents from around the world: Austria, Finland, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Romania,
Greece, Thailand, and China (Rashid, 2011a). The results showed limited reliability (2 of
24 strengths >.7) and little or insignificant validation (Rashid, 2011b; discussed below).
VIA has never published the SSAY.
VIA-YS as a potential measure of adolescent character. When VIA-YS was
made available, it was only for individual student use or research by permission. This
limited its usability for schools and youth organizations. They could only use the
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measure as an individual learning experience.
More significantly for character research, both VIA-IS and VIA-YS have a
significant metric limitation if one hopes to use them to measure character development:
They are designed to be ordinal assessments. This means they are designed to arrange
the 24 assessed strengths in order from the student’s strongest to weakest (Park &
Peterson, 2007; Peterson, Seligman, & Park, 2003).
It is assumed that this was done (a) because norms were not yet established and
(b) to protect participants from discouragement if their scores were lower than others.
Ramifications were very significant for character measurement. The VIA measures are
not intended to:
•

Measure character strengths’ means, standard deviations, or other foundational
metrics;

•

Establish population means on a normal curve;

•

Show numeric fluctuation and therefore levels of reliability in test-retest;

•

Create norms that can be used to compare various samples or populations and show
growth and development over time;

•

Be used in a longitudinal study to show character growth (Ryan Niemic, personal
correspondence, February 26, 2013; Nansook Park, personal conversation, July 26,
2011; Standards, 1985); and

•

Cannot show the result of character training or be used in program evaluation.
Promising elements. VIA is responding to these limitations by work on a 96-item

version of the VIA Youth Survey (YS96). The four most reliable items for each of the 24
character strengths were compiled to create YS96. It will report its scores numerically
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and norms will be developed over time (Ryan Niemic, personal correspondence,
February 26, 2013).
Despite these observations, VIA-YS is arguably the most reliable and valid
adolescent character measure available. This researcher asked permission to use 52 items
from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey that correlate with CVI’s 11 factors for this validation
study. VIA graciously agreed to the use of these items but stated: “… the VIA Youth
Survey was not created and/or tested to measure this subset of the 24 character strengths,
and therefore the subset version of the survey cannot be considered a validated measure”
(VIA, personal correspondence, August 27, 2013).
Despite its metric limitations, the VIA items and subscales can inform character
research in many ways. First, they are based on the best conceptualization in psychology
and education (Snyder & Lopez, 2007). Second, they are the most comprehensive and
widely-used items and subscales available (Brdr & Kashdan, 2011; McGrath, Rashid,
Park, & Peterson, 2010). Third, factor analysis is possible with an ordinal measure (Brdr
& Kashdan, 2010; Garson, 2008; Linley et al., 2007; Macdonald, Bore, & Munro, 2008;
Park & Peterson, 2006a, 2007, 2009; Peterson & Park, 2009; Toner, Haslam, Robinson,
& Williams, 2012). Discussion of this third benefit follows.
The purpose of factor analysis is to reveal a measure’s latent structure. Two
specific functions of factor analysis are to establish content and construct validity by (a)
reducing its set of variables into subsets called factors; (b) demonstrating the factors’
strength through coefficient alphas; (c) identifying items that load on the same factor; and
(d) exposing items that do not factor or load on more than one factor so they may be
reviewed to inform factor conceptualization and improved or deleted (Garson, 2008).
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A number of factor analyses, although conducted on the VIA-IS, are valuable for
this study. Similar to Park & Peterson’s (2006b) factor analysis of the VIA-YS
mentioned above, one study found the 24 character strengths were well represented by
both a one and four factor solution. Significant relationships were found between each of
the 24 character strengths, the one and four factor solutions, and the Five Factor Model of
personality (Macdonald, Miles, & Munro, 2008). The four factors were Positivity
(teamwork, love, hope, humor, zest, and leadership); Intellect (creativity, appreciation of
beauty/excellence, curiosity, love of learning, social intelligence, perspective, and
bravery); Conscientiousness (self-regulation, perseverance, judgment, honesty, and
prudence); and Niceness (modesty/humility, fairness, kindness, forgiveness,
religiousness, and gratitude) (Macdonald, Bore, & Munro, 2008).
Another factor analysis found 4 factors encompassing different strengths:
Interpersonal, which reflects positive behavior toward others (fairness, teamwork,
kindness, forgiveness, love, modesty/humility, leadership, gratitude, and appreciation of
beauty/excellence); Fortitude, which reflects openness and courage (perspective,
judgment, creativity, social intelligence, bravery, and love of learning); Vitality, which
reflects a global factor of positive qualities (zest, hope, curiosity, and humor); and
Cautiousness, which reflects self-control (prudence, self-regulation, perseverance,
religiousness, and honesty; Brdr & Kashdan, 2010).
Peterson's later factor analysis was significantly different with 5 factors:
Interpersonal (humor, kindness, leadership, love, social intelligence, and teamwork);
Fortitude (bravery, honesty, judgment, perseverance, perspective, and self-regulation);
Cognitive (appreciation of beauty/excellence, creativity, curiosity, and love of learning);
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Transcendence (gratitude, hope, religiousness, and zest); and Temperance (fairness,
forgiveness, modesty/humility, and prudence; Peterson et al., 2008)
These analyses show some degree of both consensus and disagreement. Of
significance is that PP’s conceptualized six virtues are not confirmed by metric
evaluation through exploratory factor analysis. Also no consensus emerged where a
group of character strengths attached to a specific factor.
A promising element for character measurement independent of VIA comes from
a prolific young professor at University of Pennsylvania. Angela Duckworth was
mentored by Seligman and is a rising star in the PP field (Seligman, 2011). She limits
her work to strengths of regulation, specifically perseverance and passion for long-term
goals that she calls GRIT (Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, & Kelly, 2007). She is
working with the Knowledge Is Power Program (KIPP), “a national network of free,
open-enrollment, college-preparatory public schools with a track record of preparing
students in under-served communities for success in college and in life” (KIPP, 2012).
She developed a simple character evaluation using 10 of the 24 PP character strengths.
Teachers complete the evaluation for each student as part of their “KIPP Report Card.”
The first study will be completed soon and could contribute significantly to character
assessment (Duckworth, personal communication, March 14, 2013).
Conclusions regarding character measurement. Character measurement is
nascent but developing (Berkowitz & Bier, 2006). As Peterson and Park (2006b) said,
“Character strengths are complex constructs that require comprehensive measures” (p.
902). The only valid option available today for CE program evaluation is outcome
measurement (academic progress and reduced dishonesty, social emotional health, and
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compliance to school behavioral norms) (Battistich, 2008; Hanson, Dietsch, & Zheng,
2012). While measuring particular character-related outcomes is useful, it does not give
us a holistic, conceptually coherent measure of individual student character. Without a
clearly conceptualized character taxonomy, educators cannot know what traits cover the
full spectrum of comprehensive CE. Without a measure able to assess each student’s
character, they are unaware of specific traits for which their students need training.
PP can contribute significantly to CE’s development of a taxonomy and a measure
of character growth. While the VIA Youth Survey is not able to measure character growth
or program effectiveness, its factor analysis does serve character conceptualization.
Angela Duckworth has made progress in measuring certain strengths but much more
work is required. Citing the VIA as an exception, Roth-Herbst, Borbely, and BrooksGunn (2007) have concluded that “little work… has attempted to create a reliable and
valid scale to measure the many components implied by the term ‘character’” (p. 175). If
the field is to progress, this must change.

Lessons from the VIA Strengths Survey. As mentioned above, in 2010-2011
VIA attempted to create a shorter version of the VIA Youth Survey called the VIA
Signature Strengths Assessment-Youth (SSAY). Tayyab Rashid led this international
study.
This researcher contacted Rashid to offer to recruit Missouri middle schools to
participate. Neal Mayerson, president of VIA, approved this idea and provided access to
the measure. This researcher used the study as a doctoral research internship. Rashid
involved 315 students from 12 nations and this researcher recruited almost 900 Missouri
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8th graders (Rashid, 2011a). Rashid included all these students in his study while this
researcher designed the following project using only data on the Missouri population.
Project description. At the time, this researcher was not aware of VIA-YS’s
ordinal scoring and its ramifications. The objective of this project was to be a first
attempt at determining whether a measure of character can show a difference in character
levels between student groups.
The researcher chose middle school students for the target population for
convenience. Middle schools were selected that had similar demographics and should be
one of two types: (a) Strong emphasis on CE and social-emotional learning that has been
implemented and improved over a significant number of years and (b) those without this
as a stated emphasis. Schools of the first type would serve as the experimental group
while the second type would be the control group. This is a convenience sample since
schools volunteered to take part.
One challenge was how to determine a standard for schools to meet the first
criteria. The Character Education Partnership (CEP) of Washington, DC is arguably the
most prominent authority in CE (USDE, 2007). CEP has criteria and a qualifying process
for a school to become a National School of Character (NSC) (CEP, 2013a). In St. Louis,
MO, many schools have qualified for this designation through the efforts of
CharacterPlus (recently renamed educationplus; CharacterPlus, 2013). Achieving NSC
status was chosen as the standard to qualify a school as meeting the first criteria. Five
NSC were invited to participate and three chose to join the study.
Three schools were selected that had not recently emphasized CE. All were from
one district with no stated CE emphasis. They served as the control group.
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A fourth school wanted to participate that has a large student population but is the
lone middle school in its district. It has had a CE emphasis for over ten years and was
involved with Characterplus from fall, 2005 – spring, 2009. It had received a “Promising
Practice” award from CEP but had never applied to be a NSC (CEP, 2013b). It was
decided to use this school as a third category: A school with a significant CE emphasis
and history but with a more “homegrown” approach (Berkowitz & Bier, 2006). It was
thought that its students' scores would be an interesting contribution to see if a “homegrown” approach to character training had a significant influence.
A total of nine schools were invited to join the study. Their principals or
superintendents were asked if they were interested in participating in a research study of
student character strength. They were told there would be no cost for participation. They
were asked to provide on-campus, supervised internet access to their 8th grade students
for one hour to complete an on-line questionnaire. Student confidentiality was assured as
they needed to provide only their Missouri student identification number, their school,
and some general demographic data.
The potential benefits of this survey were presented in an email letter:
“At the present time, though you know your school is promoting student character
growth, your only ways to report that are certain school behaviors (attendance,
ascending MAP scores, etc.) or absence of misbehavior (referrals, detention,
violence, etc.). No standard of student character strength has been established and
so no means of measuring student character growth exists. This research project
may begin to supply these needs” (Correspondence from Mark Liston, January
29, 2011).
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Ultimately, seven schools committed to the project and six participated. The three
categories had roughly the same number of students participating as the range of N was
from 292 to 310):
Group 1: The schools have no stated emphasis on character (2 schools; N = 310).
Group 2: The school has a strong emphasis on character (1 school; N = 292).
Group 3: The NSC schools (3 schools; N = 297).
The schools chosen are all in Missouri. Group 1 and 2 are in suburban/rural areas
and, of the three schools in Group 3, two are suburban and one is suburban/rural. Their
students have roughly similar demographics:
Table 1.1. School Demographics
School:

% White

% Afr-Am

% Hispanic % Asian

% Am Indn % FRL*

Group 1

81.4

6.3

7.5

2.1

2.7

62.6

Group 2

81.3

1.8

9

5.3

2.7

59.7

Group 3

78.9

12

3

6

0.1

50.2

* = Free and Reduced Lunch

Project Design. The null hypothesis was that no significant difference would
exist between the three groups. The research hypothesis was that a significant difference
would occur between two or more of the schools.
To test these hypotheses, a quasi-experimental, group post-test design was chosen.
As mentioned, the measure used was the Values In Action (VIA) Signature Strengths
Assessment – Youth (SSAY), designed by Tayyab Rashid (2011). He based the SSAY on
the VIA Youth Survey by Nansook Park (2005). Both were designed on an early
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adolescent developmental level.
The SSAY has three items for each of the 24 PP character strengths including one
that requires reverse scoring. Rashid added the Student Life Satisfaction (SLS) (Gilman,
Huebner, & Laughlin, 2000) and the Positive Psychotherapy Inventory – Children (PPIC)
(Park, Peterson, & Seligman, 2004) as validity measures and some basic demographic
questions.
The dependent variable was the students' total SSAY points. The independent
variable was their school group. A histogram of all scores shows a normal distribution
and a mean of 252.91 with a standard deviation of 29.21. The mean total score for each
school is as follows in ascending order:

Table 1.2. School Mean Scores
Group and School

Mean Total Points per Student Survey

Control Group, School 1

247.35

NSC Group, School 1

250.16

Control Group, School 2

252.76

NSC Group, School 2

254.51

NSC Group, School 3

255.35

Home Grown

255.69

The mean of each group is as follows:
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Table 1.3. Group Mean Scores
Control Group

250.09

Home Grown

255.69

NSC Group

253.11

Research analysis. A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to
compare (a) the schools to one another and (b) the groups to one another. Only the
highest scoring school (with “homegrown” CE) was significantly higher when its mean
was compared to the lowest scoring school (one with no CE and the higher FRL
percentage in its group).
One group mean was significantly different from another. Group 1 (No CE) and
Group 2 (Home-grown) were different at exactly .05 and then only using one of the
measures of significance: the Tukey HSD. Therefore scores on the SSAY for the
National Schools of Character group were not significantly greater than the group of
schools with no formal CE. Though the home-grown school had scores almost as far
ahead of the NSC schools as the NSC schools were ahead of Group 1, this difference was
not significant.
The fact that one school comparison and one group comparison were significantly
different could support the hypothesis that all-school CE affects students' character selfassessment. The null hypothesis could be rejected.
Rashid’s analysis of the SSAY. Rashid provided this researcher with spreadsheets
that reported results of a limited data analysis. In summary, it showed:
•

Poor internal reliability for most item groups, ranging from .23 to .82. Only two
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of 24 character strengths were >.7. Rashid reported its overall internal reliability
based on a smaller sample (N =117) at .53 (Cronbach's Alpha).
•

All strengths showed statistically significant construct validity with the Student
Life Satisfaction measure (.52) and PPIC (.495) [Correlation is significant at the
0.01 level (2-tailed) for both]. Correlations ranged from .112 to .567. Seven of
the 24 had correlations > .3.

•

No factor analysis was reported, presumably because the measure did not factor
according to PP’s six identified virtues.

•

This researcher attended Dr. Rashid’s presentation on these results at the 2011
International Positive Psychology Conference in Philadelphia, PA (July 25-27).
Dr. Rashid appeared sheepish as he reported these results. His recommendations
regarding the revising or future use of SSAY seemed guarded and lacked
enthusiasm.
This project's results were far from satisfying. Why was significance barely

attained and then only through one type of analysis? Why were most scores not
significantly different? Numerous speculations can be suggested. The assistant
superintendent of schools in Group 1 (with no stated CE) said prior to the survey that she
thought their students' character was sufficient and equal to any in the state. This survey
could be interpreted as affirming her statement. Student character could be as strong in
the schools with no formal CE through 1) standard disciplinary and classroom
management procedures and 2) teachers and administrators who model caring, respect,
and responsibility.
Another possibility is that students have no standard of comparison for their level
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of character strength other than their peers, parents, teachers, and other community
members. Since they spend the majority of their time at school, their levels may be
relative as compared to the character strength present in their school. Thus if those in
their school have low levels of character, they will all compare themselves to one another
and produce average results. If those in their school have high levels of character, they
will likewise compare themselves to one another and report the same average results.
Thus some objective standard of comparison is needed that is not now obvious.
A third possible reason for the lack of significance is the item construction in the
measure used. Examining the SSAY for face validity (Trochim, 2011) revealed a serious
concern about two types of items: Those regarding (a) robust or unchanging personality
traits and (b) transitory or phasic emotional states.
The VIA philosophy is based on PP research by Seligman and Peterson (2004)
that defines character strengths by their 10 criteria as “fulfilling, morally valued, do not
diminish others; non-felicitous opposites; trait-like; distinctiveness; paragons; prodigies;
selective absence; institutions/rituals” (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Two that are
appropriate for this discussion are “trait-like” and “non-felicitous opposites.”
Most developmental psychologists and those who work with personality
assessment define personality traits as robust or unlikely to change significantly over time
and through experience (Allport, 1937; Ashton et al., 2004; Lee & Ashton, 2006). One is
born with personality traits or they become evident very early in life. Examples include
being introverted or extroverted, intuitive or objective, and emotional or logical. Even the
negative aspects of the trait that might hinder work or relationships are difficult to modify
significantly over one's lifetime. Therefore, by definition, measurement of a personality
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trait will change little over time and any items within a measure that ask about
personality are unlikely to show growth (Allport, 1937; Macdonald, Miles, & Munro,
2008).
VIA identifies their intent as explicitly not to ask about such robust traits. Their
website contrasts its measures with others that “…identify people's talents, skills,
aptitudes and personality styles or preferences (such as being an introvert or extrovert)
and frequently focus on a specific part of life, such as the workplace” (VIA, 2013).
However, this concept may not be fully expressed in the SSAY. This is observed
in two truths: First, VIA’s primary purpose for the SSAY was not to measure character
growth but “signature strengths” defined as character traits that one uses most frequently
and with greatest comfort, skill and result. Again, this distinction is significant for this
study. In a personal conversation with the founder and president of VIA, Dr. Neal
Mayerson, and Dr. Rashid (July 25, 2011), they confirmed that VIA focused more on
signature strengths that are consistent throughout one’s lifetime than on character growth
that develops with effort and time.
Second, in a personal conversation with Dr. Nansook Park (July 26, 2011), she
disclosed that her earlier measure on which the SSAY was based had this same limitation.
She stated that the VIA Youth Survey (2006) she developed focused on more trait-like or
personality-based features of character strengths and would probably not be appropriate
for test/retest.
According to Peterson & Seligman (2004), their meaning of “trait-like” is “being
tonic (constant) versus phasic (waxing and waning depending on their 'use')... A tonic
characteristic (e.g., kindness or humor) shows itself steadily in a variety of settings...” ( p.
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11). Thus the strength is consistent. They “...excluded talents and abilities (e.g.,
intelligence)...” (p. 15). They also add the criteria of “non-felicitous opposites,” meaning
a character strength's opposite should have a negative connotation. Thus flexibility didn't
qualify as a character strength because its opposite could be steadfastness or, in contrast,
being structured and organized (p. 22).
This conceptualization means that PP character strengths have both qualities
required for development: (a) the stability required for a trait to be sustained over time
yet also (b) the variability for progress, change, and development. Without stability,
attempts to measure character traits would be like measuring one’s mood or energy level.
That is, it might circumstantially rise and fall without a developmental progression.
Without variability, no development can be expressed (Baumeister, 2012; Linley et al.,
2007; Macdonald, Miles, & Munro, 2008).
CEP's definition of character agrees with PP criteria but is less technical and more
focused on behavior: “... valuing and doing what is ethically right and pursuing
excellence. People of good character understand, care about and act upon universal core
ethical values” (CEP, 2011). Every aspect of CEP's character involves choice and learned
behavior. It is even more focused on development than PP.
These are important distinctions for measurement. Without PP's two criteria and
CEP's focus on choice and learned behavior, nothing separates character strengths from
personality traits. These make the distinction clear: Character is part of one's
psychological development and maturity (Berkowitz & Bier, 2006; Berkowitz, Sherblom,
Bier, & Battistich, 2006). As such, its level and growth feasibly can be measured. But
does the SSAY maintain this distinction?
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Below are SSAY items that specifically point to personality traits rather than
character strengths. Most are better to differentiate between introversion/extroversion,
compliance/independence, or intuitive/structured types than as a measure of character:
I follow rules in the classroom and on the playground.
I am not interested in being a group leader.
I gladly follow rules and routines for eating, sleeping and doing homework.
I enjoy working with others much more than working by myself.
I am very good at leading a group and making sure everyone is included.
I am not a risk-taker.
I prefer to work by myself instead of working with a group.
These SSAY items tend not to measure character but personality. The opposite of
these items is not a form of character weakness but a different preference, tendency, or
behavior. Some students are cautious while others boldly risk. Some prefer to be the
leader, some go with the crowd. Some are compliant while some like to challenge the
status quo. Thus these items violate the PP criteria for a character strength as having “a
non-felicitous opposite” and do not measure a character strength. They skew the measure
and weaken its validity. Its outcomes will tend to produce average levels when combined
means of all 24 character strengths are measured.
PP and CSV teach that character strengths show a range of expression from less of
the strength that is negative and undesirable to having more of the strength and is positive
and beneficial (Seligman & Peterson, 2004). For example, one may have the trait of
cautiousness while another is more of a risk-taker. In contrast, the PP character strengths
of prudence, self-regulation, bravery, and judgment do not trace a balance between two
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extremes. Rather they contain elements that show their positive nature.
The above items differ significantly from PP criteria and CEP's definition of
character as part of one's positive development and maturity. They dilute the SSAY’s
ability to measure character strength and growth and are not consistent with VIA’s
definition of its measures.
What is needed to measure student character growth is an assessment based on
both PP criteria for character strengths and CEP's definition of character that emphasizes
its developmental nature. The VIA website cites a number of research reports that
support the concept of character development. One states, “Character strengths with a
developmental trajectory (least common in youth and increase over time through
cognitive maturation) are appreciation of beauty & excellence, forgiveness, modesty,
(and) open-mindedness” (Park & Peterson, 2006; emphasis added). They also cite a
qualitative study: “Focus groups with 459 high school students from 20 high schools
found that students largely believe the 24 VIA strengths are acquired and that the
strengths develop through ongoing experience...” (Steen, Kachorek, & Peterson, 2003).
A related concern is that some of the SSAY items are more likely to be answered
due to one's mood or physical, mental, emotional, developmental, or social-familial
health than one’s character:
I often feel lonely.
I am often tired or bored.
No matter how hard I try, I feel that I cannot overcome my challenges.
I am afraid to participate in many activities that could be good for me.
I like spending time with my family and friends.
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These SSAY items again dilute the validity of the measure by involving
psychological elements distinct from character. While character strength correlates with
mental, emotional, developmental, and social-familial health, their measurement can and
should be distinguished. One can “feel lonely” because one's strong emotional
intelligence provides insight that family and most friends are not safe and shouldn't be
trusted. One can be “often tired” due to being a teenager, participating in service learning
projects, and being a leader in school. One may prefer not to spend time with family and
certain friends because they are dysfunctional and unhealthy.
Conclusions. Despite only one group and one school being significantly
different in its level of character strength, this study gives some basis for optimism
toward measuring character. The SSAY could be improved significantly by correcting
these items as they comprise fully one in six or 17% of the measure. If these alone were
revised, validity would at least improve.
This does not seem to be VIA’s intention. In the three years since that study, its
results have not been published. In recent correspondence (February 26, 2013), VIA’s Dr.
Ryan Niemiec said they had revised Park’s VIA-YS and planned to use it as their
(briefer) measure for adolescents. This implied that SSAY had been shelved.
This project contained some valuable lessons regarding the measurement of
adolescent character growth. First, it is not easy. Many tried and none have produced a
valid, reliable, brief, and multi-dimensional measure (Bulach, 1996; Johns, 2001;
Nansook Park, personal communication, July 26, 2011; Aleesha Seroczynski, personal
correspondence, February 12, 2013).
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Second, the items must be carefully conceptualized to differentiate developmental
progress and are not worded to identify personality traits or emotional states. In personal
correspondence (February 27, 2013), Dr. Mayerson said, “I think the VIA Survey is
responsive to growth in character strengths. But, I think it must always be kept in mind
that the VIA Survey is a broad brush stroke assessment, not a picture painted with fine
[distinctions].”
His colleague at VIA, Dr. Ryan Niemiec, was more specific, stating that the VIA
Youth Survey is “not optimal for measuring character growth due to: (a) Insensitivity to
variations in character trait use; (b) A "ceiling effect" when one scores high in a trait
initially; (c) The VIA surveys are designed for ordinal results, i.e., the rank-ordering of
strengths rather than measuring the level of each strength for later comparison to measure
growth” (personal correspondence, February 27, 2013).
Niemiec adds a caveat that some researchers have paid attention to the total VIAIS raw score, noting that higher total raw scores are connected with happiness and that
“perhaps a significant change in total raw score would be somewhat of an indicator of
character growth.” He admits this might be less likely with the briefer, revised 96-item
VIA Youth Survey (YS96) being developed (personal correspondence, February 27,
2013).
The new YS96 does hold promise. While VIA-YS has 8 items for each of the 24
character strengths, 4 that provide the best internal reliability were retained. VIA
researchers believe these will prove both reliable and valid. While this will serve VIA’s
purpose to help students discover their top character strengths, it will not address the
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concerns Niemiec expressed that prevent it from measuring character growth: Variations
in character use and a ceiling effect (personal correspondence, February 27, 2013).
Significance and Research Question
Four possible reasons were cited above for the federal defunding of CE in 2009:
(a) the relative dearth of scientific, valid research studies regarding character
development (compared to academic fields) (Hanson, Dietsch, & Zheng, 2012; Park &
Peterson, 2009; Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus, & Malone, 2009USDE, 2007); (b) the

poor performance of CE programs in existing studies (Hanson, Dietsch, & Zheng, 2012;
Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus, & Malone, 2009USDE, 2007); (c) the lack of a
unified, understandable construct of character (Huitt et al, 2009; Seligman & Peterson,
2005); and (d) the lack of a valid, reliable measure of comprehensive character growth
(Duckworth, Quinn & Tsukayama, 2011; Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995; Huitt et al,
2009; Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus, & Malone, 2009Steen, Kachorek & Peterson,

2003; Vessels & Huitt, 2005; WWC, 2006).
Hague-Angus, and Malone (2009) summarized these issues and the difficulty in
correcting them in a publication prepared for the US Department of Education:
“The multi-faceted nature of character development and many possible ways of
conceptualizing it, the large and growing number of school-based programs to
promote character development, and the relative newness of efforts to evaluate
character education programs using rigorous research methods all combine to
make the selection or development of measures relevant to the evaluation of these
programs especially challenging” (p. xvi).
In the first two centuries of US education, character education has been its voice
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of morality and value training (McClelland, 1999). Now that CE is defunded, what
vehicle will provide moral advocacy? Who will articulate the importance of our children
nurturing a sense of right and wrong as the foundation for civilization and the rule of law
if these values are neglected in teacher preparation and K-12 curricula (Milson, 2003;
Narvaez & Nucci, 2008; Nucci, 2008)?
These questions have been raised for some time. Who will respond? How can
they be answered proactively? One way to begin to address them is to create a
comprehensive, valid, reliable assessment that can measure adolescent character growth.
These four deficits in CE research and development provide a beginning point for CE
advocates to appeal for federal funding to research these specific needs. If the field can
resolve these, perhaps federal funds will again be available for CE and teachers again will
be equipped and encouraged to train their students in values and virtues.
Previous studies to develop this measure as reviewed in this chapter have
answered the following penultimate questions:
•

Will the Character Taxonomy’s conceptualization stand up to statistical analysis
of this instrument? Ten of the original 18 traits factored and two of the original
18 are subsumed by another trait (Honesty by Humility and Diligence by
Perseverance

•

Will the attempted valid, reliable, and multi-dimensional measure maintain its
hypothesized structure through the rigor of exploratory factor analysis?
This study will attempt to answer one primary question: Can a valid, reliable

measure of multi-dimensional adolescent character be developed?
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Assumptions
This study makes the following assumptions:
•

Missouri middle school students’ ability, diversity, and developmental level are
adequate to generalize results for US students in grades 6-12.

•

Items are created for the measure based on the Character Taxonomy and expert
opinion. If exploratory factor analysis of these meets statistical assumptions and
produces numerous, easily-interpretable factors, the measure is multidimensional, incorporating a broad spectrum of character traits.

•

The eleven CVI factors and their items have been reviewed and critiqued to a
greater or lesser degree by numerous experts in CE (Berkowitz, Bier, Lickona,
Rosebush, Urban), PP (Baumeister, Biswas-Diener, Duckworth, Mayerson,
Niemiec, Rowatt, Seligman), Positive Youth Development (Heppner, Lerner),
Moral Education (Seroczynski), and the psychology of personality (Armsden).
Factors were carefully defined, items were delete and/or edited based on this
input. The combination of theory development, expert opinion, and statistical
achievement indicate CVI has some degree of face, content, and construct validity
(Park & Peterson, 2006b).

•

If CVI scores correlate with selected subscales of the 96-item VIA Youth Survey,
the measure has convergent validity.

•

If items gathered by factor analysis show internal reliability >.7, the measure is
internally reliable.

•

If test/retest correlation coefficient is >.7, the measure has test/retest reliability.
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•

If the measure is designed to indicate character growth by a) presenting items
regarding the student’s perception of his/her character performance, intent, and
effort, and peers’ evaluation of these, and b) the measure is reliable and valid, the
measure has potential to show character growth through a longitudinal,
experimental study using test, intervention, and retest.

Delimitations
The following criteria delimit the scope of this study:
•

The study will be conducted during January, 2014

•

The study will involve Missouri middle school students under supervision of
school administrators, teachers, and staff.

•

The study’s purpose is a validation study of the measure only. It is not to measure
the results or impact of specific character training, interventions, or instruction.

Definition of Terms
As Person et al. (2009) stated, character is difficult to define, conceptualize, and
differentiate from related concepts and social science fields. This section will attempt to
clarify some confusion for the purposes of this study and in hopes of contributing to
discussion by social science and education researchers and practitioners. Many
additional statistical terms are used and it is assumed the reader is acquainted with these
or can find their definition and meaning:
Character: A collection of psychological attributes of one’s attitudes, beliefs,
motives, and behaviors that reflect moral and performance values (Berkowitz & Bier,
2006; Davidson & Lickona, 2010; Lickona, 2004; Seligman & Peterson, 2004). Our
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character is autonomously derived yet influenced by many factors, may develop
positively or languish, has dynamic (changing) and robust (stable over time) aspects, and
strongly influences our sense of identity and worth (Berkowitz & Bier, 2006; Brdr &
Kashdan, 2010; Davidson & Lickona, 2009; Lickona, 2004; Seligman & Peterson, 2004).
Our character is observed by others in how we treat them, the choices we make and the
actions we take (Bulach, 1996; Brdr & Kashdan, 2010; Davidson & Lickona, 2009;
Lickona, 2004; Seligman & Peterson, 2004).
Character trait: A specific character attribute that is beneficial; morally valued;
does not diminish others; its opposite is non-felicitous; stable yet malleable; and distinct
from other traits (Lickona, 2000; Seligman & Peterson, 2004). These characteristics
distinguish character traits from other descriptors of personhood such as personality traits
(Allport, 1937; Ashton et al. 2004; McCrae & Costa, 1987; Pavot & Diener, 2013), mood
states (Pavot & Diener, 2013; Reiss, 2004), psychological stages (Erikson, 1982), etc.
Character strength: The term from Positive Psychology that closely
approximates “character trait” but with a sophisticated, complex structure; “… the
psychological ingredients – processes or mechanisms – that define the virtues” (Peterson
& Seligman, 2004). PP identifies 24 character strengths but states that this is a beginning
step and requires validation by further theorization and research (Peterson, 2006;
Peterson & Seligman, 2004).
Virtue, values, morals, and morality: This study considers the terms virtue,
values, morals, and morality to be distinct by definition but closely correlated (Berkowitz
& Bier, 2006; Huitt, 2001; Vessels & Huitt, 2005; White, 2009).
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Chapter Two: Methodology of Developing a Measure
Introduction
No multi-dimensional, valid assessment of adolescent character growth is
available for schools to test student character (Bulach, 1996; Haynes, Richard, &
Kubany, 1995; Johns, 2001; Lickona, personal correspondence, 2011; Niemiec, personal
correspondence, October 11, 2012; Nansook Park, personal communication, July 27,
2011; Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus, & Malone, 2009). Methodology to produce
such a measure is complex, variable, and detailed. Finding willing subjects is difficult.
This partially explains why no measure exists.
Constructing such a measure requires (Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995; Leffert
et al., 1998; McCrae & Costa, 1987; Trochim, 2006):
1. A clear conceptualization of character based on expert opinion;
2. Criteria for what is and is not included in the concept;
3. Classification of the character facets or traits;
4. Literature review of and consultation with experts on each trait;
5. Careful instrument and item construction with 5-8 items for each trait;
6. Testing a large sample of students and performing exploratory factor analysis on
the data;
7. Repeating the process until a reliable (Cronbach’s alpha >.9) and structurally
sound (Eigenvalues > 1.0 with 3 or more items with alphas >.7 for each trait)
measure is developed; and
8. Completing a successful validation study using existing, valid measures.
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Constructing a Taxonomy of Character
Taxonomies of character and their criteria. Numerous formal and informal
lists of character traits exist. Most informal lists are based on their authors’ experience
and overall knowledge of character without a defined criteria (Bullock, 1996; Johns,
2001; Lickona, personal correspondence, April 22, 2013). Some formal lists are the
product of extensive individual research and study (Huitt, 2011; Rosebush, 2012). Others
select their traits through a collaboration of experts in psychology (CASEL, 2012;
Josephson, 2011). The final two are based on both collaboration and extensive literature
review (Park & Peterson, 2006; Search Institute, 1997; Peterson & Seligman, 2004).
The most comprehensive literature review of contributors to a character taxonomy
is in Character Strengths and Virtues (CSV; Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Amazing to
this researcher is their statement, “…distinguish(ing)’character’ from related notions and
… subdivid(ing) character into its components… is remarkably easy” (Peterson &
Seligman, 2004, p. 33). Their caveat was that so many had done this while omitting an
essential criterion: An empirical convergence of these lists of traits from historical and
contemporary philosophers, theologians and religions, cultures, and psychologists that
revealed “a surprising amount of similarity across cultures and strongly indicates a
historical and cross-cultural convergence…” (Peterson & Seligman, 2004, 2004, p. 34).
Due to its ubiquity and thoroughness, CSV’s construct will serve as the primary
source for the Character Taxonomy (CT). The constructs cited in CSV will not be
included individually in CT with one exception. The Search Institutes' 20 Internal
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Developmental Assets are included due to their developmental focus, extensive, ongoing
research base (Lerner, Fisher, & Weinberg, 2000; Lerner et al., 2005), and
comprehensiveness. The other three constructs were developed by Character Education
experts omitted from CSV’s review.

Criteria for Inclusion. The criteria for consideration in the Character Taxonomy
are: (a) the best constructs based on literature review; (b) the lists most widely distributed
in the field of Character Education; (c) the most exhaustive constructs; and/or (d) the lists
upon which the most comprehensive measure of character strength is based (Haynes,
Richard, & Kubany, 1995; Leffert et al., 1998; Trochim, 2006).

Table 2.1: Criteria for Inclusion

Criterion:
The best lists based on literature review

Qualifiers:
Positive Psychology’s 24
Search Institutes 20 IDAs

The lists most widely distributed in CE

Character Counts’ Six Pillars
CASEL's Core Competencies

The most exhaustive lists

Lickona & Davidson’s trait lists
Positive Psychology’s 24

The lists upon which the most comprehensive

Positive Psychology’s 24

measures of character strength are based.

Bulach’s 16 Character Traits
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Six trait constructs fit this criteria: (a) Positive Psychology’s 24 character
strengths (meeting three of the four criteria); (b) the Search Institutes' 20 Internal
Developmental Assets; (c) Character Counts’ Six Pillars and related traits; (d)
Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL)'s Core
Competencies (Table 2.4 only); (e) Tom Lickona and Matthew Davidson’s progression of
character traits; and (f) Clint Bulach’s 16 Character Traits.

Use of Terms. Before analyzing these lists, the use of terms should be discussed.
The following groups use a variety of terms for character items: assets, morals, values,
ethics, competencies, virtues, strengths, and traits. All these terms have their strengths
and weaknesses.
The Search Institute. The Search Institute doesn't attempt to limit its information
to character specifically. Rather its research began with the question, “What protects
children from today's problems?” (Snyder & Lopez, 2007). It constructed 40
Developmental Assets that included 20 External and 20 Internal. Assets are broadly
defined as “common sense, positive experiences and qualities that help influence choices
young people make and help them become caring, responsible, successful adults” (Search
Institute, 1997, n.p.). External assets regard environment and are not relevant to this
study. Internal assets are “personal characteristics and behaviors” that could be
considered either character assets or indications of the presence of assets (Search
Institute, 1997, n.p.).
Tom Lickona. Lickona uses the terms traits, values, character, ethics/ethical
character/ethical behavior, morals/moral character/moral behavior, and virtues. In his
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text Educating for Character (2000), he lays out “The Case for Values Education” for
three chapters. Lickona defines character as “knowing the good, desiring the good, and
doing the good—habits of the mind, habits of the heart, and habits of action” (p.51). He
states that “respect and responsibility constitute the core of a universal, public morality”
(p. 43) —and that other moral values that carry obligation can be derived from these two
overarching values.
Lickona defines ethics as the codification of one's values and morals: “A
responsibility ethic supplies the vital giving side of morality” (p. 44). Morals are what
one believes is the right way to treat people (pp. 3-37). Values are what we want and are
of two kinds: moral and non-moral (p. 38; later Davidson called these “moral character
and performance character;” Lickona & Davidson, 2005). Moral values can be 1)
universal as described in the 1948 United Nations “Universal Declaration of Human
Rights” (p. 38); or 2) non-universal as in one's religion or personal decisions in the
application of values of life, freedom, or Citizenship (p. 39).
Lickona cites definitions by both ancient and contemporary philosophers
(Aristotle and Novak; 2000, p. 50). Then he defines both character and virtues as he “...
offers a way of thinking about character that is appropriate for values education:
Character consists of operative [moral] values, values in action. We progress in our
character as a value becomes a virtue, a reliable inner disposition to respond to situations
in a morally good way” (Lickona, 2000, p. 51). He thus defines character as an overall
“inner disposition” comprised of operative values or virtues (Lickona, 2000).
CASEL. The CASEL website answers the question, “What is SEL (SocialEmotional Learning)?” with this definition: “SEL is a process for helping children and
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even adults develop the fundamental skills for life effectiveness. SEL teaches the skills
we all need to handle ourselves, our relationships, and our work, effectively and
ethically” (CASEL, 2012; italics added).
The words “ethically” and “ethical” are frequently used in CASEL's descriptions:
“These skills include recognizing and managing our emotions, developing caring
and concern for others, establishing positive relationships, making responsible
decisions, and handling challenging situations constructively and ethically. They
are the skills that allow children to calm themselves when angry, make friends,
resolve conflicts respectfully, and make ethical and safe choices... SEL is
fundamental not only to children’s social and emotional development but also to
their health, ethical development, Citizenship, motivation to achieve, and
academic learning as well” (CASEL, 2012; italics added).
Nowhere on the CASEL website is the term “ethics” defined. Neither do they tell
what they mean by “handling challenging situations ethically,” “ethical choices,” or
“ethical development.” Thus it is unclear if they equate ethics and character. If not, how
do they see their work relating to values and character? It seems they assume a universal
set of values to underlie one's “ethics” expressed through development, choices, and
behavior (CASEL, 2012).
CASEL was asked to provide their definition of SEL and ethics and their concept
of how students change. Four months later, Dr. Hank Resnik was humble enough to
admit that this inquiry had caused much discussion among CASEL leadership. He said
the question revealed their need to develop their definitions and concepts. He stated, “…
we and our colleagues in the field have been very focused on skill development and
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changes in attitudes and behavior—but less so on underlying values” (Resik, personal
correspondence, September 11, 2011).
CASEL calls the five skills they seek to promote “Core Competencies:” selfawareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible
decision-making (CASEL, 2012). Again, the website neglects to define competency or
Core Competencies except by stating the five competencies themselves (Elias et al.,
1997).
Positive Psychology. PP’s authoritative tome regarding character is Character
Strengths and Virtues (CSV; Peterson & Seligman, 2004). “Strengths” was borrowed
from Donald Clifton's work that began with a research question similar to PP's: “What
would happen if we studied what is right with people?” (Hodges & Clifton, 2004, p. 257).
He focused on “talent” which he defined as “naturally recurring patterns of thought,
feeling, or behavior that can be productively applied” (Hodges & Clifton, 2004, p. 257).
He defined “strengths” as extensions of talent combined “with associated knowledge and
skills and is defined as the ability to provide consistent, near-perfect performance in a
specific task” (Snyder & Lopez, 2007, p. 5). PP says it “took inspiration from” Gallup
Organization's StrengthsFinder that Clifton developed (Peterson & Seligman, 2004, p.
628). PP defines “character strengths” as “the psychological ingredients – processes or
mechanisms – that define the virtues” (2004, p. 13).
PP uses this classic term “virtues” for its six “core characteristics valued by moral
philosophers and religious thinkers” (2004, p. 13). PP's initial conceptualization in CSV
strongly emphasizes these virtues (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Curiously, in Seligman's
latest work Flourish (2011), the term did not even merit a listing in the index and is rarely
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found in the book. In contrast, a treatise on ethics vs. values consumes five pages.
Basically Seligman defines ethics as “the rules you apply to get what you care about”
while values are “what you care about” (p. 229). What one cares about “is the great
unasked question in philosophy” (p. 229) but he doesn't correlate values to character or
virtues.
Perhaps, for Seligman, virtues are “the psychological ingredients… that define…”
potential values that, if embraced and practiced, contribute to well-being (Peterson &
Seligman, 2004, p. 13). Therefore values would include virtues as well as vices, habits,
hobbies, people, and anything that “you care about” (Seligman, 2011, p. 229).
“Traits” (CC, Bulach, Lickona) is a term used in personality theory begun by
Allport (1937) and currently popularized as “the Big Five Personality Dimensions”
(McCrae & Costa, 1987). Trait theory’s definition of a trait is “a relatively stable
characteristic that causes individuals to behave in certain ways” (About.com, 2012).
While this seems to have much in common with CC, Bulach, and Lickona’s use of the
term “character trait,” none of the three defined, differentiated, or conceptually compared
the two.
These authorities show an absence of consensus. Both “strength” and “trait”
share the weakness of implying an enduring characteristic with little variability.
Character is more dynamic than personality (Lickona, 1991; Peterson & Seligman, 2004)
and more variable than “the ability to provide consistent, near-perfect performance…”
(Snyder & Lopez, 2007, p. 5).
The term “character trait” seems the most commonly used by CE groups (CEP,
2011; Josephson, 2011). This paper will use the term “trait,” “character trait,” “sub-trait,”
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or “meta-trait” unless referring specifically to information from a source such as PP that
uses a different term.

Six lists of character traits. The following experts and organizations provide the
six lists used to construct the Character Taxonomy.
Character Counts. Michael Josephson, former law school professor and
entrepreneur, started the Josephson Institute. In 1992, they sponsored a conference “to
formulate a nonpartisan, non-sectarian framework for character development. The result
was the Aspen Declaration, which created a list of shared ethical values...” (Josephson,
2009). The thirty invited scholars and advocates crafted by consensus what they believed
to be the six primary character traits “...that transcend cultural, religious, and
socioeconomic differences” (Josephson, 2011). Josephson launched Character Counts
(CC) to promote what he eventually called “the Six Pillars of Character.”
These six serve as meta-traits that encompass numerous related traits. These are
detailed in CC resources (Josephson, 2011) as:
1.

Trustworthiness including honesty, reliability, courage, integrity, and loyalty;

2.

Respect including tolerance, courtesy, consideration, and patience;

3.

Responsibility including diligence, perseverance, self-control, and prudence;

4.

Caring including kindness, compassion, gratitude, generosity, and forgiveness;

5.

Fairness including cooperation and open-mindedness; and

6.

Citizenship including cooperation, initiative, obedience, serving, and teamwork.

The literature does not explain why cooperation is used in both Fairness and Citizenship.
Bulach's 16 Character Traits. Dr. Clete Bulach was a school superintendent and
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an associate professor of education who developed one of the few attempts to measure
character comprehensively. It is the only measure on the Character Education
Partnership website under their “Individual Assessment” list that specifically says it is a
measure of character (http://www.character.org/more-resources/assessmenttools/individual/).
To develop this instrument, Dr. Bulach asked 130 teachers what they would see or

hear if one of the 16 character traits were present. He then used the behaviors they
identified to form the survey's items. Called simply Character Traits, the scale “consists of
96 behaviors used to measure students’ perceptions of their peers’ behavior on 16 character
dimensions” (Bulach, 1996):

1.

Respect for self/others/ and property

2.

Honesty

3.

Responsibility/Dependability/Accountability

4.

Kindness

5.

Cooperation

6.

Self-Control/Discipline

7.

Forgiveness

8.

Integrity/Fairness

9.

Perseverance

10.

Diligence

11.

Humility
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12.

Compassion/Empathy

13.

Patriotism/Citizenship

14.

Tolerance/Diversity

15.

Courtesy/Politeness

16.

Sportsmanship

Bulach's list had no categories or meta-traits like those identified by PP and Character
Counts.
Search Institutes’ 20 Internal Developmental Assets. Search Institute (SI),
founded in 1957 as the Lutheran Youth Research Center, conceptualized the
Developmental Assets in the 1980's and conducted numerous research projects and held
discussions and focus groups to insure the ubiquity of the assets. Since this original
research, a large volume of further studies have validated this grouping (Leffert, Benson,
Scales, Sharma, Drake, & Blyth, 1998; Lerner et al., 2005; Lerner, Fisher, & Weinberg,
2000; Pittman, Irby, & Ferber, 2001). It is the only list identified by both CSV (2004, pp.

16, 17) and this paper. Due to PYD’s extensive research and inclusive conceptualization,
most traits from its Twenty Internal Assets qualify for inclusion.
Some assets are identical to traits on qualifying lists while others are synonymous
or closely related. Four assets are not deemed to be character traits (achievement
motivation, bonding to school, homework, and reading for pleasure) and are omitted
though PP might group these under their character strengths Love of Learning and
Appreciation for Beauty and Excellence (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Certain assets
contribute partially to two traits (e.g., Interpersonal Competence is in both Trust and
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Kindness; Conflict resolution is with both Wisdom and Open-mindedness). Thus 16 SI
internal assets are included in the grid:
1.

School Engagement (under Love of Learning)

2.

Caring

3.

Honesty

4.

Equality/ Social Justice (under Fairness)

5.

Achievement (under Diligence)

6.

Resistance skills (under Courage)

7.

Restraint (under Self-Control)

8.

Integrity (under Humility and Perseverance)

9.

Responsibility

10.

Conflict Resolution (under Wisdom and Open-mindedness)

11.

Planning/Decision-Making (under Leadership)

12.

Interpersonal Competence (under Kindness and Trust)

13.

Cultural Competence (under Teamwork)

14.

Self-Esteem (under Confidence)

15.

Purpose (under Spirituality)

16.

Positive View of Future (under Optimism)

17.

Personal Power (under Peace)

Like Bulach's list, the Internal Developmental Assets have no identified meta-traits or
categories.
Lickona and Davidson's “Character = Values In Action.” Anyone familiar with
Lickona's writing can see his humility and willingness to validate and promote other's
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work. His three lists represent a conceptual progression while serving the Character
Education field as one of its premier scholars. Matthew Davidson’s partnership
contributed significantly to this conceptualization (Davidson & Lickona, 2005).
First, from his book Character Matters (Lickona, 2004) are Ten Essential Virtues:
1.

Wisdom

2.

Justice

3.

Fortitude

4.

Self-Control

5.

Love

6.

Positive Attitude

7.

Hard Work

8.

Integrity

9.

Gratitude

10.

Humility

Lickona and Davidson developed the second list: Eight Strengths of Character
(Lickona & Davidson, 2005). In reviewing their writings, the eight are the closest this
writer found to a categorization of meta-traits similar to those of PP's six virtues and
Character Counts Six Pillars. The eight are also similar to numerous SI’s Internal Assets:
1.

Lifelong learner and critical thinker

2.

Diligent and capable performer

3.

Socially and emotionally skilled person

4.

Ethical thinker
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5.

Respectful and responsible moral agent

6.

Self-disciplined person who pursues a healthy lifestyle

7.

Contributing community member and democratic citizen

8.

Spiritual person engaged in crafting a life of noble purpose
His third list was the longest list of traits found in researching this paper – over 65

– to compile Character = Values In Action (CVIA) (Davidson & Lickona, 2009). Rather
than reproduce the rest, the Character Taxonomy shows which from his three lists
correlated with the most common traits in Table 2.3.
CASEL's Core Competencies. CASEL defines SEL as “… the process through
which children and adults acquire the knowledge, attitudes, and skills they need to
recognize and manage their emotions, demonstrate caring and concern for others,
establish positive relationships, make responsible decisions, and handle challenging
situations constructively” (Elias et al., 1997, p. 27). This definition essentially lists their
five Core Competencies:
• Self-awareness: Accurately assessing one’s feelings, interests, values, and
strengths; maintaining a well-grounded sense of self-confidence;
• Self-management: Regulating one’s emotions to handle stress, control impulses,
and persevere in overcoming obstacles; setting and monitoring progress toward
personal and academic goals; expressing emotions appropriately;
• Social awareness: Able to take the perspective of and empathize with others;
recognizing and appreciating individual and group similarities and differences;
recognizing and using family, school, and community resources;
• Relationship skills: Establishing and maintaining healthy and rewarding
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relationships based on cooperation; resisting inappropriate social pressure;
preventing, managing, and resolving interpersonal conflict; seeking help when
needed; and
• Responsible decision-making: Making decisions based on consideration of
ethical standards, safety concerns, appropriate social norms, respect for others,
and likely consequences of various actions; applying decision-making skills to
academic and social situations; contributing to the well-being of one’s school and
community.

On its website, CASEL lists a “Frequently Asked Question” as, “How is SEL
related to other youth development and prevention initiatives?” The answer attempts to
connect SEL to PBIS, service learning, health education and promotion classes, and
specifically character education. Regarding CE: “Another example is character
education, for which SEL can provide an essential skill foundation for achieving positive
outcomes such as responsible and respectful behavior” (CASEL, 2012).
This statement focuses on the behavioral emphasis of SEL versus the full-orbed
approaches of most CE programs that involve “head, heart, and hand” (Berkowitz & Bier,
2006; Lickona, 2000). CASEL's limited scope should be noted yet not allowed to detract
from the positive contributions it can make to character education. CASEL provides no
detail on character traits and thus is not included in Table 2.3. However, their Core
Competencies can inform character trait categorization and is so used in Table 2.4.
Positive Psychology. Peterson said the contribution of PP is “to provide an
umbrella term for what have been isolated lines of theory and research and to make the
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self-conscious argument that what makes life worth living deserves its own field of
inquiry within psychology...” (Peterson, 2006). Character Strengths and Virtues (CSV;
Peterson & Seligman, 2004) said PP is “the science of good character” (p. 9) and is the
first attempt at classifying the 18,000 words in the English language that express virtue.
They developed a hierarchical classification based on historical research that
could advance understanding, awareness, and expression of character. They reviewed
lists of character strengths throughout history, including more recent works of social
scientists. Their classification contains three levels: Virtues, character strengths, and
situational themes (Peterson & Seligman, 2004).
They list 6 core virtues “that must all be present … for an individual to be deemed
of good character” (p. 13): wisdom, courage, humanity, justice, temperance, and
transcendence. These virtues contain 24 character strengths that are the conclusion of an
extensive process by multiple psychologists, psychiatrists, and researchers. They first
reviewed dozens of character inventories. Then they applied 10 criteria for a strength
(e.g., a strength is morally valued in its own right; it is distinct from other positive traits...
and cannot be decomposed into them; etc.) (Peterson & Seligman, 2004).
Only 24 strengths made the list. Others fell into categories of synonyms, substrengths, or situational themes. The latter became PP's third level of character defined as
“habits that lead people to manifest given character strengths in given situations.”
(Peterson & Seligman, 2004, p. 14).
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Table 2.2: Positive Psychology's Construct

Virtues:
Wisdom

Courage

Humanity

Justice

Temperance

Transcendence

Character Strengths:

Possible Situational Themes:

Creativity

Resourceful

Curiosity

Exploring

Open-mindedness/judgment

Adaptable

Love of Learning

Studious, analytical

Perspective/wisdom

Insightful

Authenticity/Integrity

Consistency

Bravery

Protective

Persistence

Stamina, work ethic

Zest/Vitality

Positive attitude

Kindness

Courtesy, Empathy

Love

Caring

Social Intelligence

Friendly

Fairness

Tolerant, Civil

Leadership

Commanding

Teamwork/Loyalty

Cooperative

Forgiveness/Mercy

Resolving

Modesty/Humility

Open

Prudence

Deliberative, Focused

Self-Control

Patient

Appreciation of beauty and

Artistic

excellence
Gratitude

Considerate

Hope/Optimism

Positive

Humor

Amusing

Spirituality/Faith

Purposeful
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The Values In Action Inventory of Strengths (VIA-IS) (Peterson & Park, 2009;
Peterson, Seligman, & Park, 2003) is the adult measure of PP’s 24 strengths. After
numerous revisions, it “appears reliable and valid for the purposes of identifying
strengths in adults” (Snyder & Lopez, 2007). The 198-item VIA Youth Survey was based
on the VIA-IS as a measure for adolescents and has similar reliability. Some consider it
too long to retain adolescent attention (Proctor, Tsukayama, Wood, Maltby, Fox Eades,
& Linley, 2011). Recently VIA selected the four most reliable items from each subset to
create the 96-item VIA Youth Survey. To date, it has not been validated.
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is a psychometric tool that reveals how the
items in an assessment are compatible and “hold together conceptually” (Trochim, 2006).
When the VIA-IS is subjected to EFA, the following data and interpretations were
produced:
•

One EFA found the 24 character strengths were well represented by both a one
and four factor solution. Significant relationships were found between each of the
24 strengths, the one and four factor solutions, and the Five Factor Model of
personality. The four factors were Positivity (teamwork, love, hope, humor, zest,
and leadership); Intellect (creativity, appreciation of beauty/excellence, curiosity,
love of learning, social intelligence, perspective, and bravery); Conscientiousness
(self-regulation, perseverance, judgment, honesty, and prudence); and Niceness
(modesty/humility, fairness, kindness, forgiveness, religiousness, and gratitude;
Macdonald, Bore, & Munro, 2008).

•

A second factor analysis found 5 factors: Interpersonal (humor, kindness,
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leadership, love, social intelligence, and teamwork); Fortitude (bravery, honesty,
judgment, perseverance, perspective, and self-regulation); Cognitive (appreciation
of beauty/excellence, creativity, curiosity, and love of learning); Transcendence
(gratitude, hope, religiousness, and zest); and Temperance (fairness, forgiveness,
modesty/humility, and prudence; Peterson et al., 2008).
•

A third EFA found 4 factors: Interpersonal, which reflects positive behavior
toward others (fairness, teamwork, kindness, forgiveness, love, modesty/humility,
leadership, gratitude, and appreciation of beauty/excellence); Fortitude, which
reflects openness and courage (perspective, judgment, creativity, social
intelligence, bravery, and love of learning); Vitality, which reflects a global factor
of positive qualities (zest, hope, curiosity, and humor); and Cautiousness, which
reflects self-control (prudence, self-regulation, perseverance, religiousness, and
honesty; Brdr & Kashdan, 2010).

•

A fourth factor analysis also found five factors: Strengths of restraint, Intellectual
strengths, Interpersonal strengths, Emotional strengths, and Theological strengths.
(Snyder & Lopez, 2007).

While these interpretations have similarities, their differences indicate a need for greater
study and collaboration regarding character strengths and their categorization.
The Character Taxonomy (CT)
The purpose of this section is to (1) examine lists of traits by the foremost
authorities on character to see what homogeneity exists and (2) construct a categorization
of traits from the clearest conceptualization and results of exploratory factor analysis of
the VIA-IS.
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Frequency of traits. Trait names were selected as best representations of the
trait. Values were assigned somewhat arbitrarily due to the imprecise nature of the
authorities' lists:
•

PP's character strengths are closest to the desired conceptualization and have the
strongest criteria and rationales for list inclusion. Therefore each of their 24
strengths are on the list and become the standard of comparison. Four were
added: Lickona has strongly emphasized Respect and Responsibility as essential
traits; and Peace and Confidence were included in numerous lists.

•

Character Counts has the best-known program and list in the CE field. If a trait
was one of the Six Pillars, it received a point. If a trait was specifically mentioned
in CC's explanation of the Six Pillars, it was given half a point.

•

If a trait was specifically mentioned in Lickona's Ten Essential Virtues, Eight
Strengths of Character, or three additional “synchronizing” traits, it was given a
point. If it was mentioned as part of the explanation of these or was one of the 65
“Character = VIA,” it received half a point. If listed on both the explanation and
as one of the 65, the two half-points would accumulate.

•

If a Developmental Asset applied to only one trait, it counted as a point. If it
applied to two traits, each was given half a point.
The traits were scored and put in order of frequency. While this means of scoring

is complex, it is the best way to represent their correlations. Traits are grouped according
to score as designated by color. Some coding explanations are at the bottom of the table.
The analysis that follows the frequency grid will explain it in detail.
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Table 2.3: Character Taxonomy Frequency Grid
Field
Expert ->
Popular
Traits:

Pos Psych

Character
Counts

Lickona &
Davidson

Love

x

Love

x

Citizenship

x

x
Sportsmnshp

Fairness
Honesty
Self-Cntrl

x
x
x

x
#
#

x
x
x

x
x
x

Diligence
Responsibility
Humility
OpenMinded

Pru-dence

#

x

x

-x

x
#Serving

x
x

x

#

Ethical thinker

x
x
Toler/
divers

Kindness
Perseverance

#

Moral action

x

#
Trustworthy

Hard work
Social-emo
skill

x

Trust

x
Persistence
Social
intell

--

Courage

bravery

#

Fortitude

--

Respect
Spirituality
Forgiveness

-Spirituality

x

x
Purpose,
Spiritual

Care
Teamwork

x
Love of
learn’g
x
x

Wisdom
Leadership
Peace
Confidence
Creativity

Learning
Optimism
Gratitude

-#

Bulach

SI’s Internal
Assets

Tot
al

x
Cultural
comptnce
Equality
/justice*
x
Restraint
Plan'g/
decsnmkg

5
5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5

x
Integrity *
Conflict
resolution *
Intrprsnl
cmptnc *

4
4

4

x

Integrity *
Intrprsnl
cmptnc *
Resistance
skills
Equality/
justice*

--

Purpose

3

4
4

3.5
3.5
3.5

x

--

3

--#

^^
Lifelong
learner
x
x

----

3
3
2.5

x

--

x

--

X
x
-Conflict
resolution *

x

#Initiative

x

--

2.5

--

#Patience

^^

--

-Personal
power

-x

---

^^
^^

---

Self-esteem
--

1.5
1.5

2.5

2
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Curiosity
Joy
Beauty/
Excellenc
Humor

x
Zest

---

^^
^^

---

---

1.5
1.5

x
x

---

---

---

---

1
1

x means the expert’s trait name is similar to the collective trait name (1 point).
^^ means the trait is on Lickona and Davidson's larger list of over 65 strengths (½ point).
# means the trait is taught as an aspect of one of the Six Pillars (½ point).
* means the trait is an aspect of the asset listed (½ point).
-- means the expert did not include the trait
Analysis. This grid shows two traits on every list. Love or Care seems to be the
cardinal virtue as the only trait specifically named on each list. Perhaps this is expected
by some as love is the primary theme of much ancient, religious, poetic, and
contemporary literature. Jesus said the two greatest commandments of the Jewish
scriptures are to love God and to love one another, thus making them central to
Christianity as well (Matthew 22: 37-40, New Testament). Some have said that all other
moral character traits are simply an aspect of love (Kittel, Friedrich, & Bromiley, 1964).
Teamwork is also on each list but this requires interpretation and is open to
debate. Only PP and Lickona use this term and PP uses at least 4 synonyms (Citizenship,
duty, social responsibility, and loyalty) as synonyms. CC calls it Citizenship, Bulach uses
Sportsmanship, and the Developmental Asset is named Cultural Competence. Teamwork
is the title given to join these concepts into one. They all mean the trait of cooperation
with others to accomplish a common goal.
Four are tied for third: Fairness, Honesty, Self-Control, and Diligence. Fairness,
Honesty and Self-Control are strongly supported as PP, CC, Lickona, and Bulach all use
this specific term. Diligence is similar to Perseverance (tied for 7th) but also to other
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adjectives: Prudence, planning, decision-making, hard work, achievement, etc. Perhaps
these should be combined. In the factor analyses of PP cited above, Prudence and
Perseverance factored together when in four factors but apart in one with five. Both
tended to group with Self-Control.
Tied for seventh are Responsibility, Open-mindedness, Humility, Perseverance,
and Kindness. All but Responsibility have many synonyms that overlap other traits. For
example, Open-mindedness is the term used by PP and CC. Lickona & Davidson use
Ethical Thinking while Bulach’s trait of Tolerance / Diversity fits best here. Numerous SI
assets in addition to Conflict Resolution could have been included here, specifically
Equality / Justice.
The most curious diversity is PP's omission of Responsibility and Respect from
its list. Peterson (2007) said that the group of scholars determined both Responsibility
and Respect were well-represented by aspects of other traits, specifically prudence and
perseverance for Responsibility and social intelligence, forgiveness, and humility for
Respect. It is possible that Respect and Responsibility are meta-traits better used as
categories including correlating traits.
Four are tied for twelfth: Respect, Courage, Trust, and Leadership. All have
many synonyms and shades of meaning. Courage, for example, is a complex trait that
has many applications. Philosophers and scholars have disagreed upon its definition
since Plato and Aristotle (Biswas-Diener, 2012; Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Trust is
also very broad, including being a trustworthy person, discerning who else is trustworthy,
and being willing to risk trusting another.
Four are tied for sixteenth and complete the most common 19 traits: Spirituality,
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Forgiveness, Love of Learning, and Optimism. These and most of the rest are more
straightforward and specific traits and thus easier to define.
The remaining traits are less commonly mentioned. PP will be surprised that
Gratitude and Wisdom are tied for twentieth. PP scholars and therapists have done much
research on the efficacy of Gratitude in boosting well-being and remitting depression
(Brdr, & Kashdan, 2010; Seligman, 2002). Perhaps CE and PYD scholars will recognize
the importance of Gratitude as they collaborate with PP peers.
In PP, Wisdom is seen as a virtue or meta-trait that embraces numerous sub-traits
(Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Consistently throughout history, Wisdom was a classic
trait valued above all others by Greek philosophers and Hebrew writers (Aristotle, 1953;
Kittel, Friedrich, & Bromiley, 1964). Perhaps it is also a meta-trait including Curiosity,
Creativity, Judgment, Prudence, Decision-making, and Diligence / Perseverance.
Peace stands alone at 22nd place and appeared on 3 lists but with 3 different names
(patience and personal power). It seems curious that this classic trait, so valued by
Eastern religions, Judaism, and Christianity and so essential for well-being, is so poorly
represented in psychology and Character Education.
Confidence, Creativity, Curiosity, and Joy made only two lists. The final two are
Appreciation of Beauty and Excellence and Humor. Both appear only on PP's list of 24.

Conclusions regarding the Frequency Grid. The purpose of the Frequency
Grid is to (1) examine lists of traits by the foremost authorities on character to see what
homogeneity exists and (2) construct a categorization of traits from the clearest
conceptualization and results of exploratory factor analysis of the VIA-IS. The grid
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provides a conceptual overview for character educators and researchers.
A number of conclusions can be reached:
•

The top 11 traits are recognized by all five experts quoted. The next four traits are
mentioned in some form by four experts as is Forgiveness. Six are included by
three: Spirituality, Learning, Optimism, Gratitude, Wisdom, and Peace.
Conclusion: Twenty-two of the 28 traits are very close in frequency of citation.

•

Choosing the top traits from this group depends on the criteria by which the data
is weighted and how many strengths are desired. If the expert uses the specific
trait name, is it worth more? Should more weight be granted to PP's list because
it was developed through a more extensive process? Should similar traits be
combined? Should lists be limited for brevity or convenience? Many other
possibilities remain. Other types of research should be conducted to provide more
information. Factor analyses of broad character measures such as the VIA
(above) are good sources (Peterson & Seligman, 2004).

•

Given its complexity, a comprehensive character construct will include a lengthy
group of traits (Park & Peterson, 2006b). Will character training be
comprehensive if it includes traits cited by four of the five experts? This would
delete seemingly essential strengths such as Gratitude, Wisdom, Optimism, and
Spirituality. Much more work is needed for the field to reach consensus regarding
the definition of comprehensive character education. Perhaps using factor
analysis to categorize character traits into groups is needed.

Categorizing the traits. From what we already know, can these traits correlate
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under some structure? Can the categories offered by the cited experts align?
Both PP's “core virtues” and Character Counts' Six Pillars are used in this way by
their creators as seen in their descriptions above. Which of our authorities is most helpful
and insightful in answering this?
Lickona suggests a structure: All 10 Essential Virtues are necessary for each of
his 8 Character Strengths (Lickona, 2011). He conceptualizes virtues as character traits
while character strengths operationalize the trait. For example, wisdom is the first virtue
while “lifelong learner and critical thinker” is the character strength. Wisdom could be
thought of as operationalized through lifelong learning and critical thinking. Put another
way, one who is a lifelong learner and critical thinker could be described as one with
wisdom.
PP seems to have invested the greatest amount of time and research on this
subject. This raises a question: Do PP’s virtues function as primary or meta-categories?
Interestingly, the factor analyses of the VIA-IS that are mentioned above provide a
number of options rather than the six virtues to categorize sub-traits under a broad group
of meta-traits:
•

Positivity, Intellect, Conscientiousness, and Niceness (Macdonald, Bore, &
Munro, 2008).

•

Interpersonal, Fortitude, Cognitive, Transcendence, and Temperance (Peterson et
al., 2008).

•

Interpersonal (positive behavior); Fortitude (openness and bravery); Vitality
(positive qualities); and Cautiousness (self-control) (Brdr & Kashdan, 2010).

•

Strengths of restraint, Intellectual strengths, Interpersonal strengths, Emotional
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strengths, and Theological strengths. (Snyder & Lopez, 2007).

In the groupings of five factors, three of PP's six virtues – courage, humanity, and
justice – seem to be subsumed into two. Snyder & Lopez’s five PP factor titles (2007)
provide a useful categorization of traits from their factor analysis of the VIA Inventory of
Strengths (Peterson & Park, 2009). CASEL’s four factor model has been discussed
above. Lickona’s 8 Strengths of Character consolidate easily into theses five. Table 2.4
aligns and converges these groups in five character categories.

Table 2.4: Character Categories

PP Virtues

VIA-IS
Factor
Analysis

CASEL

Lickona

Character
Counts

Humanity

Emotional

Self-Aware

Social Emotional

Caring

Skills
Temperance/

Restraint

Courage
Wisdom

Intellectual

Self-

Diligent/

Respect/

management

Disciplined

Trustworthiness

Responsible

Critical & Ethical

Responsibility

Decision-

Thinker

making
Justice

Transcendence

Interpersonal

Theological

Social &

Respectful and

Relational

Responsible

Skills

Citizen
Spiritual/Purpose

Fairness

Citizenship
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This could be a significant finding. If the various fields studying character could
agree that these five categories are its parameters (though various names could be used
for them), research and assessment would be much more uniform. This definition would
become the starting point to understand, further conceptualize, and begin to measure
character. This is what USDE character education and youth development studies
recommend and what researchers agree must happen to move the field forward (Hanson,
Dietsch, & Zheng, 2012; Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2011; Person, Moiduddin,
Hague-Angus, & Malone, 2009; USDE, 2007).

Character Taxonomy and the measure’s concept. Many brilliant minds have
spent thousands of hours studying these traits. Apparently this was a common pursuit of
the ancients as well as scholars today (Peterson & Seligman, 2004, p. 13). The following
are some possible directions for future discussion, research, and consensus of opinion by
those interested in character.
PP's Six Core Virtues. After extensive research in philosophy, culture, and
religion, PP places its 24 character strengths under 6 virtues. These virtues are classical
themes repeated more than any other character strengths and “emerge consistently from
historical surveys” (Peterson & Seligman, 2004, p. 13): Wisdom, Courage, Justice,
Humanity or being humane, Temperance, and Transcendence. Character Strengths and
Virtues (CSV) states that these six virtues “reveal a surprising amount of similarity across
cultures and strongly indicates a historical and cross-cultural convergence...” (Peterson &
Seligman, 2004, p. 36).
Factor analysis of the VIA-IS shows only 4-5 categories are necessary if
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categorization is the goal. One could argue that retaining 6 “Core Virtues” (Peterson &
Seligman, 2004, p. 35) are an inferior form of categorization. One possibility is to retain
these six virtues not as precise categories but as pinnacles of character or ultimate
character traits.
In Flourish (2011), Seligman’s leaves the CSV work to stand as it is and adds
PERMA. Its five elements embrace CSV’s structure, VIA-IS factor analysis, and
Lickona and CASEL’s concepts. Its terms are brief, inclusive, theoretically sound, and
somewhat self-explanatory. They might serve the fields of PP and CE as comprehensive
categories of character.
Multiaxial designations of well-being. One promising interest is the expression
of PP in multiaxial terms similar to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Psychological Terms (DSM). CSV suggested this as a future direction (Peterson &
Seligman, 2004, p. 12). Robert Biswas-Diener has proposed a structure and it is a
starting point for discussion (Biswas-Diener, 2010).
Multi-categorical representations of character traits. All representations of
character in this paper could be described as linear or two-dimensional constructs. Even
if the five categories are eventually agreed upon, discussion of which traits go into which
categories will be controversial. Given the complex nature of this field and the difficulty
defining its terms, perhaps multi-categorical representation of traits would be more
accurate.
In such an approach, a trait would not be limited to a single category but could be
part of multiple categories. One way to illustrate this is in a Venn diagram constructed of
five intersecting circles representing each of the categories. Traits that seemed to involve
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multiple categories could be in their intersections.
Another possible representation could borrow from Huitt's “Brilliant Star”
construct (Huitt, 2011). The five points of the star would be the five categories. Traits
would be located where they best represent their relationships to categories: Closer to the
star’s center if they converge with other traits or toward the star’s point if the trait only
represents that category.
PP's rationale for its classification of virtues and character strengths seems to
apply to the development of what this study calls the Character Taxonomy and its 5
Character Categories: “...Our categories bring with them rich psychological content and
strategies of measurement and hence explanatory power out of the realm and reach of
philosophy” (italics added). Virtues are the “core characteristics valued by moral
philosophers and religious thinkers” while character strengths are the psychological
“processes or mechanisms that define the virtues” (Peterson & Seligman, 2004, p. 13).

Character Taxonomy results: Hypothesized categories and traits. CT’s details
of agreement by character experts reveal 28 traits. Comparing PP’s virtues, factor
analysis of the VIA-IS, and expert theory of Lickona and CASEL produces five
conceptually-sound trait categories. These could be the “conceptual and empirical tools”
(Peterson & Seligman, 2004, p. 13) by which measures can be produced, curricular
resources developed and evaluated, and research can find an agreed-upon foundation that
will further the Character Education field.
The 28 were examined by PP, CE, and PYD experts and compared to their
conceptualization. It was stated that similarities between traits would cause them to
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factor together. It was determined that conceptualization of each trait should be more
specific and overlapping traits should be merged as follows:
•

Optimism and Confidence are merged into one trait called Optimism;

•

Fairness and Teamwork are merged into one trait called Cooperation;

•

Diligence and Responsibility are merged into one trait called Responsibility;

•

Open-mindedness and Respect are merged into one trait called Respect;

•

Trust and Care are merged into one trait called Love.

Leadership, Love of Learning, and Curiosity were dropped due to expert opinion
and literature review that they had difficulty factoring with reliable items in the VIA Youth
Survey (Park & Peterson, 2006b; 2007; 2009; Peterson and Park, 2009; Rashid, 2011;
Steen, Kachorek, & Peterson, 2003). This reduced the traits from 28 to 20. Wonder and
Humor were dropped due to their low score on the CT. Table 2.5 provides the 18
hypothesized traits in a categorization based on those aligned in Table 2.4:

Table 2.5. The Character Taxonomy

5 Hypothesized Categories

18 Hypothesized Traits

Integrity

Honesty
Humility

Discipline

Courage
Perseverance
Self-Control
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Responsibility
Insight

Wisdom
Creativity

Social Intelligence

Love
Kindness
Forgiveness
Respect
Cooperation

Transcendence

Spirituality
Gratitude
Optimism
Joy
Peace

Development of the Character Virtues Index (CVI)

Concept, scope, goal, and content. The CT provided the conceptual model and
scope of character comprehensively represented by 18 traits. The goals were (a) to create
a self-report measure developmentally tuned to adolescents that would prove valid and
reliable, (b) that factor analysis would show alignment between the conceptual model and
the test items, (c) that the index would measure multidimensional student character, (d)
that this measure could show individual students’ character growth in a future
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longitudinal, experimental design study, and (e) could evaluate effectiveness of a schoolwide character initiative.
These concepts and goals will remain through multiple iterations of the
developing scale. The name chosen for the measure was initially the Character Growth
Measure and, after the first field test, was changed to the Character Virtues Index (CVI).
The content of the initial measure includes 3-6 items for each trait that address a
variety of the traits’ facets, modes, and behaviors. Eighteen additional items were added
regarding student future intent to grow in each trait. The items address cognitive,
affective, and/or behavioral dimensions of self-reported character magnitude during the
student’s recent life situations.
In such a brief measure for adolescents, certain content items could not be
addressed. These include various dimensions, temporal parameters, and situations
identified by research of the 18 character traits (Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995; RothHerbst, Borberly, & Brooks-Gunn, 2008; Standards, 1985). Items for each trait focus on
conceptualized content most applicable to adolescents.

Description. The initial hypothesis is that adolescent character can be measured
comprehensively through a quantitative self-report based on the CT’s 18 character traits
(Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Rasinskia, Visser, Zagatsky, & Rickett, 2005).
Item and answer construction. Adolescent self-report has proven a reliable,
valid means of measurement for a host of behaviors and outcomes (Brener, Billy, &
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Grady, 2002; Leffert, Benson, Scales, Sharma, Drake, & Blyth, 1998). Items for
adolescents should be clear, concise, and preferably contain one primary noun and verb
(Leffert, Benson, Scales, Sharma, Drake, & Blyth, 1998). They should measure each
character strength with enough items to produce good exploratory factor analysis.
Answers should be constructed in a 5-point Likert scale from “Very much like me” to
“Not at all like me” (Leffert, Benson, Scales, Sharma, Drake, & Blyth, 1998). If time
reference periods are used, the most appropriate duration to reference is 30 days for
reliability (Brener, Billy, & Grady, 2002).
Overall structure. Adolescent attention span is limited. When it wanes,
reliability decreases. It was determined that the measure should limit the number of
items to approximately 100 items (Leffert, Benson, Scales, Sharma, Drake, & Blyth,
1998; Lippman, Moore & McIntosh, 2011).
Delivery system. The best delivery system would make the measure available
online, accessible anytime, would allow confidentiality with identifiability, and would
provide data immediately in the form of a spreadsheet (Loyd, 2013). UMSL has a
contract with Qualtrics (www.qualtrics.com) whose software meets these criteria and was
chosen as the delivery system.

Possible threats to validity. To develop a valid, reliable measure of adolescent
character, validity must be established. While both internal and external validity may
have important considerations for psychometric measure construction, internal validity,
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specifically construct and content validity, are of highest priority (Standards, 1985;
Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995).
External validity. Primary external validity dangers regard selection of the
sample, prior exposure to and training in character education, students’ operational
understanding of each trait, and reactive effects of student attitudes toward testing. The
CVI convenience sample is a diverse racial and ethnic mix of US adolescents but lacks
socioeconomic equity with US public schools as evidenced by the percentage of students
receiving free and reduced lunch (FDL).
The participating schools are a mixture of those having a character education
initiative (2), having no initiative but having some CE (2), and those currently with no
CE (1). The elementary schools from which these students matriculated have the same
three categories. No national statistic exists on the number of schools in each of these
categories, but the researcher hypothesizes that these Midwestern US schools have
greater emphasis on character when compared to all US schools.
Students’ operational understanding of character is perhaps somewhat enhanced
by both higher than average socioeconomic status (SES) and CE. The effect of these
factors on CVI responses and scores is unknown. CVI traits are universal concepts to
which most US students have exposure to a greater or lesser degree through participation
in the culture. Love, kindness, courage, humility, and curiosity are common vernacular.
It is hypothesized that, while higher than average socioeconomic status (SES) and CE
might increase overall means slightly, it will not invalidate the measure.
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Also unknown are reactive effects of student attitudes toward completing a
character survey. Generally students enjoy variations from standard school routine.
Items regarding one’s character as expressed toward friends, schoolmates, and adults may
elicit positive or negative responses. It is hypothesized that, over such a large sample,
student attitudes will fit a normal distribution.
Internal validity. Eight potential threats to internal validity are history,
maturation, testing, instrumentation, statistical regression, differential selection of
participants, mortality, and selection-maturation bias (Cook & Campbell, 1979). History,
maturation, testing, mortality, and selection-maturation bias will not occur in a single test
administration. Instrumentation will be evaluated by determining internal reliability
through field tests. Since the initial sample includes all students at 3 public middle
schools totaling 800 students, statistical regression and differential selection should not
occur.
Construct validity. A construct is a concept, attribute, or variable that is the
target of measurement (Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995). Construct validity of a
measure judges whether the measure accurately and comprehensively assesses the
identified construct (Cook & Campbell, 1979; Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995;
Standards, 1985). Because no intervention or experimental design (pretest-interventionposttest) occurs, constructing a valid, reliable measure primarily involves three aspects or
sub-categories of construct validity: Face, content, and convergent validity (Trochim,
2006).
Face validity. Three operations establish face validity: 1) Experts in
developmental psychology and character development are questioned about the
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composition of character and how to measure its growth; 2) they report how to structure
character traits into a hierarchy; and 3) based on these responses, a hypothesized structure
is developed for items and answers (Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995; Trochim, 2006).
The Character Taxonomy established CVI’s face validity. Items of measures
created by the experts who contributed to the CT were carefully examined. Literature
regarding self-report measurement and adolescent development was reviewed. Items
were then constructed for each of the 18 traits, organized into five categories, and shown
to CE and psychometric experts, secondary (grades 6-12) educators, and adolescents.
Many revisions and corrections were made. This process was repeated after each field
test and after identifying additional experts on each CVI factor.
Content validity. Content validity is the degree to which elements of an
assessment instrument are relevant to and representative of the targeted construct for a
particular assessment purpose (Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995). “All aspects of an
assessment instrument that can affect the obtained scores, and the interpretation of these
scores, are appropriate targets for content validation” (Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995,
p. 245).
Three criteria define a psychometric measure’s content and specifically its
construct validity:
1. The measure should be administered and results subjected to analysis for
sampling adequacy (evaluates the appropriateness of its population and should be
>~.5), sphericity (= if <.05, indicates that differences in the test’s population are not
meaningful and it meets the sphericity assumption), and exploratory factor analysis
(EFA; the statistical test to determine a measure’s structure and cohesion);
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2. The measure’s EFA indicates its factors and the items they contain through
Eigenvalues (= show how much of the measure’s variance is explained by each
factor) that are > 1.0 determined by Promax oblique rotation (= determines the best
fit of items with factors) with alphas (= show the factor’s structural strength) >.7 and
are easily interpreted (= the items describe one concept) (Humphreys & Montanelli,
1975); and
3. Analysis of these scores should determine the content’s degree of validity (Cook
& Campbell, 1979; Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995; Malhotra & Grover, 1998;
Trochim, 2006).
Convergent validity. Convergent validity examines the degree to which the
measure is similar to (converges on) other measures that measure the same construct
(Trochim, 2006; Malhotra & Grover, 1998). Face validity should be the focus of CVI’s
initial design and content validity is the two field tests’ purpose. The second field test
should add some measure of convergent validity but this will be the primary goal of the
research study.

Field Test One
Numerous scholars encouraged this project as a necessary element the field of CE
desperately needed. Similar (and, in a few incidents, the same) scholars discouraged the
venture as impossible, grandiose, and/or unachievable. Since optimism, determination,
courage, and perseverance are virtues this measure intends to assess, it seemed
appropriate to exercise and express such character to attempt to create a measure of
adolescent character.
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Instrument Construction and Hypothesis. Items were developed to measure
each character strength with answers in a 5-point Likert scale from “Very much like me”
to “Not at all like me.” The scale was called the Character Growth Measure (CGM; see
Addenda 1 and 2). The number of items constructed was greater than 100 so they were
divided into two separate measures entitled CGM MS and CGM HS. MS was intended
for sixth and seventh grade students and has three items for each strength, totaling 54
items.
HS was intended for 8th graders and older and has 67 items and a three-part
design. Similar to MS, the first section of 31 items were designed to measure the 18
strengths. The second section is reverse-scored with items asking if the student does
behaviors antithetical to the character strengths. Its introduction asked, “To what degree
do you have character weaknesses and issues?” The purpose of this section was to test if
students would recognize and admit their character flaws. The third section was
designed to measure intent or desire with items such as: “I really want to be honest,
trustworthy, and truthful.”
It was hypothesized that:
1. Both measures would factor along the lines of the five categories: Integrity,
Discipline, Social Intelligence, Insight, and Transcendence.
2. Items designed to measure a specific character strengths would factor together.
3. Most items would be reliable with these factors.
4. In CGM HS, the reverse-score items of Section 2 would produce forthrightness in
students and increase validity when it is measured later.
5. In CGM HS, the intent items of Section 3 would indicate character aptitude that
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could be validated by retest.

Reliability and validity measures. Reliability was measured through
Cronbach’s alpha. Sampling adequacy (evaluates the appropriateness of its population
and should be >~.5) was determined by the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy and sphericity (= if <.05, indicates that differences in the test’s population are
not meaningful and it meets the sphericity assumption) was measured by Bartlett’s Test
of Sphericity. Exploratory factor analysis used Promax rotation (Fabrigar, Wegener,
MacCallum, & Strahan, 1999). Factors obtaining Eigenvalues (= show how much of the
measure’s variance is explained by each factor) > 1.0 would be examined and lowerscoring factors (1.0-1.5) that had no reliable items would be dropped. Items with < .4
coefficient alpha in all factors or that double-factored (had alpha >.4 in one factor and >.3
in a second) would be eliminated.
Validity concerns were addressed above. No specific measures of convergent
validity were used in this field test in order to limit the number of items students had to
answer.
Participating sites and students. In the fall of 2011, three Missouri middle
schools with similar demographics were asked to have their seventh graders take the
CGM MS and their eighth graders take the CGM HS. Unfortunately the measures' titles
and/or directions confused test administrators. As a result, instead of approximately 400
students taking each measure, 663 completed the MS while only 135 answered all items
of the HS.
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Of the MS respondents, 335 respondents were female, 407 were in seventh grade
and 256 were in eighth grade. Students were 73% Caucasian, 12% Hispanic, 6% African
American, 2% Asian/Pacific Islander, and 7% Other. Because of the disproportionate
number of respondents taking the two measures, CGM MS was chosen to analyze and is
the basis of the following report.
The number taking CGM HS (N = 135) were too few for reliable data and the
hypotheses could not be adequately evaluated. HS nonetheless produced some
interesting results and was also analyzed to contribute confirming and additional
information. All students were in the 8th grade at a southwest Missouri junior high
school. Males comprised 58%, Caucasians 66.7%, Hispanics 11%, “Other” 11%, Native
Americans 6%, African-Americans 6%, and Asian 2%, and Middle Eastern 1%.

Data Collection Procedures. Data was entered into Qualtrics in order to be
accessed online with a linked emailed to the principal. All schools had computer access.
Administration times were scheduled according to the school’s preference. The surveys
were completed in mid-May, 2012. Upon completion, Qualtrics provided a spreadsheet
of data for analysis.

Data Analysis. The CGM MS’s Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy was good at .968. Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity was acceptable with
significance at .000.
Reliability as determined by Cronbach’s alpha was .901, a surprisingly high figure
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for an initial test. Factor analysis showed eight interpretable factors with Eigenvalues >
1.0 covering almost 56% of the variance (Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan,
1999). The first seven factors had multiple items with >.4 on the pattern matrix and
produced an acceptable structural cohesion for initial test construction (.683-.824).
Though the items that created F8 had .727 alpha, none of their alphas were >.4. F8
Leadership is included in part of the analysis for information only but is not included as a
valid factor.
Factor analysis involved Promax rotation. Items often did not factor with their
theorized traits. CGM MS produced 7 factors displayed in Table 2.6 with their structural
cohesion score.

Table 2.6: Factors with Their Coefficient Alphas

Factor:

Reliability Score:

F1 Care

.824

F2 Perseverance

.706

F3 Optimism

.821

F4 Integrity

.8

F5 Trust

.717

F6 Humility

.683
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F7 Spirituality

.737

F8 Social Intelligence

.727

F1 Care is by far the strongest factor, combining six items intended to measure
Love, Care, Gratitude, and Courage. Correlation alpha was .824. Most other factors
performed similarly. F2 Perseverance drew in Courage and Self-Control items with
correlation alpha at .706. F3 Optimism combined Hope’s three items with Joy’s three
and one Peace item. Correlation alpha was .821.
F4 Integrity was even more eclectic, melding items intended to measure Honesty,
Perseverance, Responsibility, Self-Control, Humility, and Awareness. Correlation alpha
was .800. The category Integrity was hypothesized to contain Honesty and Humility.
Because the Honesty items drew in others, F4 was interpreted as Integrity, a broader
concept.
F5 Trust is an unexpected factor with three items that use the word “trust.” Two
CGM HS items also mention trust and may improve this factor in the next iteration.
Correlation alpha was .717.
F6 Humility had two Humility items, one Self-Control, and one Forgiveness item.
Correlation alpha was .683, lowest of the 8 factors. What may have created this factor
was the use of a negative in each item. Three used “don’t” and the other “not demand”.
This factor and items were carefully evaluated and revised for the next iteration.
F7 Spirituality was the only hypothesized trait that aligned perfectly with its three
intended items. This is significant given the complexity of measuring adolescent
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spirituality from a secular perspective.
As is often the case with the last factor, F8 Social Intelligence is not only eclectic
but difficult to interpret. This was due to the fact that the four highest-scoring items that
created F8 had .727 alpha but (a) no items’ individual alphas were >.4 and (b) they were
intended to measure four different traits: Cooperation, Forgiveness, Creativity, and Love.
Because three of these traits are under the hypothesized category Social Intelligence, the
factor was so named. F8 will be reviewed to help create the next measure.

Regarding the items in CGM MS. Twenty-one items have coefficient alphas <.4.
Four items are very close: Q10 at .394 and Q16 at .393 for F1 Care, Q29 is .381 on F3
Positivity, and Q45 at .386 on F6 Humility. Care and Positivity have sufficient numbers
of reliable items but Humility has only two. Q10, Q16, and Q29 are removed and Q45 is
retained so Humility will have three items. This deletes 20 items and leaves 34.
Of the remaining, three are double loaded: Q9, Q18, and Q34. Two of these have
higher loading with F3 Positivity and double with F2 Confidence. All three are removed
and 31 remain.
Eight of the hypothesized 18 CGM traits had all of their items exceed the .4
criteria: Perseverance, Wisdom, Care, Love, Spirituality, Optimism, Joy, and Peace.
Respect and Creativity had no items with alphas >.4 and four strengths had only one:
Honesty, Cooperation, Forgiveness, and Gratitude.
MS produced 31 items in these factors with good or promising reliability. These
could be supplemented with items from CGM-HS, the second, more complex measure.
Study regarding CGM HS. The number taking CGM HS (N = 137) were too few
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for strong data and the hypotheses could not be adequately evaluated. HS nonetheless
produced some interesting and useful results. Nineteen items were reverse-scored and
loaded into two factors. They were eliminated from consideration. The 18 measuring
intent did the same and were also eliminated.
Only the 31 items measuring the 18 hypothesized traits were analyzed. 19 of 31
(61.3%) items factored. Only one item did not factor and 11 double-factored.
The KMO Measure of Sampling Adequacy was good at .896. Bartlett’s Test of
Sphericity was acceptable with significance at .000. Experimental factor analysis
produced 7 factors, six with alphas >.7 (Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan,
1999). The seventh was easily interpretable as Courage but, with only one reliable item,
was eliminated. It does give hope that Courage can factor in future iterations.
Four factors are interpreted identically to MS: F1 Integrity, F3 Optimism, F5
Trust, and F6 Perseverance. Because of this, HS had many reliable items that could
supplement their comparable MS factor. Interestingly, the hypothesized traits of SelfControl and Wisdom were the second and fourth factors in HS with three qualifying items
each. HS provides evidence that these two traits and Courage may be added in future
iterations.

The two CGM measures and the 5 hypothesized categories. Both measures and
their 10 factors gave support to the five hypothesized categories.
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Table 2.7: CGM Categories and Factors

Hypothesized Categories

CGM’s Correlating Factors

Integrity

F4 Integrity*
F6 Humility

Discipline

F2 Perseverance*
Self-regulation**
Courage**

Insight

Wisdom**

Social Intelligence

F3 Optimism*
(combining Hope and Joy)
F1 Care
F5 Trust*

Transcendence

F7 Spirituality

* These factors are also present in factor analysis of CGM HS.
** These factors are only present in CGM HS.

Comparisons to other character structures. The seven factors of CGM MS
compare well with the following constructs:
(a) Three of the Six Pillars of Character Counts align with the CGM factors: Caring
with F1 Care/Kindness, Trustworthiness with F5 Trust, and Responsibility with F2
Perseverance and F4 Integrity. Two others Pillars, Respect and Fairness, are either
subsumed as aspects of these three CGM factors or represented by F6 Humility.
CGM's remaining factors – F3 Optimism and F7 Spirituality—are not represented in
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CC.
(b) Positive Psychology's 6 Virtues (Wisdom, Courage, Humanity, Justice,
Temperance, and Transcendence) have better convergence with CGM. Five fit
easily: (1) Wisdom with F4 Integrity and the HS factor of Wisdom, (2) Humanity
with F1 Care, (3) Justice with F5 Trust, (4) Temperance with F2 Perseverance and F6
Humility, and (5) Transcendence with F3 Optimism and F7 Spirituality. Character
strengths under the PP virtue of Courage contain aspects that relate to F2
Perseverance and the HS factor of Courage.
PP includes character strengths as sub-categories to their virtues. PP's
strengths of Insight, Perseverance, Zest & Hope, Spirituality, and Humility are the
same as CGM's factors of Wisdom, Perseverance, Optimism, Spirituality, and
Humility. The PP strength of Social Intelligence is akin to Trust while Love and
Kindness are strongly represented in CGM’s first factor, Care/Kindness (Peterson &
Seligman, 2004).
(c) CGM factors show remarkable proximity to six of Lickona & Davidson's Eight
Strengths of Character (Lickona & Davidson, 2005). If their order was shuffled to
follow the 7 CGM MS factors, they would be:
1. Socially and emotionally skilled person with F1 Care;
2. Diligent and capable performer with F2 Perseverance;
3. [No equivalent for Positivity/Joy];
4. Lifelong learner and critical thinker with F4 Integrity;
5. Ethical Thinker combined with Respectful and Responsible Moral Agent with F5
Trust;
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6. Self-disciplined person who pursues a healthy lifestyle with F6 Humility; and
7. Spiritual person engaged in crafting a life of noble purpose with F7 Spirituality.

Limitations. The most obvious limitation was the test structure. Making
separate measures for 7th and 8th graders and naming them for the initials used to
designate middle school and high school caused confusion in test administration.
Because most students took MS (N = 663), results from HS (N = 137) were invalid.
A second limitation is that most factors – F1 Care, F2 Perseverance, F4 Integrity,
and F6 Humility – drew half of their items from other strengths or categories. These
variances weakened the conceptual foundation of the hypothesized categories.
In HS, the reverse-score items of Section 2 may have produced forthrightness in
students and could increase validity when it is measured later. However, they may have
interfered with factor analysis by creating an artifact of reaction against extremely poor
character.
In HS, the intent items of Section 3 may indicate character aptitude that could be
validated by subsequent measurement. However, they also may have interfered with
factor analysis by creating an artifact of motivation or intent.

Field Test Two
The Character Growth Measure (CGM) field test provided interesting data. One
conclusion was that CGM was a good start at measuring adolescent character. Another
was that adolescent self-report items regarding character traits could factor along
hypothesized conceptual lines. These resulted in the decision to perform a second field
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test. The measure was renamed the Character Virtues Index (CVI). For clarity, this
iteration will be termed CVI 2.
Instrument revisions. The initial instrument was revised in three primary ways:
(1) The factoring items were edited and supplemented (Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum,
& Strahan, 1999); (2) a brief measure was created to measure student intent to grow in
character and called the Intent Scale; and (3) the Youth Flourishing Scale was added as a
measure of construct and convergent validity.
Revised items. The 57 reliable, factoring CGM items from both MS and HS were
combined to create CVI 2. Though the HS sample was too small for definitive reliability,
numerous items were considered strong enough to add to CVI 2 for further testing.
Many items were reworded due to research of item construction. Specific
principles employed were: Focus on concrete, clear wording; avoid compound sentences
and “double-barreled” items; replace words that have multiple meanings; and make sure
all items tie conceptually to the intended factor (Lippman, Moore & McIntosh, 2011).
Intent scale. The purpose of CGM-HS Intent Scale is to show individual
students’ intent to grow in character as compared to their reported growth over time.
Results from the first field test were interesting enough for it to be included in the second.
The item regarding Joy was omitted as Optimism embraced items for both Hope and Joy.
This left 17 items.
Validity Measure. While the Character Taxonomy provided face validity, some
indication of convergent validity was desired. Many brief measures were reviewed but
were considered too long to include. The 8-item Flourishing Scale (Diener et al., 2010)
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was adapted with approval by Diener for an adolescent developmental level and named
the Youth Flourishing Scale (YFS; Diener, Biswas-Diener, & Liston, 2012).
Seven of its 8 items seemed to correlate conceptually with CGM’s 7 factors:
Table 2.8. CGM Factors and Hypothesized Correlating Youth Flourishing Scale
Items

CGM Factors

Youth Flourishing Scale Items

F1: Care

Q76: I help others in ways that make them happier and
their lives better.

F2: Perseverance

Q77: When I'm doing something important to me, I'm
capable and do well.

F3: Optimism/Joy

Q79: I think my future will be great.

F4: Integrity

Q78: I'm a good person and have a good life.

F5: Trust

Q74: I have friends and family who encourage and help
me.

F6: Humility

Q80: People respect me.

F7: Spirituality

Q73: My life has purpose and meaning

It was understood that CVI 2 would factor differently from the first iteration and
the correlation to YFS, if present, would likely align with different factors. With YFS’s
conceptual similarities with the Character Taxonomy, it was considered the best brief
indicator of construct validity. All 8 items were included. This brought the total number
of items in CVI 2 to 82.
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Participating Sites and Students. One of the three Missouri middle schools that
took CGM MS wanted to test their students at the beginning of the year and retest them
at year’s end for comparison. All students had taken CGM MS and the principal was
willing to use the new CVI 2 for the test-retest. 483 of the school’s 493 students
completed CVI 2.
251 respondents were female, 244 were in seventh grade and 239 were in eighth
grade. Students were 92.9% Caucasian, 1.8% Hispanic, 2% African American, 1.2%
Asian, 0.6% Native American, and 1.5% Other. The percentage of students receiving
Free and Reduced Lunch was 42.3%, close to the Missouri state average of 49.2% in
2012.

Data collection procedures and analysis. CVI 2 was entered into Qualtrics for
online access through a link emailed to the principal. The school had computer access for
all students. The surveys were completed in mid-October, 2012. Upon completion,
Qualtrics provided a spreadsheet of data for analysis. Data were analyzed using SPSS
software.
With answer sets as 1 = “Strongly Agree” and 5 = “Strongly Disagree,” mean and
standard deviations were as follows:
Character (57 items):

1.9771; 0.2699

Intent (17 items):

1.7187; 0.3327

Youth Flourishing Scale

1.7033; 0.3676
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Intent’s mean was expected to be better (lower is better) than the character items’
mean. The fact that YFS scores were lower than Intent scores could be due to the latter’s
broader range of items and the greater specificity of those items. For example, the
Character section asks about honesty, “I'm NOT a liar or a cheater,” and the Intent
section asks, “I want to be honest and truthful so people can trust me.” A student might
answer the first item honestly with a 3 (= both agree and disagree) but she wants to grow
in honesty so she answers the Intent item with a 2 (= agree).
The YFS item is more positive and less challenging: “I’m a good person and have
a good life.” She might answer this with a 1 (Strongly Agree) despite her dishonesty as
she (as is generally true) views herself positively (Hodges & Clifton, 2004; Lerner, Fisher,
& Weinberg, 2000). It can be said with certainty that global, positively-worded items

such as those in YFS elicit a more positive response than Character’s items about specific
behaviors (Brown, 2004; Slocum-Gori, Zumbo, Michalos, & Diener, 2009).
Another statistic is that 49 students recorded “1” answers to all 17 intent items
and all 8 YFS items. These students also had overall higher Character scores.
Comparison of these self-reports to parent, teacher, and peer reports would make an
interesting future study.

CVI 2 EFA. Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was performed using Promax
rotation and showed good conceptual cohesion and item construction. The Kaiser-MeyerOlkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (evaluates the appropriateness of its population
and should be >~.5) was strong at .941. Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity (= if <.05, indicates
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that differences in the test’s population are not meaningful and it meets the sphericity
assumption) was significant at .000. CVI 2 produced 13 easily-interpretable factors with
Eigenvalues (= show how much of the measure’s variance is explained by each factor) >
1.0 (Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan, 1999).
Quality of items. The 57 reliable, factoring CGM items used in CVI 2 produced
40 items with coefficient alphas so near .4 that either factored or were close enough to
factoring to be reviewed and revised for CVI 3. These items resulted in more refined,
detailed, and numerous factors with promising alphas.
Factoring. Only the first 10 factors were easily interpretable. To clarify the
factor’s interpretation, the exploratory factor analysis was repeated and designed to limit
the number of factors to ten. This metric exercise clarified the factors’ interpretations
and strengthened their structural cohesion. Coefficient alphas were good (>.8) for two
factors, acceptable (>.7) for five, and promising (>.6) for three.
Table 2.9. CVI 2 Factors, Items, and Strength

Factor (with
Coefficient
Alphas):
F1 Perseverance

Items:

Coefficient
Alphas:

Q1: I'm NOT a liar or a cheater. (Honesty)

.415

Q6: Even when it gets hard, I stick with an
important task and get it done.

.788

(.827)
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Q7: I am responsible, consistent, and my friends
and family know they can depend on me.
(Responsibility)

.401

Q9: Even when I fail, I keep trying until I find a
way to succeed.

.626

Q10: Even when discouraged and tired, I keep
going until I finish the task.

.594

.576
Q24: I follow through with my plans until the
task is finished.

F2 Humility

Q82: Once I start a difficult task, I am
determined to finish it.

.472

Q19: When I am at fault, I'm humble enough to
admit I was wrong.

.530

(.804)
Q20: I DON'T act like I'm better than others or
should get special favors.

.540

Q25: I can wait for what I want and not demand
to get it right away. (Self-Control)

.700

Q31: When I make mistakes, I am honest
enough to admit them. (Honesty)

.564

Q36: I am relaxed and calm even when I'm
busy. (Peace)

[.388]
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Q38: I DON'T have to brag or tell everyone
when I do something good.

.491

Q40: When someone hurts me, I DON'T get
bitter or hate them for it. (Forgiveness)
.524
F3 Optimism

Q16: I am optimistic and hopeful. I believe I
can overcome my problems. (Hope)

.592

(.809)
Q17: I am passionate about life and have joy,
even in the hard times. (Joy)

Q18: I am enthusiastic about life and motivated
to be and do my best. (Joy)

Q35: I enjoy my life and my smile is genuine.

.740

.746
[df 10; .301]

.753

(Joy)
F4 Care

Q3: I enjoy being helpful and doing nice things
for others. (Care)

.554

(.780)
Q4: I'm happy for others when they are
successful or receive praise. (Humility)

Q5: I stand up for people if others are being
mean to them. (Courage)

.485

.859
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Q15: When someone helps me, I am grateful
and let them know. (Gratitude)

F5 Social

.451

Q21: When I see someone upset or hurting, I
want to do something to help them. (Care)

.610

Q39: When someone is really in need and I can
help them, I do. (Care)

.666

Q33: Those who know me well trust me to be
honest in my words and actions. (Honesty)

.588

Intelligence
(.731)

F6 Peace

Q47: When I find a friend I enjoy and can trust,
we become close. (Love)

.919

Q49: I am loyal to those who know me well and
are close to me. (Cooperation)

.813

[Q29: When in conflict with someone, I am
good at working it out.] (Cooperation)

[.385]

(.742)
Q51: I am patient and remain calm, even when
others are trying to make me mad.

.746

Q53: I can deal with negative people because
my joy doesn't come from them but from within.

.825

Q54: When something bad happens, I can calm
myself down and work through it.

.657
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F7 Courage

Q22: When a crisis is happening, I can think
clearly and take action rather than get scared.

.686

(.673)
Q23: It takes a lot to scare me or make me
fearful or afraid.

F8 Wisdom

Q12: I understand consequences: What will
happen later due to the choices I make today.

.874

.772

(.613)
Q14: I live by the belief that life has a deeper
meaning and greater purpose than just having
fun. (Spirituality)

.521

Q27: I am wise, can figure out the right thing to
do, and make good decisions.

.551

Q81: I can tell if I can trust someone.
.516
F9 Spirituality

Q32: I am a spiritual person with a strong sense
of my connection to God and/or humanity.

.763

(.715)
Q37: I feel or sense things on a deeper level than
just emotions, on a spiritual level.

F10 Forgiveness
(.676)

.580

Q50: Prayer, meditation, or reflection is
important to me.

.789

Q34: When someone hurts me, I don't trust them
but can work through it and forgive them in time

.676
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Perseverance factored first with 7 items that included two from other traits.
Another name for this trait could be Discipline or Responsibility that involve
perseverance, self-control, determination, and some aspects of honesty and courage
(Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, & Kelly, 2007; Park & Peterson, 2009; Peterson &
Seligman, 2004).
F2 Humility factored strongly due to its inclusivity. Its three items drew in four
others intended to measure Self-Control, Peace, Honesty, and Forgiveness. Though the
second strongest factor, F2 was carefully reviewed due to (a) its diversity, (b) its highest
item alpha was from the Self-Control item, and (c) two of the three Humility items
factored weakly or were borderline.
F3 Optimism is named so because it continued the trend begun in CGM where
Hope and Joy items factored together. EFA indicates these should be one trait.
F4 Care had three Care items and was also very inclusive with items intending to
measure Humility, Courage, and Gratitude. When viewed collectively, the best
interpretation of this factor could be Kindness. The original conceptualization of Care
mentioned kindness and two original items use the word “kind” though neither factored
here.
A very interesting convergence involves F5’s factoring and non-factoring items.
The highest alpha is for a Love item that mentions closeness and trust. The other two
factoring items were intended to measure Honesty and Cooperation. The latter also
mentions closeness. Four other items correlate to F5:
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•

Q8: I can resist temptation to do the wrong thing, even if it would be fun. This
Self-Control item scored well with F5 (.591) but also double-factored (.369) with
F3 Optimism.

•

Q26: I come to class prepared and ready to work. This Responsibility item
likewise would have factored with F5 (.489) but also double-factored (.400) with
F2 Humility.

•

Q28: Even toward people I disagree with or don't like, I am fair and respectful.
This Respect item almost factored with F5 at .392.

•

Q41: I am polite and courteous to others, not rude or mean. This Care item had
its highest alpha (.343) in F5.
Love, Honesty, and Cooperation items factored and Self-Control, Honesty,

Respect, and Care items were highly correlated. Conceptually it is consistent that all
these items are involved in Love and Kindness. This factor was carefully reviewed to
contribute to the next CVI iteration.

F6 Peace is similarly intriguing. This trait was barely present in the Character
Taxonomy, identified only by Lickona and Davidson (2005) and rating 22nd of 28
identified traits only due to correlation with Character Counts’ trait of patience
(Josephson, 2011) and the Developmental Asset of personal power (Lerner et al., 2005).
It was included in CGM due to the researcher’s theory that peace was not primarily an
outcome but a complex, skill-based trait. Conceptualized as correlating with selfregulation and transcendence, Peace was included in the Transcendence category. The
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initial CGM Peace items reflected its connection with both self-regulation and
transcendence:
1.

I am patient and remain calm, even when others are trying to make me mad.

2.

I am relaxed and calm even when I'm busy.

3.

When something bad happens, I can calm myself down and work through it.

In CGM, these items all factored: The second with Perseverance, the third with
Optimism, and the first double-factored with both. In CVI 2, the fifth factor was named
Peace and shows great diversity. Three items factored: The first and third Peace items
together with one intended to measure joy: “I can deal with negative people because my
joy doesn't come from them but from within.”
To further complicate this concept, (a) the second Peace item scored .388 with F2
Humility, indicating some correlation but not enough to factor with it; and (b) items
intending to measure Self-Control, Wisdom, and Hope double-factored because of high
coefficient alphas (.340-.420) with the Peace factor. This factor’s conceptualization and
items were reviewed and revised for the next CVI iteration.
The last four factors are more straightforward. Only F8 Wisdom includes an
unintended item. Non-factoring items were reviewed and revised and new items added
for the next CVI iteration.
Interestingly three items each from hypothesized traits Honesty and Joy factored
but not together. Instead of producing their own factor, Honesty teamed with
Perseverance, Humility, and Social Intelligence while Joy’s items factored with
Optimism, Kindness, and Peace. Honesty was reviewed, subjected to expert opinion and
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further literature review, revised, and gained new items. Joy was determined to join with
Hope to comprise Optimism.

Comparing CGM and CVI 2 factors. As anticipated, CVI 2 factored a bit
differently than CGM yet was consistent with the earlier survey. Six of the seven CGM
factors were retained with only F4 Integrity’s items absorbed by Perseverance and a new
factor. Of F4’s 6 items, 3 factored with CVI 2 F1 Perseverance, one joined the new F8
Wisdom, and two did not factor.
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Table 2.10. Comparison of CGM Factors to CVI 2 Factors

7 CGM Factors:

CVI 2 Factors:
[Uncorrelated factors in brackets]

F1: Care

F4: Care

F2: Perseverance

F1: Perseverance

F3: Optimism

F3: Optimism

F4: Integrity

F1: Perseverance

F5: Trust

F5: Social Intelligence

F6: Humility

F2: Humility

F7: Spirituality

F9: Spirituality

HS Self-regulation

F6: Peace

HS Wisdom

F8: Wisdom

HS Courage

F7: Courage
F10: Forgiveness

Factors containing items designed for other traits. F7 Courage, F9 Spirituality,
and F10 Forgiveness are supported only by their intended items. The other factors are
supported by at least one item intended to measure a different trait. These are itemized in
Table 2.11
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Table 2.11. Factors Containing Items Designed for Other Traits

Diverse
Factors

Traits whose Items were included in this Factor

F1 Perseverance Honesty

Responsibility

F2 Humility

Honesty

Peace

F3 Optimism

Hope

Joy

F4 Care

Courage

Humility

Gratitude

F5 Social
Intelligence

Love

Honesty

Cooperation

F6 Peace

Cooperation

F8 Wisdom

Spirituality

Forgiveness

Self-Control

It seems some correlation may exist between the Discipline traits of Self-Control
and Courage, the Transcendence traits of Peace, Joy, and Optimism, and the Integrity
traits of Honesty and Humility. Further review of expert opinion, conceptualization, and
research is needed to identify this correlation. One thought is that these traits indicate
confidence and relate to the Positive Youth Development concept of personal power
(Lerner et al., 2005).
These illustrations of trait inter-correlation may support the concept that character
traits have a high degree of connectedness (Ashton et al., 2004; Brdr & Kashdan, 2010;
Lickona & Davidson, 2005; Linley et al., 2007). It also validates theories that broader
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character categories are meta-traits or are best expressed by groups of traits (Armsden,
McCauley, Greenberg, Burke, & Mitchell, 1991; Duckworth, 2011; Lee & Ashton,
2006). For example, Honesty and Humility factored together in CGM and one Honesty
item in CVI 2 factored with F2: Humility. This follows theory and measurement
emerging from the HEXACO personality measure and research (Ashton et al., 2004; Lee
& Ashton, 2006).
As CVI continues to develop, perhaps it will provide insight into which traits
correlate and to what degree they are related. Perhaps a three-dimensional graphic can be
developed to illustrate these relationships (Huitt, 2011; Lickona & Davidson, 2005).
Factors compared to the original hypothesized categories and traits. CVI’s
second iteration both serves and challenges the original 5 categories and 18 traits. All
hypothesized categories are supported by at least one factor. Three categories are
strongly supported by hypothesized traits: Discipline, Social Intelligence, and
Transcendence.
Discipline’s traits of Courage and Perseverance include items regarding
Responsibility and Self-Control (and Honesty). The Transcendence category had three
factors: F3 Optimism, F6 Peace, and F9 Spirituality.
The category Social Intelligence is both the most strongly supported and the most
complex. Complications include:
•

Factor 5 contained items from three different hypothesized traits: Love,
Cooperation, and Honesty. Despite the category named Social Intelligence, this
term also is the best descriptor of F5.
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•

Two Social Intelligence traits factored independently: F4 Care and F10
Forgiveness.

•

F6 Peace, hypothesized under the Transcendence category, seems to also correlate
with Social Intelligence (see discussion above). In Table 2.12, it appears in both
categories and will be further reviewed after the next CVI EFA.
Integrity and Insight have only one trait and their items often factor with other

traits within these two categories. It is possible that these two categories should be
combined.

Table 2.12. Hypothesized Categories and Traits Compared to Factors

Hypothesized
Category

Hypothesized
Traits

CVI Factor/s Related to this
Category

Integrity

Honesty; Humility

F2 Humility

Insight

Awareness;

F8 Wisdom

Curiosity
Discipline

Perseverance;

F1

Courage;

Perseverance

F7 Courage

[F6 Peace]

Self-Control;
Responsibility
Social

Respect;

F5 Social

F4

F10

Intelligence

Kindness;

Intelligence

Kindness

Forgiveness

Forgiveness;
Love; Cooperation
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Transcendence

Gratitude; Joy;
Optimism; Peace;

F3 Optimism

F9

[F6 Peace]

Spirituality

Spirituality

YFS and convergent validity. The Youth Flourishing Scale (Diener, BiswasDiener, & Liston, 2012) was developed for this study from the adult Flourishing Scale
(Diener et al., 2010). Its purpose is to provide a brief measure of convergent validity.
All YFS items factored together and internal reliability was strong at α = .9. When the 8
factors’ items were combined and scaled with their corresponding YFS item, alpha
increased in four (Optimism, Care, Humility, and Wisdom), stayed virtually the same
with one (Perseverance), and decreased yet remained >.7 with two (Social Intelligence
and Peace). Only Spirituality declined below >.7 when the YFS item was added though
the decline was only .024. Overall, 7 of the 8 YFS items either raise or do not
significantly harm alpha. This provides evidence of CVI construct validity.
All item correlations are significant at .01 level (2-tailed). Spearman’s rho are >.3
overall and range from .167 - .494.
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Table 2.13. CVI and YFS Correlations

CVI
Factor

YFS Item

Reliability α without Spearman’s
rho
(α
α)
YFS

F1

6 of 7 are

When I'm doing
.832
something important to
Perseverance me, I'm capable and do
well.

.828

F2 Humility

I'm a good person and
have a good life.

.782

.788

.163-.264

F3

I think my future will
be great.

.825

.811

.327-.455

F4 Kindness

I help others in ways
that make them
happier and their lives
better.

.807

.781

.280-.494

F5 Social
Intelligence

I have friends and
family who encourage
and help me.

.709

.722

.326-.411

F6 Peace

People respect me.

.707

.745

.189-.243

F8 Wisdom

I try to make every day .659
interesting.

.608

.251-.380

F9

My life has purpose
and meaning.

.716

.187-.297

>.332

Optimism

Spirituality

.692
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These results are encouraging considering (a) YFS was a derivation from the original
adult Flourishing Scale; (b) YFS is so brief; and (c) CVI’s face validity with YFS is
relatively weak for use as a measure of convergent validity. Future comparison with a
longer, conceptually similar measure promises to produce greater validity.

Limitations. The iterative process of measurement design is a great teacher.
The second field test revealed a number of weaknesses. First, though many factoring
items were edited to have more concrete and clearer wording, some items need work.
Items that did not factor or factored weakly need revision to avoid compound sentences
and “double-barreled” items, to replace words that have multiple meanings, and to tie
conceptually to the current factors (Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan, 1999;
Gerbing & Anderson, 1988; Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Lerner et al., 2005; Lippman,
Moore & McIntosh, 2011).
Second, the student population was not racially diverse. This affects the external
validity of these findings as it brings into question whether they can be generalized to
other races (Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan, 1999; Gerbing & Anderson,
1988; Heppner & Heppner, 2004).
Third, federal studies spoke accurately when saying the attempt to create a valid,
reliable, and comprehensive measure of character strength will be challenging. To create
items that factor in the conceptually identified trait is difficult at best. At this point in the
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study, this type of linear model may not adequately explain the variability between and
correlation within these factors, categories, and traits. CVI’s coefficient alphas must
improve (Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan, 1999).
Fourth, though the Youth Flourishing Scale is reliable and validated CVI to a
degree, a multidimensional character measure is needed for a validation study. How can
this be done if it is already established that no comprehensive character measure exists
with which to establish construct validity?

CVI Validation Study
Two field tests showed CVI’s methodology was sufficient in some ways.
Analyzing mean responses to Likert scale items with exploratory factor analysis showed
good conceptual cohesion and item construction through producing 13 factors with
Eigenvalues (= show how much of the measure’s variance is explained by each factor)
>1.0. After factors were limited to 10, internal reliability measured with Cronbach’s
alpha was acceptable to good for seven factors and promising for three (Fabrigar,
Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan, 1999). The online delivery system was easy to
administer though done by many different teachers. Using students’ state ID numbers
provided anonymity in recording and storing data.
The next step in making CVI a valid, reliable, comprehensive measure of
character strength was a validity study (Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan,
1999; Gerbing & Anderson, 1988; Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995; Heppner &
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Heppner, 2004). This would allow another round of exploratory factor analysis for the
new and revised items as well as validation through comparison to an existing instrument.
Instrument Revisions. The following major revisions were carried out based on
data from the second field test. It is believed that they significantly improved CVI and
prepared it for the validation study:
Items revised or deleted. Factor analysis, forced factoring, and literature review
revealed strengths in many items but weaknesses in others. Items’ structural coefficient
scores required revision if a) <.400, b) were insufficient (<.500) to help their factor reach
a significant level of reliability (>.7), or c) indicated they double-factored (scored >.400
in one factor and >.300 in another; Tay, Diener, Drasgow, & Vermunt, 2011; Trochim,
2004). Though double-factored items increased CVI’s coefficient alpha, inclusion of
such items reduced construct validity (Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan, 1999;
Gerbing & Anderson, 1988; Heppner & Heppner, 2004).
In order to accomplish the goal of creating a valid, reliable, measure of
multidimensional character, it was decided no longer to attempt to create factors for
hypothesized traits that did not factor or show promise of factoring in the first two
iterations. Instead, the focus was to develop five good items for each of the 10 CVI
factors plus a trait whose items consistently factored with other traits: Honesty (see
description below). High reliability items were retained while low reliability or doublefactoring items were revised or replaced with an item regarding another factor.
New items were defined by the high-reliability items in each factor and new
expert opinion (see the next section). The purpose of these new items is to improve the
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most important feature of an assessment: Validity (Gay & Airasian, 2000). If the CVI is
valid, it affirmatively answers the question: Does the instrument accurately report the
student’s character? Yet any changes made to the measure also create a danger to
reliability (Gay & Airasian, 2000). CVI 3 has 55 items.
Enhanced face and content validity. Factor analysis identifies items that belong
together (Tay, Diener, Drasgow, & Vermunt, 2011; Trochim, 2004). Prior to measuring
CVI’s content validity, each factor’s items must be analyzed to determine what the factor
should be called and how it should be defined (Malhotra & Grover, 1998; Trochim,
2004). High reliability items are the primary definition of the factor. Low reliability and
double-factoring items are analyzed to determine what they contributed to the factor and
to discover reasons for their problems.
Before finalizing the factors’ definitions, CVI’s items were submitted to
numerous experts for review. Some reviewers were authorities in a specific factor:
Wade Rowatt, Baylor University, on Humility; Punky Heppner, University of Missouri,
on Insight/problem solving; Angela Duckworth, University of Pennsylvania, on
Perseverance and Peace/Self-regulation; Matthew Davidson on Respect and
Responsibility; and Robert Biswas-Diener, Portland State University, on Courage. Other
reviewers are experts in character: Ryan Niemic of Values In Action, Character
Education advocate Hal Urban, virtues researcher Alesha Serozynski of Notre Dame, and
Rich Lerner of Tufts University and researcher for Positive Youth Development. Shane
Lopez provided valuable input regarding strengths and their correlation to character.
Secondary and elementary educators/administrators have provided input: Craig Maxey,
Nathan Tyson, Mike Baugus, and Mary Johnston of the Parkway ISD in St. Louis, MO;
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Jenifer Cryer and Alma Stipp of Neosho, MO ISD; and Jim Kimbrough, Joplin, MO ISD.
In addition, the dissertation committee contributed hours of dialogue.
Their comments and suggestions were carefully evaluated. Some experts’
suggestions identified violations of recommended principles of item construction
(Lippman, Moore & McIntosh, 2011) by being too complex or confusing, asking two
questions in one, referencing two virtues or character concepts, or being vague. Most
involved their understanding of the trait’s definition (Ashton et al., 2004; Biswas-Diener,
2012; Bulach, 1996; Duckworth, 2011; Lickona & Davidson, 2005; Rate, Clarke,
Lindsay, & Sternberg, 2007; Peterson & Seligman, 2004).
Literature and various measures of these traits from these experts and others were
carefully reviewed. Each indicated a trait definition and some included numerous
“facets” (Ashton et al., 2004) or aspects promoted by various authorities that together
comprised their complete definition of the factor. It was primarily in these facets that
authorities’ definitions differed. CVI’s definitions encompassed interpretations of the
CGM and CVI 2 EFAs combined with the core of most authorities’ factor definitions (but
not all of its facets). After this process, CVI’s factor definitions were finalized and were
used to determine the new items.
Five items regarding Honesty were added. Expert review stated that Honesty is
an essential factor for face and construct validity of a character measure. Though
Honesty was one of the originally conceptualized 18 traits, its items in CVI’s first two
iterations failed to factor. It was determined that this was due to weak item construction.
The trait was retained for the conceptual reasons that (a) its items consistently factored in
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the first two iterations though with other traits and (b) it is indispensable for valid
character measurement. Three new items were selected and two existing items revised.
These were added to CVI at the risk of disrupting factor analysis and reliability. F4 Care
was renamed Kindness. Table 2.14 shows the 11 CVI factors with their definitions:

Table 2.14. Definitions of CVI Factors

CVI Factor

Definition of Factor

F1 Perseverance

Continuing effort to complete one’s goal despite difficulty and
delay

F2 Humility

The willingness to admit mistakes, enjoy other’s success, and
know one’s strengths and weaknesses without need for acclaim

F3 Optimism

Hopefulness, positivity, confidence, and enthusiasm

F4 Kindness

Charitable, compassionate, and protective treatment of others

F5 Social
Intelligence

Relational awareness enabling loving, safe attachment

F6 Peace

Calmness despite agitation and stress

F7 Courage

Brave, noble, reasoned choices to act despite danger

F8 Wisdom

Perception and foresight to make good decisions

F9 Spirituality

Awareness of transcendence or Divinity that influences mood,
thought, and behavior
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F10 Forgiveness
F11 Honesty
[Projected]

Overcoming reactivity to perceived injustice
Truthful overtly and covertly; authentic, creditable; without
duplicity or deceit; choosing not to lie, cheat, or steal

Removing the Youth Flourishing Scale (YFS) as a validity measure. In the CVI
2 field test, the YFS was the best brief form of construct validity available. Results were
encouraging but the YFS’s brevity does not allow it the power to validate the multiple
facets of each CVI factor. In order to establish convergent validity, a brief scale
measuring the 11 CVI factors was needed.
Selected items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey. The original 198-item VIA
Youth Survey (Park, 2005) was based on the popular adult VIA Inventory of Strengths
(VIA-IS) (Peterson & Park, 2009; Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Both are based on PP’s
concept of 24 character strengths (Peterson & Seligman, 2004) and are ordinal scales
reporting a subject’s strengths from greatest to least (VIA, 2013).
The VIA-YS is a valid, reliable measure of character strength (Peterson & Park,
2006b, 2009). Its 198 items makes it too long for many younger adolescents’ limited
attention span and for the limited time schools have to devote to such testing (Liston,
2011; Park & Peterson, 2006b; Rashid, 2011; Snyder & Lopez, 2007).
As mentioned in Chapter 1, VIA attempted to create a new, shorter measure
called the VIA Signature Strengths Assessment-Youth (SSAY) but it did not prove as
metrically sound as their standards required (Rashid, personal communication; Liston,
2011). Neal Mayerson, Ryan Niemic, and the VIA research team determined that the
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VIA-YS could make a reliable 96-item measure by retaining its four most reliable items
for each strength (VIA, 2013).
The 24 PP strengths were examined for conceptual similarities to CVI’s 11
factors. Two CVI factors were conceptually related to more than one PP strength: (1)
CVI Optimism to both PP Zest and Hope and (2) CVI Wisdom to both PP Judgment and
Prudence. CVI’s nine remaining factors each were similar to a single PP strength. The
validation measure required 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey: Four to
measure each of 13 PP strengths.
VIA graciously granted permission for use of these items as subscales with the
understanding that “… the VIA Youth was not created and/or tested to measure this
subset of the 24 character strengths, and therefore the subset version of the survey cannot
be considered a validated measure” (VIA, 2013, p.1).

Research Design. This study was a non-experimental, non-longitudinal research
study to (a) test the new measure’s internal and test/retest reliability; (b) see how the
revised and new items factored; (c) study its convergent validity; and (d) discover test
administration length based on the Qualtrics completion time. It was hypothesized that
this study could establish validity and reliability. The study has two parts: 1)
Administration of CVI 3 with the 13 VIA-YS96 scales administered in January 24-30,
2014 at a suburban St. Louis middle school (N = 883); and 2) a CVI retest of some
students (N ~ 100) six weeks later.
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Description. The principal was emailed (a) detailed instructions and the deadline
for test administration and (b) sample notifications that the principal could edit and send
to teachers, students, and parents. The dates were scheduled, the computer labs secured
for this purpose, and the teachers, students, and parents were informed.
A week prior to administration, the researcher emailed the principal a web link
and an access code for CVI. The principal forwarded this information to the
administrating teachers.
All students in attendance that day took the CVI. The measure was made
available online through Qualtrics (www.qualtrics.com). Students took the CVI during
their language arts period in a proctored computer lab. The teacher supplied students
with their Missouri ID number and encouraged them to keep answers confidential.
The average time required to take CVI was difficult to assess because 9% of the
testing periods were interrupted by lunch period. Some students in these periods finished
CVI before the interruption. 91% of those completing the 114-item measure did so in 1025 minutes.

Participants. Many schools were interested in a comprehensive measure of
character growth due to the years of work the Center for Character and Citizenship
invested in St. Louis-area schools and the excellent relationships developed with their
administrations. Seven schools considered participating. All were from Missouri and
could have provided a large sample (approximately 5000 students).
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Description and sampling method. A convenience sample was again chosen due
to the difficulty in finding schools willing to subject students and staff to research.
Middle schools were contacted who (a) had a relationship to the Center for Character and
Citizenship, (b) had acceptably diverse demographic parameters, and (c) could administer
the survey during the necessary date range. The investment of time and resources
required for their participation caused many to withdraw from this study. One middle
school made the commitment.
The tested school has many demographic similarities to the average school in the
US. Significantly dissimilar categories are Asian students (4.6%), Hispanic students
(21.2 %), and percentage of Free/Reduced Lunch (47.5%) (Bitterman, Gray, & Goldring,
2013). Had the other invited schools been able to participate the demographics could
have been closer to national norms.
Table 2.15. 2013 Demographic Data for Participating School
Total
Asian
Enrollment

Black

Hispanic

Indian

White

Free/Reduced
Lunch

830

12.9 %

5.8 %

.1 %

65.9 %

17.5 %

11.8 %

Data Collection Procedures. CVI was entered into Qualtrics in order to be
accessed online with a link emailed to the principal. When students completed the
measure, Qualtrics provided a spreadsheet of data for analysis.
Power analysis. The power of a significance test depends on (a) the sample size,
(b) the significance level selected and the directionality of the significance test, and (c)
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the effect size. For this test, the sample was 784 students. The significance level was
designed as two-tailed <.05. Effect size is to be determined by two measures: 1)
Cronbach’s alpha for the 55 CVI items and 2) analysis of correlation (Spearman’s rho) of
the CVI mean and the total mean of 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey.
Attrition, missing data, and return rate. Participation level was 98% as 883
students logged onto Qualtrics to take CVI. . Administrative participation and fidelity
was strong due to their interest in character.
The school principal said he included every student in attendance, including 15
students with Multiple Handicaps along with 19 students that are Level 1 and/or Level 2
English Language Learners with limited to no background in the English language. He
thought that none had the ability to complete the survey. 58 students refused to complete
the measure. 30 of these didn’t proceed past the demographic items and another 28
responses were incomplete (less than 90% of the measure) (Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino,
2006; Standards, 1985). Seven tests were invalidated due to patterned responses: Giving
the same response on all items or finishing so quickly (< 7 minutes) that it was believed
they were not reading the questions (Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Standards, 1985).
Thus 99 students did not complete the measure. This is an 89% return rate with an 11%
attrition rate leaving 784 valid responses.
Response to the school. Upon completion of the analysis, the school was given
(a) a graphic report of the results of the study showing school-wide composite means,
range, and distribution of each of the character traits produced on Qualtrics’ website and
downloaded as a PDF; (b) a spreadsheet of all student scores and information regarding
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how to obtain individual student scores; and (c) CVI reliability and convergent validity
data.
What information is shared with students and how it is disseminated is the
responsibility of school administration. The researcher recommended that, if
administration chooses to share any CVI information, that it comes with the disclaimer
that the scores are unproven research data and should not be definitive until validated by
future research and analysis.

Data Analysis. Analyzing CVI data was designed to involve four steps:
Step one. Means of responses to CVI items were determined and tested for three
items: 1) Sampling adequacy is measured by the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of
Sampling Adequacy. A score >.80 indicates the sample is adequate (Heppner & Heppner,
2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Standards, 1985). 2) Sphericity was measured
with Bartlett’s Test that is adequate if significance is < .02 (Heppner & Heppner, 2004;
Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Park & Peterson, 2009; Standards, 1985).
Step two. Exploratory factor analysis was conducted to establish another form of
construct validity through conceptual cohesion and good item construction. The
extraction method is principal component analysis and the rotation method is Promax.
The resulting pattern matrix was examined to: 1) determine the number of factors with
Eigenvalues >1.0; 2) identify items that did not factor or double-factored to determine
discriminate validity; 3) analyze remaining items with Cronbach’s alpha to measure
structure coefficients (alpha) using a threshold of >.7 for each factor; and 4) determine
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whether or not the remaining items are adequate for comprehensive measurement of
character (Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Standards,
1985). It was hypothesized that this CVI would produce 10 factors similar to previous
versions plus the factor of Honesty.
Step three. To provide convergent validity, CVI data was compared to scores on
the 52 selected items of the 96-item VIA Youth Survey (VIA-YS) through Cronbach’s
alpha, Spearman’s rho, and paired sample correlations. It was hypothesized that this
study’s data would show strong correlation between the VIA-YS items and CVI and to
have reliability, factoring, and even structure coefficients similar to CVI’s scores. Such
outcomes would not only validate CVI but could contribute to VIA’s conceptualization
and scale development.
Step four. Test-retest reliability required a second administration to a group of
students who previously took the test. The students’ two scores were compared using
Cronbach’s alpha.

Limitations. It was thought that this study had at least four limitations.
Randomization. The sample population was not randomly selected. Such a
project required the interest of school administrators in character education. Those who
chose to participate in this study did so because of their desire to improve their school’s
character education initiatives.
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Demographics. In the participating schools, the percentage of students receiving
free and reduced lunch (FRL) was significantly less than the state and national
percentages. As this the primary socioeconomic indicator, the schools’ lower FRL
percentage could produce higher scores and affect the generizability of the data.
CVI’s extensive revisions. Many CVI items were edited to increase clarity,
reliability, and validity due to the input of experts. Such item changes could increase
validity but decrease reliability (Gay & Airasian, 2000; Haynes, Richard, & Kubany,
1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006). If reliability
suffered, another study will be required.
Survey length. The validation measure caused two problems: It doubled CVI’s
length and in many cases seemed to ask the same questions again. Before CVI 3 was
administered, the participating assistant superintendent and the middle school principal
said they feared the length would cause students mental fatigue and boredom. This may
have resulted in answers that were not carefully considered and thus reduced reliability.

What were the results of CVI? How can the data be analyzed? Chapter Three
provides answers to these questions.
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Chapter Three: Data Analysis

Introduction

Data analysis and basic descriptions provide the critical information for this study.
This chapter will report on and analyze the CVI validation study data. A description of
procedures for data screening and establishing sample size will be explained. The data
then will be analyzed through descriptive scores, reliability, exploratory factor analysis
and item quality analysis, the correlation of CVI and VIA-YS, and additional items. These
data will determine if CVI can measure 11 character traits reliably and validly while
maintaining 11 distinct yet correlated factors.
Description of Procedures
Data screening. Missing values in the 784 responses ranged from 4 to 14 per
item. Each was replaced with the answer mean (the average of all recorded answers for
that item) (Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Standards, 1985).
Four items from the VIA subset were negatively worded (“My temper often gets
the best of me”). This required transformation to enable reverse-scoring. None of CVI’s
items were negatively worded.
Sample size. This large sample size (N = 784) was sufficient for CVI’s 55 items
to be subjected to the evaluations required by this study (Heppner & Heppner, 2004;
Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Standards, 1985). This includes 1) exploratory factor
analysis that would produce a stable solution for construct validity and 2) correlation with
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the 13 subscales of the 96-item VIA Youth Survey to determine CVI’s convergent validity
(Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006).
Analysis

Descriptive scores. Mean scores on CVI’s 55 items achieved a normal
distribution over the 784 completed responses as illustrated in Figure 1. Sampling was
adequate as measured by Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin at .944. Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity’s
significance level was good at .000 (two-tailed). These tests conclude that no significant
skewness or kurtosis emerged (Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino,
2006; Standards, 1985).
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Figure 1. Distribution of CVI Mean

Reliability. Reliability measures variance in scores due to differences among
individuals (Heppner & Heppner, 2004). In test construction, reliability has primarily
two aspects: internal consistency of the items as answered by many subjects and stability
of responses over time. Internal consistency is measured using Cronbach’s alpha >.7
(Heppner & Heppner, 2004). Reliability for the 55 CVI items was .944 indicating strong
internal consistency (Clark & Watson, 1995; Gilman, Huebner & Laughlin, 2000;
Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004).
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Stability is measured by test-retest. Nine weeks after the initial test, 81 students
voluntarily took the CVI a second time. When their second CVI scores were compared to
their first, the correlation was .72 and significant at p <.01 (2-tailed). By comparison, the
six month retest of VIA-YS administered by Park & Peterson (2006b) reported
correlation by subscales rather than the overall test stability. Subscale correlations
ranged from .46 to .71.

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA). The rotation method was Promax to allow
oblique rotation and to best analyze the large data set. The model produced all 11
hypothesized factors with Eigenvalues >1.0 and explained 58.5% of the total variance
(Clark & Watson, 1995; Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan, 1999; Garson, 2008;
Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006). The following data show that EFA provided the
desired construct validity through conceptual cohesion and strong item construction.
Factors and Coefficient alphas. All 11 hypothesized CVI traits factored with
Eigenvalues (= show how much of the measure’s variance is explained by each factor)
>1.0. Ten of the eleven had structure coefficients with alpha (= show the factor’s
structural strength) >.7. The eleven CVI factors with their reliability, items, and the
item’s structure coefficient are in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1. CVI Factors with Items and Structure Coefficients

Factor with
Reliability

F1: Kindness
a = .843

CVI Items
[Items in italics were designed for the factor in brackets]

Structure
Coefficients

5: I stand up for people if others are being mean to them.

.663

21: When I see someone who is really hurting, I help them.

.784

29: I try to help people who are hurting to feel better.

.777

39: When I can help someone who is really in need, I do.

.765

42: When someone is in danger, I do something to help
them. [Courage]

.755
.733

51: I help those in need even if they can’t help me in
return.

F2:
Spirituality

1: My spirituality influences my values and beliefs.

.642

8: I am a person of faith or a spiritual person.

.914

32: I am a spiritual person with strongly-held beliefs.

.920

a = .871

37: I feel or sense things on a spiritual level.
.824
50: Prayer, meditation, or reflection is important to me.
.850
F3:
Perseverance

6: Even when it is hard, I stick with an important task and
get it done.

.829
.834

a = .845

10: Even when it’s hard, I keep going until I finish the task.
.817
17: When I have a task to do, I stay with it and finish it.
.437
40: I am responsible and dependable.
.540
44: I keep trying until I succeed, even after a delay or
roadblock.
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F4:
Forgiveness

4: I am a forgiving person.

.651

7: When someone is sorry for hurting me, I forgive them.

.756

26: In time, I choose to forgive those who do me harm.

.683

38: When someone hurts me, I don’t want to get bitter so I
forgive them.

.595

a = .806

.613
54: When someone hurts me, I can work through it and
forgive them in time.

F5:
Optimism

16: I am optimistic and hopeful.

.628

24: I am passionate about life despite hard times.

.671

35: I enjoy my life and my smile is genuine.

.804

41: I look on the bright side.

.799

52: I am enthusiastic and motivated.

.613

3: I am honest and keep my promises. [Honesty]

.613

12: I make good decisions and solve my problems.

.789

15: When I have a decision, I can figure out the right
choices to make.

.544

a = .808

F6: Wisdom
a = .829; .796
without Q3 &
Q18

.579
18: I am honest even when no one is watching. [Honesty]
.638
27: When I have a problem, I make a good decision and
solve it.
43: When I think about a decision, I see both its good and
bad points.

.537
.528

46: I make good choices and decisions that have good
consequences.

F7: Courage
a = .791

9: I have courage when I face danger.

.762
.666
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20: When in a crisis, I think clearly and take action but
don’t get scared.

.737

36: I have courage and am not afraid, even in a crisis.

.744

53: It takes a lot to scare me or make me fearful or afraid.

14: When something bad happens, I can calm myself down.

.419

28: I can deal with negative, angry people.

.825

30: In stressful times, I stay calm and at peace.

.481

45: I can calm myself even when the situation is upsetting.

.596

48: I am patient and remain calm, even when others try to
make me mad.

.748

F9: Love

2: Despite their faults, I love my friends and close family.

.691

a = .742;

11: I care for and trust my friends and close family.

.714

33: My close friends know me well and trust me.

.709

47: When I find a friend I enjoy and can trust, we become
close.

.570

F8: Peace
a = .771

a = .769 with
Q55 with
coefficient a
= .367

(.367)
(55: I am loyal to those who know me well and are close to
me.)

F10: Honesty
a = .584

22: I don’t act cocky or like I think I'm better than others.
[Humility]

.397
.403

23: I have not lied in the last month.
.816
34: I have not cheated on homework or a test in the last
month.
49: I have not stolen anything in the last month.
[If Q3 & Q18 are added, structural coefficient is .684]

.645
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F11:
Humility

19: I'm humble enough to admit when I am wrong.

.837

31: I am humble enough to admit when I make a mistake.

.758

a = .786

Item quality. Of the 55 CVI 3 items, four (7.2%) grouped with factors other than
their hypothesized character trait:
•

Courage Q42 (“When someone is in danger, I do something to help them”)
factored with F1 Kindness.

•

Honesty items Q3 (“I am honest and keep my promises”) and Q18 (“I am honest
even when no one is watching”) factored with F6 Wisdom.

•

Humility Q22 (“I don’t act cocky or like I think I'm better than others”) held with
F10 Honesty.
No items double-factored and only three (5.45%) failed to factor: Q13, Q25, and

Q55.
•

Q13: I don’t get jealous of other’s successes. This Humility item almost factored
at .394 but also scored .312 in courage.

•

Q25: I can wait for what I want and not demand to get it right away. On the
previous CVI iteration (CVI 2), this item was the most reliable Humility item with
alpha at .700. Here it did not factor with reliability at .353. The new items seem
to have revised the Humility factor.
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•

Q55: I am loyal to those who are close to me. This item factored well with Love
in previous CVI iterations. The researcher revised CVI conceptualization of the
Love trait due to expert opinion to reflect attachment. This was the only item
mentioning loyalty. Despite using a phrase related to Love’s other four factoring
items (“those who are close to me”), it fell just short at .367.
Forty-eight items contributed to the factor structure of their hypothesized

character trait with coefficients >.4 (87%). Thus 94.6% of CVI items factored
independently with reliability >.4.

Factor means. The means for this sample follow means for most adolescent
scores by trait discovered by Park & Peterson (2006b, 2007, 2009). Kindness and
Love have the highest means and Peace (similar to Self-Control) and Spirituality are
the lowest (Park & Peterson, 2006b, 2007; Peterson & Park, 2009).

Table 3.2. CVI Factors and Item Means
CVI Factor

Mean of the CVI Items Correlated with that Factor

In order of score

Range = 1 to 5 (1 = highest score possible)

F9 Love

1.461

F1 Kindness

1.840

F5 Optimism

1.936

F3 Perseverance

1.988
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F6 Wisdom

2.050

F10 Honesty

2.068

F11 Humility

2.143

F4 Forgiveness

2.162

F7 Courage

2.248

F2 Spirituality

2.323

F8 Peace

2.354

Inter-scale correlations. Table 3.3 shows correlations between the 11 CVI
factors. None seem too high though F5 Optimism correlates over .5 with four other
factors. F11 Humility has the least correlation with the other strengths because it has
only two reliable items. Of the stronger factors, F4 Forgiveness shows the greatest
uniqueness / least commonality with other strengths. Of 55 correlations, all are .10-.55
except one: Forgiveness has a negative correlation with Humility. This is curious as
Positive Psychology experts have correlated the two conceptually (Park & Peterson,
2006b; Peterson & Seligman, 2004). It may be a result of Humility having only two
reliable items but should be examined in further CVI testing.

Table 3.3. Inter-scale Correlations of CVI’s 11 Factors
[Green = >.5 (strong); Yellow = >.3 (good). Only the upper half is highlighted to
prevent duplication.]
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Component Correlation Matrix

Component

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1 Kindness

1.000

.504

.406

.216

.390

.375

.355

.423

.287

.369

.216

.504

1.000

.390

.253

.505

.405

.293

.372

.272

.438

.300

.406

.390

1.000

.397

.501

.380

.547

.399

.288

.369

.266

.216

.253

.397

1.000

.373

.138

.231

.295

.193

.139

-.019

.390

.505

.501

.373

1.000

.547

.320

.548

.270

.359

.216

.375

.405

.380

.138

.547

1.000

.269

.485

.178

.257

.190

.355

.293

.547

.231

.320

.269

1.000

.286

.103

.257

.244

.423

.372

.399

.295

.548

.485

.286

1.000

.287

.226

.177

9 Love

.287

.272

.288

.193

.270

.178

.103

.287

1.000

.233

.259

10 Honesty

.369

.438

.369

.139

.359

.257

.257

.226

.233

1.000

.416

11 Humility

.216

.300

.266

-.019

.216

.190

.244

.177

.259

.416

1.000

2 Spirituality
3
Perseverance
4
Forgiveness
5 Optimism
6 Wisdom
7 Courage
8 Peace

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.

Post-hoc study of 52 VIA Youth Survey items. No reliability and validity
research has been published to date on the 96-item VIA Youth Survey. 52 items used
from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey were selected for this validation study. It is thus
legitimate to ask: Do these 52 items stand alone as a valid, reliable measure of
multidimensional character? In order to validate use of the 52 items from the 96-item
VIA Youth Survey, they were subjected to a post-hoc metric evaluation for reliability and
EFA. Following are the results of this study.
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Reliability. Mean scores on 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey
achieved a normal distribution over the 784 completed responses. No significant
skewness or kurtosis emerged as Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin showed good sampling adequacy at
.930 and Bartlett’s sphericity was adequate at .000 significance.
Cronbach’s alpha showed reliability was strong at .937, indicating that the 13
subscales are reliable when used collectively as a validation measure for CVI. Retest
administered 9 weeks after the initial test indicated the correlation was .70 and significant
at p <.01 (2-tailed).

Exploratory Factor Analysis. EFA using Promax rotation produced 11 easily
interpreted factors that explained 56.5% of variance. Table 3.4 provides factors and their
structural coefficient alphas, items, and each item’s coefficient alpha plus some
explanatory notes.

Table 3.4. EFA Results of 52 Items from the 96-Item VIA Youth Survey

Factor with
its Structural
Coefficient
F1: Wisdom

Items

Item’s
Coefficient
Alpha

9: I review the positives and negatives of every option when I am
making a decision.

.746

10: I review the consequences of my behavior before I take action.

.791

22: I carefully weigh the opinions of others before I make up my mind.

.672

a = .883
2 VIA strengths
combine:
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Judgment &
Prudence

35. I consider every option before I make a final decision.

.916

8 items
intended; only
V23 didn’t
factor with its
category

36. I think carefully before I act.

.725

48. I wait until I have all the facts before I make a decision.

.731

49. I am cautious not to do something that I will regret later.

.707

F2: Optimism

V5. I think that life is very exciting.

.604

V17. I am certain I can get through bad times.

.501

V18. I am usually full of energy.

.821

V30. Even when things look bad, I stay hopeful.

.506

a = .859
2 VIA scales:
Hope & Zest

= 8 items
intended; only V31. I have a lot of enthusiasm.
V4 didn’t factor
with its category V43. I have a positive outlook about the future.

.814
.574

V44. I am a cheerful person.

.679

V6. When others tell me about their problems, I become very concerned.

.655

V19. I do kind things for people on my own without being told.

.535

V21. When someone is being treated unfairly, I stick up for them.

.772

V32. When I learn about people who are suffering (e.g., those who are
poor or sick), I worry about them.

.750

V34. I speak up when I see someone being mean to others.

.742

V45. I do whatever I can when I see people who are in need.

.746

F4: Love

V3. There is someone who will listen to me when I have a problem.

.786

a = .735

V16. I feel loved.

.701

V29. I openly express my feelings to my family and friends.

.623

V42. I do not hesitate to tell my family and friends that I love them.

.634

V11. I have a faith that I practice.

.774

F3: Kindness
a = .827
V8, V21, V34 &
V 47 are
intended to
measure
courage; V47
double-factored

F5: Spirituality
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a = .837

V24. I feel better when I pray.

.884

V37. I believe there is a Higher Power that points me to do the right
thing.

.812
.781

V50. There is a Higher Power looking out for my best interests.
F6:
Forgiveness

[V12. I often stay mad at people even when they apologize. *]
V25. I forgive people if they say they are sorry for hurting me.

.895

V38. I am a forgiving person.

.680

V51. When someone apologizes, I give them a second chance.

.782

V2. I complete all of my homework even when many challenges arise.

.731

V15. I am viewed as someone who gets things done.

.716

V28. I don't give less than 100% when I am working on something.

.512

V41. I see myself as a hard worker.

.674

V12. I often stay mad at people even when they apologize. *

[.638]

V13. I am less than honest if it will keep me out of trouble.*

[.649]

V20. My temper often gets the best of me. *

[.711]

V23. I often find myself doing things that I know I shouldn't be doing. *

.691

F9: NegativelyWorded
Humility

V1. I am not a show-off.

.773

V14. I don't boast about what I achieve.

.854

a = .692; V27
was intended
here but was
positivelyworded and did
not factor

[V27. I let other kids talk about themselves rather than focusing the
attention on me.]

---

V40. I don't come across like I am better than others.

.638

a = .778

F7:
Perseverance
a = .761

F8: Reversescored Items
a = .695
V12, V13, &
V20 doublefactored
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V7. I have a lot of patience.

.846

[V20. My temper often gets the best of me. *]

.711

V33. When I really want to do something right now, I am able to wait.

.648

V46. I am able to control my anger really well.

.685

F11: Honesty

[V13. I am less than honest if it will keep me out of trouble.*]

[.509]

a = .717;
V13 was
reverse-scored
and doublefactored; V52
did not factor

V26. I am honest even when lying could keep me from getting in
trouble.

.816

V39. I tell the truth, even when it means I won’t get what I want.

.556

V52. Others trust me to be truthful.

[.368]

F10: Peace /
Self-Control
a = .668; 689 if
V20 is added

Item quality. Of the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey subjected to
EFA, 8 items did not factor reliably. Only 3 items (6%) did not achieve an adequate
coefficient alpha with at least one factor: V8, V27, and V52. Five items (10%) doublefactored: V4, V12, V13, V20 and V47. Of these, three were reverse-scoring items that
should be allowed to factor with their intended subscale. If so, 47 (90.4%) of 52 VIA-YS
items factored with this collection of subscales.
Factoring. EFA for the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey revealed
significant similarities with CVI. They also confirmed CVI factoring and its
conceptualization of numerous traits.
1. Most notably, the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey also produced
11 factors, 10 of which were identical to CVI factors (VIA’s eleventh factor
consisted of its four reverse-scored items).
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2. This study hypothesized that the combined items from two pairs of PP
strengths (Judgment + Prudence and Hope + Zest) would each validate one
CVI factor (Wisdom and Optimism respectively). These strengths and their
items factored exactly as hypothesized.
3. The one PP character strength that did not factor in this validation measure
was Bravery. Its items showed the same conceptual issue as its CVI
counterpart Courage by factoring with Kindness. Of the four Bravery items
from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey, two factored with Kindness, one doublefactored with Kindness as the higher-correlated factor, and one (V8) did not
factor but had its highest correlation with Kindness. [Chapter 4 discusses this
in detail under “Data Interpretation,” then “Exploratory Factor Analysis,” then
“Factor 7”]
4. Both CVI and VIA factors accounted for similar variance when the number of
items for each factor is considered. If the factor order was adjusted due to this
assumption and the VIA factor created by the reverse-scored items was
removed, Table 3.5 shows how similarly the two measures account for their
variance.

Table 3.5. Rank Order of Explained Variance in CVI and VIA Factors
Character Virtues Index (Variance)

Values In Action Subscales (Variance)

F1: Kindness (25.1%)

F1: Kindness (25.6%)

F2: Spirituality (5.3%)

F2: Love (5.9%)
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F3: Perseverance (5.1%)

F3: Spirituality (5.2%)

F4: Forgiveness (4.2%)

F4: Forgiveness (4.4%)

F5: Optimism (3.8%)

F5: Perseverance (4.1%)

F6: Wisdom (3.5%)

F6: Wisdom (Judgment/Prudence) (3.4%)

F7: Courage (2.5%)

F7: Optimism (Hope/Zest) (2.8%)

F8: Peace (2.4%)

F8: Humility (2.4%)

F9: Love (2.1%)

F9: Peace (Self-regulation) (2.2%)

F10: Honesty (2.0%)

F10: Honesty (2.1%)

F11: Humility (1.8%)

[Three reverse-scored items factored;
Courage/Bravery did not factor]

Structural Coefficients. Coefficient alphas for F1-F3 and F5 were strong at >.8.
F4, F6, F7, and F11 were adequate at >.7. F8 contains the four reverse-scored items that
were all intended to support four different factors. It was determined that these should be
allowed to factor with their intended strength (Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers,
Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Standards, 1985).
Two factors are below .7. F9 Humility (.692) is very close even though only 3
items factored. V27 did not factor so Humility could be strengthened if that item was
replaced. F9 Self-regulation (.668) is lower yet. If V20 (that double-factored with the
other reverse-scored items) was included, the factor’s alpha would be closer at .689.
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Correlation with the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey. A
correlation metric was applied using a two-tailed test of significance with p < .01.
Spearman’s Rho set the level of correlation at .851. This overall CVI correlation with the
13 VIA subscales was significant and considered very high.
In Table 3.6, “Correlations of CVI Factors to Each VIA Subscale,” two sets of
items measuring 2 PP strengths were paired for comparison to one CVI factor:
•

CVI Wisdom was correlated with PP strengths Judgment and Prudence plus their
combined 8 items that this study categorized as VIA Wisdom.

•

CVI Optimism was correlated with PP strengths Zest and Hope plus their
combined 8 items that this study categorized as VIA Optimism.
This pairing of 8 items compared to 4 items for the other PP strengths affected the

correlations. Because of their larger number of items, VIA Wisdom and Optimism had
greater correlation with all scales. While their data provide insight, the inflated
correlations might be misleading. It might be more precise also to compare correlations
of the CVI trait to each of the two PP character strengths independently. For example,
VIA Wisdom combines VIA Judgment’s four items with VIA Prudence’s four. CVI
Wisdom correlation to all three should be considered. CVI Optimism correlations to VIA
Optimism, Zest, and Hope should be similarly analyzed.
Table 3.6 shows that non-parametric correlation coefficients were significant at p
<.01 (2-tailed) between every trait mean. Paired sample correlations were conducted on
CVI’s hypothesized 11 character traits and the corresponding subscales of the 96-item
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VIA Youth Survey. Correlations ranged from .405-.806. This again was considered very
high (Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Standards, 1985).

Table 3.6. Correlations of CVI Factors to Each VIA Subscale
[Yellow = paired traits; Blue = correlations >.4 with other traits]

Trait Correlates

CSpir

CFor

CHon CHum

CPer

COpt

CKin CLove CPea CCou CWis

VSpirituality

.785**

.252**

.240**

.219**

.299**

.341**

.199**

.276** .199**

.201** .276**

VHonesty

.305**

.334**

.405**

.373**

.427**

.378**

.347**

.362** .387**

.282** .493**

VHumility

.442**

.368**

.379**

.523**

.308**

.318**

.389**

.334** .354**

.201** .356**

VForgiveness

.266**

.676**

.312**

.333**

.300**

.389**

.350**

.308** .447**

.197** .405**

VPerseverance

.316**

.365**

.532**

.429**

.740**

.516**

.368**

.444** .428**

.318** .621**

VLove

.280**

.388**

.359**

.337**

.422**

.584**

.337**

.560** .342**

.261** .405**

VOptimism

.354**

.466**

.332**

.391**

.493**

.806**

.407**

.517** .531**

.466** .522**

VHope

.334**

.444**

.318**

.374**

.492**

.728**

.343**

.468** .537**

.452** .500**

VZest

.316**

.411**

.292**

.343**

.412**

.748**

.401**

.479** .438**

.403** .458**

VKindness

.316**

.391**

.377**

.400**

.401**

.422**

.730**

.497** .298**

.233** .428**

VPeace

.248**

.358**

.279**

.419**

.297**

.317**

.241**

.227** .505**

.268** .316**

VCourage

.261**

.353**

.387**

.452**

.407**

.440**

.698**

.362** .397**

.426** .485**

VWisdom

.340**

.398**

.413**

.498**

.516**

.484**

.363**

.324** .509**

.349** .650**

VJudgment

.338**

.408**

.450**

.481**

.547**

.492**

.365**

.338** .504**

.345** .654**

VPrudence

.284**

.317**

.296**

.432**

.389**

.391**

.298**

.251** .427**

.293** .533**

The highest individual correlations on this scale were between CVI and VIA
Optimism (.806), Spirituality (.785), Perseverance (.740), and Kindness (.730). Honesty,
Courage, and Optimism had the highest overall correlation with other factors.
The conceptual issue regarding Courage items in the two measures is reflected in
this table. VIA Courage scored much higher with CVI Kindness (.698) than with CVI
Courage (.426). CVI Courage’s correlations were higher with VIA Hope (.452) than with
VIA Courage (.426).
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Some correlations were surprising:
•

CVI Honesty correlated lower with VIA Honesty (.405) than with VIA
Perseverance (.532) and Judgment (.450). VIA Honesty correlates lower with
CVI Honesty (.405) than with CVI Wisdom (.493) and Perseverance (.427).

•

CVI Courage factored lower with VIA Courage (.426) than with VIA strengths of
Hope and Optimism. The latter can partially be attributed to the greater power of
the combined scales. VIA Courage correlates lower with CVI Courage (.426)
than with CVI Kindness (.698; see discussion above under F7 Courage), Wisdom
(.485), Humility (.452), and Optimism (.440).

•

While CVI and VIA Spirituality have the second-highest correlation, the CVI
factor has much higher correlations with other VIA strengths than vice-versa.
CVI alphas are good with VIA Humility (.442), Love (.280), Kindness (.316),
Courage (.261), and Peace (.248). VIA alphas with the corresponding CVI factors
are 49-223 points lower. This could show good discriminant validity for the VIA
scales, good correlation between overall CVI and VIA items, or both.
The high correlations between Courage and Optimism can be explained partially

by the latter’s generally high correlation with all traits. CVI Optimism and VIA Hope
and Zest had more in common with other character traits than any other factors.

Additional items. CVI included three adjunctive items called Honesty Intent,
Honesty Report, and Test Difficulty. The first two asked the student’s degree of honesty
before (Intent) and after (Report) answering the test items in the hope of increasing
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reliability and validity. The third asked the student’s opinion as to how hard the test was
in their opinion.
Honesty Intent. After the student gave assent to take CVI and entered his/her
student ID number, the next statement was, “I intend to answer all these questions
honestly, even if I'm not proud of my answer.” The answer set was a 5-point Likert scale
with 1 as “Very much like me” and 5 “Not at all like me.” Mean score was 1.43.
Honesty Report. At the end of the test, the statement was, “I have answered all
these questions honestly and truthfully.” The answer set was a 5-point Likert scale with 1
as “Very much like me” and 5 “Not at all like me.” Mean score was almost identical to
the Honest Intent item: 1.44.
Test Difficulty. The final item read, “I appreciate your hard work to complete the
Character Virtues Index. Would you say this survey was: Very easy; Fairly easy; Not
hard or easy; Pretty hard; Very hard.” The answer set was a 5-point Likert scale with 1
as “Very easy.” The answer mean was 1.97: Students thought the measure was “Fairly
easy.”
Summary of additional items. Some research indicates students answer more
honestly if 1) they are asked at the beginning of a test if they intend to answer honestly
and 2) if a concluding report question asks if they answered honestly and if the means are
not significantly different (Rasinskia, Visser, Zagatsky, & Rickett, In press). If this is
true, the items regarding students’ honesty in answering indicate they responded
honestly.
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Conceptually, many believe Honesty to be a core character trait (Ashton et al.,
2004; Bonevac, 2001; Bowers, Li, Kiely, Brittian, Lerner, & Lerner, 2010; Bullach,
1996; Lee & Ashton, 2006; Lickona, personal conversation, August 9, 2013). In a selfreport measure such as CVI, honesty is not only a character trait to be measured but an
essential practice by those taking the measure in order to produce reliable results (Ashton
et al., 2004; Bonevac, 2001; Lee & Ashton, 2006).
Honesty Intent and Honesty Report items were added as an experiment in
reliability. It was hypothesized that beginning CVI with the Intent item would de facto
increase reliability (Rasinskia, Visser, Zagatsky, & Rickett, In press). Some evidence
exists indicating direct instruction of this type to young adults may have a paradoxical
effect: Students may be motivated to defy what they are being told to do (Kaczmarek,
Goodman, Drążkowski, Kashdan, Połatyńska, & Komorek, 2014). For this reason, the
Honesty Intent item was constructed to emphasize student choice and to acknowledge
that a truthful answer may cause discomfort.
CVI has 5 more items about honesty to measure Honesty as a character trait (thus
it is here termed Trait Honesty). Included are items asking if the student has lied, cheated
on schoolwork, or stolen in the last month.
Logically, if students lie in their CVI answers, their honesty score will tend to be
higher. If they tell the truth, their honesty score will tend to be lower.
To correct for this, perhaps an algorithm could be developed using the Honesty
Intent and Report items. If the student score was high on Honesty Intent and Report but
low on Trait Honesty, the Trait Honesty score could be increased slightly. If the student
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score was high on Honesty Intent and Report, the Trait Honesty score could be left
unchanged. This adjustment would not be explained to the students. Developing this
logarithm is beyond the scope of this study. While these items are interesting, they do
not appears essential to validate CVI.

Post-hoc EFA of Wisdom, Honesty, and Humility

Due to curious factoring regarding these three items, a post-hoc study was
conducted. EFA with Promax oblique rotation was conducted on the 15 items
hypothesized to measure these three traits. K-M-O showed sampling was adequate at
.888 and Barlett’s Test of Sphericity was significant at p = .000. EFA produced 3 factors
with Eigenvalues > 1.0 that accounted for 49.5% of variance: F1 Wisdom, F2 Honesty,
and F3 Humility.
Table 3.7. Factor Analysis of 3 CVI Traits: Wisdom, Honesty, & Humility
[Green = factored >.4; Yellow = double-factored; Red = did not factor)

CVI Item

EFA Component

C3

1
.311

2
.365

3
.073

C12

.852

-.070

-.064

C13

.121

.278

.245

C15

.572

.052

-.033

C19

-.042

-.026

.877

C18

.325

.431

.114

C22

-.105

.430

.299
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C23

-.038

.596

.127

C25

-.010

.016

.600

C27

.766

-.045

.059

C31

.028

-.085

.853

C34

-.023

.839

-.271

C43

.842

-.092

-.019

C46

.733

.013

.007

C49

-.088

.680

.004

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.

Item groupings and correlation alphas were similar to the complete CVI 3 in these
ways:
1. Q13 did not factor.
2. The five Wisdom items (Q12, Q15, Q27, Q43, and Q46) factored together.
3. Q22, Q23, Q34, and Q49 factored together as Honesty.
4. Q19 and Q31 factored together as Humility.

Some significant new information emerged from this EFA that was different from
the comprehensive CVI item reduction:
1. The five Wisdom items (Q12, Q15, Q27, Q43, and Q46) factored without the
Honesty items.
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2. Though Humility Q22 (“I don’t act cocky or like I think I'm better than others”)
still factored with Honesty, coefficient alpha .299 evidences its conceptual
similarity to Humility.
3. Humility Q25 (“I can wait for what I want and not demand to get it right away”)
factored with Q19 and Q31 with good coefficient alpha (.600) in Factor 3
Humility.
4. Rather than factoring with Wisdom, Q3 did not factor and Q18 double factored
but both showed greater correlation alphas with Honesty (.365, .431) than
Wisdom (.311, .325).
5. Total variance accounted for by these three factors was rather low at 47.8%.

Post-hoc Study of All CVI and Items from the 96-Item VIA Youth Survey Data

CVI’s EFA with 11 factors answered those who questioned if a multidimensional
character measure could produce a large number of factors whose items had adequate
structural coefficient alphas. This study stated earlier that CVI does not measure all
essential character traits and thus is not comprehensive. CVI’s 11 factors raise a question
regarding the creation of a comprehensive character measure: Can a character measure
contain even more than 11 distinct, interpretable factors?
As mentioned earlier, VIA items were based on Positive Psychology’s definitions
of character strengths. Given the Character Taxonomy’s structure that included CE and
PYD’s conceptualization also, a second question could be asked at this point: Could
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items created by differing trait conceptualizations combine to measure that trait and
support the same factor?
A post-hoc EFA was administered to see if these data could provide information
that might answer these questions. It combined all 107 CVI and VIA-YS items. One
concern was that the study would produce confused factoring, many double-factored
items, and fewer than 11 factors. The study’s hypothesis was: Some factors will combine
CVI and VIA items within their shared or similar factor, some factors will have items
only from CVI or only from VIA, and double-factoring items will increase.
The data were subjected to Promax rotation. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin showed
sampling was adequate at .952 and Bartlett’s sphericity was significant at p = .000.
Nineteen factors with Eigenvalues > 1.0 accounted for 60.2% of variance. All factors
were easily interpretable (Heppner & Heppner, 2006), sixteen had at least two items with
coefficient alphas >.4, and thirteen had items that created >.695 coefficient alphas. 80%
of items factored; six failed to factor (three from each measure) and 15 double-factored
(12 from VIA-YS). Table 3.6 details this study’s factoring, structural coefficients, and
coefficient alphas.

Table 3.8. Post-hoc Study of CVI and VIA Youth Survey Items

Factor
with
Coefficient
Alpha
F1: Kindness

Items from CVI and the 96-item VIA Youth
Survey
C5: I stand up for people if others are being mean to them.

Structural
Coefficients
.663
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a = .905
All
CKindness
and
VKindness
items factored
together.
CCourage
added 1 item
and
VCourage
added two
items

C21: When I see someone who is really hurting, I help
them.

.777
C29: I try to help people who are hurting to feel better.
.765
C39: When I can help someone who is really in need, I do.
.755
C42: When someone is in danger, I do something to help
them.
C51: I help those in need even if they can’t help me in
return.
V6. When others tell me about their problems, I become
very concerned.
V19. I do kind things for people on my own without being
told.
V21. When someone is being treated unfairly, I stick up for
them.
V32. When I learn about people who are suffering (e.g.,
those who are poor or sick), I worry about them.
V34. I speak up when I see someone being mean to others.

F2:
Optimism

V45. I do whatever I can when I see people who are in need.
C24: I am passionate about life despite hard times.
C35: I enjoy my life and my smile is genuine.

a = .889
All but one
CVI
Optimism and
5 of 8 VIA
Zest and
Hope items
factored
together.
Two VLove
items factored
here: V16 and
V42

.784

C41: I look on the bright side.
C52: I am enthusiastic and motivated.
V4. I expect good things to come my way.
V5. I think that life is very exciting.
V16. I feel loved.
V17. I am certain I can get through bad times.
V30. Even when things look bad, I stay hopeful.

.733
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V42. I do not hesitate to tell my family and friends that I
love them.

F3:
VWisdom
a = .881
All but one
VIA
Judgment and
Prudence
items factored
together and
added one
CVI Wisdom
item

V43. I have a positive outlook about the future.
C15: When I have a decision, I can figure out the right
choices to make.
V9: I review the positives and negatives of every option
when I am making a decision.
V10: I review the consequences of my behavior before I
take action.
V22: I carefully weigh the opinions of others before I make
up my mind.
V35. I consider every option before I make a final decision.
V36. I think carefully before I act.
V48. I wait until I have all the facts before I make a
decision.
V49. I am cautious not to do something that I will regret
later.

F4:
Spirituality
a = .913
All CVI
Spirituality
and VIA
Spirituality
items factored
together

C1: My spirituality influences my values and beliefs.

.642

C8: I am a person of faith or a spiritual person.

.914

C32: I am a spiritual person with a strong connection to God
and/or humanity.

.920
.824

C37: I feel or sense things on a spiritual level.
.850
C50: Prayer, meditation, or reflection is important to me.
V11. I have a faith that I practice.
V24. I feel better when I pray.
V37. I believe there is a Higher Power that points me to do
the right thing.
V50. There is a Higher Power looking out for my best
interests.
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F5:
Perseverance

C6: Even when it is hard, I stick with an important task and
get it done.

a = .864
All but one
CVI
Perseverance
and all VIA
Perseverance
items factored
together

C10: Even when it’s hard, I keep going until I finish the task.

.829
.834

C17: When I have a task to do, I stay with it and finish it.
C44: I keep trying until I succeed, even after a delay or
roadblock.
V2. I complete all of my homework even when many
challenges arise.
V15. I am viewed as someone who gets things done.
V28. I don't give less than 100% when I am working on
something.

F6: CVI
Forgiveness

V41. I see myself as a hard worker.
C4: I am a forgiving person.

.651

C7: When someone is sorry for hurting me, I forgive them.

.756

C26: In time, I choose to forgive those who do me harm.

.683

C38: When someone hurts me, I don’t want to get bitter so I
forgive them.

.595

a =.797

.613

F7: CVI
Courage
a = .773

C54: When someone hurts me, I can work through it and
forgive them in time
C9: I have courage when I face danger.
C20: When in a crisis, I think clearly and take action but
don’t get scared.

.762
.666
.737

C36: I have courage and am not afraid, even in a crisis.
.744
F8: CVI
Love
a = .731; .761
with Q55

C53: It takes a lot to scare me or make me fearful or afraid.
C2: Despite their faults, I love my friends and close family.

.691

C11: I care for and trust my friends and close family.

.714

C33: My close friends know me well and trust me.

.709
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C47: When I find a friend I enjoy and can trust, we become
close.
F9: CVI
Peace

.570

C14: When something bad happens, I can calm myself down. .419
C30: In stressful times, I stay calm and at peace.

.481

C45: I can calm myself even when the situation is upsetting.

.596

C48: I am patient and remain calm, even when others try to
make me mad.
C3: I am honest and keep my promises.

.748
.605

C18: I am honest even when no one is watching.

.590

C23: I have not lied in the last month.

.721

C22: I don’t act cocky or like I think I'm better than others.

.631

V1. I am not a show-off.

.753

V14. I don't boast about what I achieve.

.734

V23. I often find myself doing things that I know I shouldn't
be doing.

.654

a = .759

F10: CVI
Honesty
a = .634
3 VIA
Honesty items
doublefactored here
F11:
Negativelyworded
Humility
a = .699
F12:
[ReverseScored
Items]
With all items
a = .695

F13: CVI
Humility/
admission of
wrong
a = .779
F14: CVI
Wisdom
a = .805
This factor
also had 4 of
14 items that

[The other three reverse-scored items double factored with
their intended strength but their higher alpha was in this
factor:
V12. I often stay mad at people even when they apologize.

.664

V13. I am less than honest if it will keep me out of trouble.

.553

V20. My temper often gets the best of me.]
C19: I'm humble enough to admit when I am wrong.

.729
.837

C31: I am humble enough to admit when I make a mistake.

.758

C12: I make good decisions and solve my problems.

.662

C27: When I have a problem, I make a good decision and
solve it.

.607
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doubleC43: When I think about a decision, I see both its good and
factored: C40, bad points.
C55, V29,
V52.
C46: I make good choices and decisions that have good
consequences.
C25: I can wait for what I want and not demand to get it
F15:
right away.
Patience
a = .592
V33: When I really want to do something right now, I am
able to wait.
C34: I have not cheated on homework or a test in the month.
F16:
Negative
C49: I have not stolen anything in the last month.
Worded
Honesty
a = .481
V27: I let other kids talk about themselves rather than
F17:
VHumility & focusing the attention on me.
VHonesty
[V40 Humility & V39 & V52 Honesty double-factored to
help create F17]
F18: VZest [3 Zest items (V18 .731, V31 .591, V44 .471) all doublefactored with F2 Optimism to create F18]

.489

.555
.689

.645
.745
.517

.657

Significant findings include:
1. Six factors (including four of the five accounting for the greatest variance)
combined their intended CVI and VIA-YS items within the same trait:
Kindness, Optimism, Spirituality, Perseverance, F11 Negatively-worded
Humility, and F15 Patience.
2. The strongest factor F1 included all five CVI Kindness items, CVI Courage
Q42, and all four VIA Kindness items with two Courage items from the 96item VIA Youth Survey. Six items from each measure created the factor that
explained the greatest amount of variance.
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3. The two factors that used more VIA than CVI items were those hypothesized
to combine 8 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey into one factor (Hope /
Zest and Judgment / Prudence). In this EFA, F2 used four VIA Hope, only
one Zest, (curiously) two VIA Love, and four of five CVI Optimism items.
F3 used seven of eight VIA Judgment and Prudence items and one CVI
Wisdom item.
4. F4 Spirituality was the only factor to include only the hypothesized items
from both measures. Such agreement concerning a controversial character
strength is significant. F5 Perseverance included only the intended items but
one CVI Perseverance item did not factor.
5. Seven of 18 interpretable factors combined items from both measures: F1-5,
F11, and F15. F11 is called Negatively-worded Humility because its items
use “don’t” or “not”. F15 could be titled Patience because its two items claim
the ability to wait for something desired.
6. The seven remaining CVI traits factored independently. Five contain the
identical items as in their “CVI-only” factoring: F6 Forgiveness (5 items), F7
Courage (4), F8 Love (4), F9 Peace (5), and F13 Humility (2). F14 Wisdom
contained four of its five intended items.
7. F10 Honesty contains the two positively-worded CVI Honesty items and one
of the three negatively-worded items (“I have not lied in the last month”).
8. F11 was comprised of three negatively-worded Humility items: Q22 that
factored with CVI Honesty in CVI’s EFA (“I don’t act cocky…”) and two
from VIA Humility (“I’m not a show-off…” and “I don’t boast…”).
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9. F16 Negatively-worded Honesty factored with the two remaining CVI
Honesty items.
10. 51 of the 55 (93%) CVI items factored. 49 (89%) factored with their
hypothesized trait.
11. Five PP character strengths as measured by their items from the 96-item VIA
Youth Survey did not factor: Courage, Forgiveness, Love, Self-regulation, and
Honesty. Two Humility items needed help from one CVI item to create F11
Negatively-worded Humility. F17 is a weak factor called VIA
Humility/Honesty that had one factoring Humility item, one double-factoring
Humility item, and two double-factoring Honesty items.
12. 15 of 52 items (29%) from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey did not factor or
double-factored. Five others did not align with their intended factor.

Conclusions
The study’s data were gathered with proper administration. Attrition and missing
data were minimal and return rate was sufficient. The data have been screened properly
and provides a sufficient sample for accurate statistical analysis (Heppner & Heppner,
2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Standards, 1985).
Mean scores on CVI’s 55 items achieved a normal distribution over the 784
completed responses with no significant skewness or kurtosis. Cronbach’s alpha for the
55 CVI items was .944 and test/retest was correlated at .720 indicating strong reliability
for such a measure (Diener, Inglehart, & Tay, 2012; Gay & Airasian, 2000).
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CVI exploratory factor analysis used Promax oblique rotation method. Sampling
was strong as measured by Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin at .944 and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity
was significant at .000. The model produced all 11 hypothesized factors with
Eigenvalues >1.0 and explained 58.5% of the total variance. All 11 hypothesized CVI
traits factored with Eigenvalues >1.0. Coefficient alphas for ten of the eleven were >.7.
F10 Honesty was .584 with its factoring items and rose to .684 when all Honesty items
were included. A post-hoc study of Wisdom, Honesty, and Humility confirmed their
conceptual strength and added to their content and construct validity.
Spearman’s Rho set the overall CVI correlation with the 52 items from the 96item VIA Youth Survey at .851. Paired sample correlations of CVI’s hypothesized 11
character traits and the corresponding subscales of the 96-item VIA Youth Survey
produced significant correlations ranging from .405-.806.
Means were high for the two adjunctive items regarding students’ honesty in
answering test questions. One item regarding difficulty indicated middle school students
considered the test, “Fairly easy.”
Due to VIA’s statement regarding validity of the 52 items from the 96-item VIA
Youth Survey, a post-hoc study of its data was conducted. Results showed strong
reliability, produced 11 factors with ten that were identical to CVI, and had acceptable
structural coefficients and item construction.
When both CVI and the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey produced 11
factors, the questions arose: Can a multidimensional character measure contain even
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more than 11 distinct, interpretable factors? Could items intending to measure traits
defined by differing fields (PP, CE, and PYD) support the same factor?
To attempt to gain information that might provide answers, this project’s third
post-hoc study combined all CVI and VIA-YS items for EFA. The data revealed 19
factors with Eigenvalues (= show how much of the measure’s variance is explained by
each factor) > 1.0 accounting for 63.4% of variance. All factors were easily interpretable,
sixteen had at least two items with coefficient alphas >.4, and thirteen had items that
created >.695 structure coefficient. 80% of items factored.
How might these data be best interpreted, understood, and utilized? Chapter Four
will discuss these issues.
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Chapter Four
Data Interpretation

What was learned from this study of CVI? What is its significance? What
conclusion can be drawn? What further research is needed? Most importantly, what is
its answer to the research question: Can a valid, reliable measure of multi-dimensional
adolescent character be developed? These questions will be answered by interpreting
CVI reliability, trait means, exploratory factor analysis, and conceptual correlations, the
VIA post hoc study, and CVI’s convergent validity due to correlations with the VIA
Youth Survey, and the post hoc study of the combined items. Discussion, conclusions,
limitations and future research will be offered.
Is CVI Valid and Reliable?
Reliability. CVI 1 and 2 were both strongly reliable as determined by
Cronbach’s alpha. This removed much of the suspense behind the question, Will CVI 3
prove reliable? It was believed that CVI 3’s alpha would exceed its predecessors’ and it
did not disappoint at .944. This would be a strong alpha for a personality test and is
robust for a new multidimensional character measure (Heppner & Heppner, 2004;
Diener, Inglehart, & Tay, 2012).
CVI stability had never been measured and thus was unknown. Retests generally
are conducted in two to three weeks (Heppner & Heppner, 2004). Those testing
adolescents should follow this timeline due to their subjects’ developmental variability
(Brener, Billy, & Grady, 2002; Lerner et al., 2005; Lerner, Fisher, & Weinberg, 2000).
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Scheduling conflicts caused the retest to occur nine weeks after the initial test. Despite
this, test-retest reliability was acceptable at .72. These two tests define CVI as a reliable
measure.
Trait means. One way of determining construct and convergent validity is to
compare CVI trait means to norms established through national or international character
testing using previously validated measures (Clark & Watson, 1995; Cronbach & Meehl,
1955) if such norms had been established. They have not.
Park and Peterson’s (2006b; 2007) studies of the VIA-YS provides some standard
of adolescent character strength means. Although an ordinal measure, VIA-YS was used
by its authors to establish means of trait subscales reported by adolescents. By placing
trait means in rank order, the two can be compared.
The rank order of CVI scores as illustrated in Table 3.3 is similar to means found
in Park and Peterson’s studies for these traits. Kindness and Love have the highest means
and Self-Control (similar to CVI’s Peace) and Spirituality are the lowest (Park &
Peterson, 2006b, 2007; Peterson & Park, 2009; Steen, Kachorek, & Peterson, 2003).
CVI’s rank order of scores indicates its construct and convergent reliability.

Exploratory Factor Analysis. Does this metric support CVI construct,
convergent, and discriminant validity? EFA should show easily-interpretable factors
with adequate Eigenvalues (= show how much of the measure’s variance is explained by
each factor) that align with the 11 hypothesized CVI traits, have good structural
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coefficient alphas with numerous items intended to measure the trait with which they
factor, and few items that are rejected due to double-factoring or failing to factor.
Factoring. CVI produced 11 easily interpretable factors with good Eigenvalues.
Most significantly, all eleven interpreted as the 11 hypothesized CVI traits. Ten of the
eleven factors achieved the desired structural coefficient alphas and the eleventh (F10
Honesty) was very close at .684.
This indicates the extensive review of expert opinion conducted after CVI 2 and
the subsequent item revisions and new items created were well-conceived and effective.
Six of the factors showed strong coefficient alpha levels (Heppner & Heppner, 2004;
Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Standards, 1985). Seven factors (F1-F6, F8) included
all five designed items and two others included four of five. CVI shows good factoring
and structural coefficients (Clark & Watson, 1995; Costello & Osborne, 2005; Cronbach
& Meehl, 1955; Kenny & Kashy, 1992).
Factor interpretation. How interpretable are the 11 factors? Each one is
discussed in logical (not numerical) order and its name and definition is confirmed or
adjusted.
Factor 1. Kindness was the strongest factor, in part because it drew a sixth item
that was designed to measure Courage: Q42 “When someone is in danger, I do something
to help them.” This item’s coefficient alpha was higher than two Kindness items (Q5 “I
stand up for people if others are being mean to them” and Q51 “I help those in need and
do nice things for them”). Further discussion is in the “Factor 7” section below.
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CVI items designed to measure Kindness all focus on social settings where one
has an opportunity to help another who is in need. While this certainly defines acts of
Kindness, it was observed that Kindness can be an internal feeling, quality, state of being,
or attitude (“kind-hearted”) and is not limited to actions (Merriam-Webster, 1998). To
focus on kindness as action or behavior, this trait could be renamed Benevolence, Acts of
Kindness, or Goodwill (Merriam-Webster, 1998). These terms are long and/or less
commonly used by adolescents. It can be argued that character is primarily attitude in
action and thus Kindness is the appropriate term. Though CVI F9 represents kind acts,
Kindness will continue to be its title in this study. To reflect Kindness’ attitudinal aspect,
the definition was adapted to, “Charitable, compassionate, and protective consideration
and treatment of others” (added wording in italic).
Factor 7. Courage items were based on expert opinion (Biswas-Diener, 2012;
Davidson & Lickona, 2009; Rate, Clarke, Lindsay, & Sternberg, 2007; Peterson &
Seligman, 2004; Samuelson, 2007; Snyder & Lopez, 2009) that defined Courage as
brave, noble, and reasoned choices to act despite danger. Three Courage items were
designed to reflect this definition in both CVI 1 and 2. The moral quality of noble action
(Biswas-Diener, 2012) was addressed through Q42: “When someone is in danger, I do
something to help them.”
Q42’s factoring in CVI 3 exposes a key conceptual difference between Kindness
and Courage. The four Courage items that factored together do not mention helping
others. Instead they describe the individual’s response to a dangerous, fearful, or risky
situation requiring brave action. Only Q42 mentions another person needing help and so
it factored with Kindness.
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This repeats an effect from CVI 1 where a Courage item factored strongly with
Kindness. The item (Q5) was retained in CVI 2 to measure Kindness instead of Courage.
This also repeats an effect from CVI 2 that was overlooked when constructing
CVI 3. The former used three items to measure Courage. Two factored and were used in
CVI 3: Q9 = “I have courage when I face danger” and Q20 = “When in a crisis, I think
clearly and take action but don’t get scared.” The third item did not factor: Q48 = “I
stand up for what is good and right, even if it isn't popular with others.” Interpreting this
result in light of the three CVI iterations’ EFA reveals that Q48’s mention of “others”
may have inhibited factoring.
Kindness and Courage are distinct as defined by EFA of CVI’s three iterations.
Kindness is “charitable, compassionate, and protective consideration and treatment of
others.” Courage is “brave, reasoned choices to act despite danger.” After these
refinements in definition and interpretations, Kindness conceptually could be thought of
as an aspect of moral character and Courage an aspect of performance character (BiswasDiener, 2012; Davidson & Lickona, 2009; Rate, Clarke, Lindsay, & Sternberg, 2007).
This may be helpful in discriminating between the two strengths (see discussion below
under “VIA data” and “Exploratory Factor Analysis”).
CVI 3’s factoring reveals noble action as an aspect of Kindness but not Courage.
The words “…and noble…” were deleted from Courage’s definition. F7 is properly
labeled Courage.
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Factors 2 - 5. Spirituality, Perseverance, Forgiveness, and Optimism all factored
with only their five predicted items and their reliability alpha were strong. They all
appear to be properly titled and defined.
Spirituality factored with only three items in the original CVI so attaining the
second-strongest factor with five items is not surprising. Of its two new items, Q1 (“My
spirituality influences my values and beliefs”) had the factor’s lowest correlation and Q8
(“I am a person of faith or a spiritual person”) had its second-highest. Both add
discriminant validity and definition to the trait.
One expert questioned whether Spirituality, defined as “Awareness of
transcendence or Divinity that influences mood, thought, and behavior,” was truly a
virtue (“a disposition to act in a good way”). The definition of Spirituality cited by
authors of the Daily Spiritual Experiences Scale (Underwood & Teresi, 2002) was,
“Spirituality is concerned with the transcendent, addressing ultimate questions
about life’s meaning, with the assumption that there is more to life than what we
see or fully understand. Spirituality can call us beyond self to concern and
compassion for others” (Fetzer, 1998, p. 2).
Though numerous atheists consider themselves spiritual (Seligman, 2002), many
do not (AP/IPSOS, 2005). Atheists comprise approximately 2% of the US population
and agnostics about 4% (AP/IPSOS, 2005). In education, they are a vocal minority and
caused some educators who considered participating in this study to decline due to the
inclusion of a scale of Spirituality.
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CVI Spirituality’s definition and items are intended to measure the trait
universally despite one’s religion and beliefs or lack of these. Spirituality is universal
(Peterson & Seligman, 2004) and all cultures embrace “…an ultimate, transcendent,
sacred, and divine force… [that] helps people to grapple with core existential concerns…
and rules and values” (p. 601).
While psychological science must be sensitive to ideological and religious
concerns, empiricism demands objectivity. CVI is intended to measure character
strengths and Spirituality was determined by multiple sources in the Character Taxonomy
to be one such strength. CVI’s EFA validated this as Spirituality is the second strongest
factor. Discussion of this factor should continue toward consensus in the field.
Though F3 Perseverance factored well, two items’ alpha scores show the power
of exploratory factor analysis either to expose conceptual weaknesses or offer
discriminant validity. Coefficient alphas for Q40 (“I am responsible and dependable”)
and Q44 (“I keep trying until I succeed, even after a delay or roadblock”) were acceptable
but nowhere close to those achieved by the other three Perseverance items that mentioned
finishing a difficult task.
Q40 and Q44’s alphas could improve if they read, “I am responsible to finish a
task I begin” and “I keep trying until I finish a task, even after a delay or roadblock”
(changed wording in italic). Conversely it could be argued that 1) leaving Q40 and Q44
as they are contributes to CVI’s discriminant validity and 2) changing these items as
suggested would identify this factor as “task completion” rather than Perseverance
(Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004). The items will thus be
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retained as they are to add discriminant validity and the factor retains its name and
definition.
F4 Forgiveness had some difficulty factoring in CVI 1 and 2 with coefficient
alphas just below or just above criteria. In CVI 3, the trait items showed good conceptual
cohesion with a strong structure coefficient. F5 Optimism performed similarly with
strong item and overall alphas. Both retain their names and definitions.
Factor 8. Peace is CVI’s unique factor, defined as “calmness despite agitation
and stress.” The two stronger items (Q28 “I can deal with negative, angry people” and
Q48 “I am patient and remain calm, even when others try to make me mad”) mention
others’ anger. The three remaining items (Q14, Q30, and Q45) weaken the factor’s
stability as shown in their lower structure coefficients. In contrast, they strengthen its
discriminant validity by describing stressful situations rather than people. This
discrepancy informs conceptualization. Because the weaker three have alphas >.4, they
should be retained. Thus F8 Peace measures the trait during distress caused both by
personal encounters and impersonal situations. As this is already reflected in CVI’s
definition of Peace, no change is necessary (See Table 4.1 below; Haynes, Richard, &
Kubany, 1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004).
The VIA-YS character strength with which it most closely correlates is SelfControl. While both deal with self-regulation, the VIA measure is perhaps broader since
two of its items regard patience. However one of those did not factor with Self-Control
and the factor’s cohesion was insufficient. The title Peace is best for F8.
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Factor 9. Four of Love’s five intended items factored well but Q55 (“I am loyal
to those who are close to me”) just missed. It is suggested that a wording change could
strengthen Q55’s alpha: “I am loyal to my friends and family who are close to me”
(changed wording in italic). Q47’s alpha (“When I find a friend I enjoy and can trust, we
become close”) might be strengthened by a similar change to, “I am close to friends and
family whom I enjoy and trust.” These minor wording changes should not alter CVI
factoring, could increase coefficient alphas, and strengthen content and construct validity.
The appropriateness of F9 to be titled Love was questioned. The concept of Love
is broad and difficult to define comprehensively as a character trait. The same expert
who questioned Spirituality’s qualifications to be a virtue (“a disposition to act in a
certain way”) regarded the Love items similarly. He believed they did not measure a
virtue in the same way as the Honesty, Kindness, and Courage items.
Peterson & Seligman (2004) state that love is relational and reciprocal as well as
dispositional and behavioral. Its chapter on Love is authored by Cindy Hazen who with
Phillip Shaver extended Bowlby’s attachment theory to adult romantic relationships.
This is reflected in her “consensual definition” of love as a “…stance toward others…” of
three types that echo Freudian categories of child-parent, parent-child, and romantic (p.
304). This seems to correlate with Positive Youth Development’s Internal Assets of
Interpersonal Competence and Care (Lerner et al., 2005).
CVI Love should be compared to a broader spectrum of experts and its concept
revisited. A true “consensual definition” from those who focus on Love as a virtue may
then be determined.
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CVI items mention love and care once each but friends and family, closeness,
enjoyment, and trust multiple times. Perhaps more accurate terms are Closeness,
Relationship, Connection, Engagement, or Attachment. The term Love is replaced for F9
with Closeness and its definition replaced: Close-knit relationships marked by enjoyment,
endearment, and trust (Merriam-Webster, 1998; see Table 4.1 below).
Factors 6, 10, and 11. The most curious factoring had to do with F6 Wisdom,
F10 Honesty, and F11 Humility. Wisdom factored highest of the three but it drew in two
Honesty items to do so (Q3 “I am honest and keep my promises” and Q18 “I am honest
even when no one is watching”). Structural coefficient was strong and remained so when
the two Honesty items were removed from factoring.
F6 Wisdom’s items mention problem-solving, decision-making, and awareness of
choice and consequence. Its definition is amended to, “Perception, foresight, and
awareness of consequences that enable good decision-making” (additions in italic).
Having lost two items to F6 Wisdom, Honesty’s remaining three deal with
specific behavioral measures of dishonesty: Lying, cheating, and stealing (Goleman,
1985). They are negatively-worded items and drew negatively-worded Humility Q22 “I
don’t act cocky or like I think I’m better than others”. Q22 and Q23’s structural
coefficients are borderline but they contribute to Honesty’s Eigenvalue.
The five Honesty items have a coefficient alpha very close to benchmark. Due to
this and the items’ conceptual strength and Eigenvalue, they should be retained together
as a factor (Clark & Watson, 1995; Garson, 2008). F10 remains Honesty.
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Humility was the second-strongest factor in CVI 2 but became the weakest CVI 3
factor with only two reliable and similar items (Q19 and Q31). Both begin with “I am
humble enough to admit when…” and mention the willingness to admit mistakes. Q22
addresses CVI Humility’s, “willingness to … enjoy other’s success and know one’s
strengths and weaknesses without need for acclaim.” The name for F11 remains
Humility and the CVI definition of Humility is retained.
Revised definitions. Due to the above information, CVI definitions provided in
Table 2.14 remain mostly unchanged in Table 4.1. Revisions are in italic and deletions
are bracketed.
Table 4.1. Revised Definitions of CVI Factors

CVI Factor

Definition of Factor

F1 Kindness

Charitable, compassionate, and protective consideration and
treatment of others

F2 Spirituality

Awareness of transcendence or Divinity that influences mood,
thought, and behavior

F3 Perseverance

Continuing effort to complete one’s goal despite difficulty and
delay

F4 Forgiveness

Overcoming reactivity to perceived injustice

F5 Optimism

Hopefulness, positivity, confidence, and enthusiasm

F6 Wisdom

Perception, foresight, and awareness of consequences that
enable good decision-making
[Perception and foresight to make good decisions]

F7 Courage

Brave, reasoned choices to act despite danger
[“…and noble…” was deleted]

F8 Peace

Calmness despite agitation and stress
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F9 Closeness

Close-knit relationship marked by enjoyment, endearment, and

[Love]

trust
[Relational awareness enabling loving and safe attachment]

F10 Honesty

Truthful overtly and covertly; authentic, creditable; without
duplicity or deceit; choosing not to lie, cheat, or steal

F11 Humility

The willingness to admit mistakes, [enjoy other’s success, and
know one’s strengths and weaknesses without need for acclaim]

Factor differentiation. Seven factors contained all of their intended items (F1F6, F8) and two had four (F7, F9). 48 of 55 (87%) of CVI items factored with their
intended character trait. This indicates strong conceptualization, item construction, and
factor differentiation (Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006;
Standards, 1985).
The analyzed data from certain factors was curious: F6 Wisdom, F10 Honesty,
and F11 Humility. Could these discrepancies undermine CVI validity?
Factor 6. Despite scrutiny, it is difficult to understand why Honesty items Q3 and
Q18 factored with Wisdom as their concepts seem adequately disparate. More confusing
is the fact that correlation alphas for Q3 (.613) and Q18 (.579) are higher than for three
Wisdom items: Q15 (.544), Q43 (.537), and Q46 (.528).
Perhaps this is due to a) strong item construction that allows factoring combined
with b) student awareness that dishonesty (lying, cheating, and stealing) is known as the
reason for many school discipline referrals and other negative consequences and c)
choices to be honest receive generally good consequences. Honesty is thus critical to
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good adolescent decision-making and is a good solution to numerous adolescent school
and social problems.
Factor 10. The trait of Honesty scored very high in the Character Taxonomy,
tying for third most-identified trait with Fairness, Self-Control, and Diligence and behind
Love and Teamwork. In CVI’s first iteration, Honesty did not factor and only one of its
items correlated with another factor: Humility.
CVI 2 also attempted to include Honesty but its items did not factor together.
Three of its items correlated with three other factors: Perseverance, Love, and Humility.
Obviously Honesty is essential to character but its categorization seems difficult to
assess. As will be noted below, the four Honesty items in the 96-item VIA Youth Survey
struggled to factor and only two items were structurally sound.
Honesty factored in CVI 3 for the first time despite losing two items to F6
Wisdom. Retained were its three negatively-worded items regarding not stealing, lying,
or cheating. It also drew one Humility item that was also negatively-worded (“I don’t act
cocky…”).
Why didn’t two items that use the word “honesty” factor with F10 Honesty rather
than F6 Wisdom? One possibility: EFA is susceptible to positive and negative wording
as shown when reverse-scored items factor together though conceptually different.
Perhaps the positive wording of Q3 and Q18 resisted cohesion with the 3 negativelyworded Honesty items. This idea was later discredited to some degree by a post-hoc EFA
of all CVI and VIA-YS items (see below under Discussion). The five items’ conceptual
strength and alpha (.694, just below the .7 threshold) indicate that they should be retained
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together as a factor (Clark & Watson, 1995; Garson, 2008). Q23 could perhaps be
strengthened to >.4 alpha by a slight addition, “I am honest and have not lied in the last
month.”
Factor 11. Humility is the most curious of these three related factors. In the
initial CVI, Humility was hypothesized to be contained by Wisdom but instead factored
independently as the sixth of seven factors but with only three items. In CVI 2, Humility
was the second-strongest factor but drew in items from Honesty (“When I make mistakes,
I am honest enough to admit them”), Peace (“I am relaxed and calm even when I'm
busy”), and Forgiveness (“When someone hurts me, I don’t get bitter or hate them for
it”).
In CVI 3, Humility factored with only two reliable and similar items (Q19 and
Q31). In CVI 2, Q13 (“I don’t get jealous of other’s successes”) factored with Humility
at a = .524. In this study, Humility Q13 was most correlated (a = .366) with Courage but
also (a = .317) with Honesty.
Humility Q22 (“I don’t act cocky or like I think I'm better than others”) factored
with Honesty, perhaps due to its negative wording. This item is similar to one of the
Humility items in the 96-item VIA Youth Survey that did not factor (V27 “I let other kids
talk about themselves rather than focusing the attention on me”).
Q25 (“I can wait for what I want and not demand to get it right away”) previously
was the most reliable Humility item with alpha at a = .700. In CVI 3 its alpha was .353
with F11 Humility but correlated a = .299 with F8 Peace.
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Along with CVI 2’s other high-scoring F1 Kindness and F3 Perseverance,
Humility’s 5 items were some of the least-revised of CVI 3. Why did it lose two
previously-reliable items, have one factor with Honesty, and struggle to be the final
factor in CVI 3? The primary possibility is the major change in these three factors: The
addition of the three negatively-worded Honesty items. According to some personality
trait research (Ashton et al., 2004; Lee & Ashton, 2006; Tangney, 2000), Humility and
Honesty tend to factor together (see the discussion in the following section).
Supporting this reason is that EFA of each CVI iteration shows these three factors
are psychometrically related. In all three CVI’s, some of their items have factored or
double-factored with items in the two other factors.
Post-hoc EFA of Wisdom, Honesty, and Humility.
This study provides data to indicate if these three factors compromise CVI
conceptualization and/or validity. Both its factoring similarities and differences are
informative.
In numerous ways, results were similar to the full CVI EFA.
1. Though Humility’s Q13 factored in CVI 2, in CVI 3 it inexplicably had most in
common with Courage. Here it showed very little correlation to any of the three
traits. These oddities add evidence that the new Courage and Honesty items are
primarily responsible for Humility’s decline from F2 in CVI 2 to F11 in CVI 3.
2. Wisdom’s conceptual strength and item construction were confirmed by the fact
that its five items (Q12, Q15, Q27, Q43, and Q46) factored together without help
from correlating items.
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3. The three negatively-worded Honesty items (Q23, Q34, and Q49) again factored
as Honesty by including Humility’s negatively-worded Q22. This provides
evidence of the impact of negative wording on EFA.
4. Q19 and Q31 factored together without help from the other three Humility items.

Significant divergence between the two EFAs are perhaps more informative:
1. The five Wisdom items (Q12, Q15, Q27, Q43, and Q46) factored without Q3 and
Q18. These Honesty items double-factored with Wisdom and Honesty but their
higher alphas were with their intended trait. Q18 correlated higher than Q3 with
the negatively-worded Honesty items, perhaps because it contains the word “no.”
This post-hoc study does not indicate why the two items also correlate with
Wisdom but shows their primary attachment is to Honesty.
2. Though Humility Q22 (“I don’t act cocky or like I think I'm better than others”)
still factored with negatively-worded Honesty items, its higher alpha in this study
(compared to all CVI items) evidences its conceptual similarity to Humility.
3. Humility Q25 (“I can wait for what I want and not demand to get it right away”)
factored with Q19 and Q31 with good alpha in Factor 3 Humility. This means
that Q25’s failure to gain benchmark alpha with Humility in the full CVI ETA
was not due to correlations with Honesty and Wisdom but F8 Peace. Its phrase,
“I can wait…” may cause this correlation and could be improved with a slight
wording change. The second post-hoc study may confirm this theory. In it, Q25
factored with VIA Self-regulation V33, “When I really want to do something
right now, I am able to wait.” This VIA subscale correlated well with CVI Peace.
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4. In light of the low total variance score achieved by these three factors, it seems
premature to conceptualize them as comprising a larger factor called Integrity or
Moral Reasoning with three distinct subscales of Wisdom, Honesty, and
Humility. They could be three of a larger number of subscales within such a
meta-factor. EFA of the adult and youth Values In Action measures (VIA-IS and
VIA-YS) may contribute to this discussion. Clarifying this would involve the
next step of blending CVI theory with psychometrics through confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA; Costello & Osborne, 2005; Kenny & Kashy, 1992). Such analysis
is beyond the scope of this study.
These four differences further validate CVI Wisdom, Honesty, and Humility.
Though EFA of the complete CVI contains some mysteries, others are resolved in this
post-hoc study.
The study does not definitively answer why Wisdom, Honesty, and Humility
items tend to “cross-factor,” i.e. factor with the unintended trait. One logical possibility
is that self-reported Humility seems a conundrum: How can one humbly report one’s
humility? Either the report is proud and not humble or it is honest, wise, and humble. Is
it possible that EFA determines it is the latter answer and thus correlates their items?
In conclusion, CVI factors Wisdom, Honesty, and Humility retain certain
mysteries created by EFA that remain unanswered. This same conundrum is reported by
HEXACO personality research (Ashton et al., 2004; Lee & Ashton, 2006). Their
importance in comprehensive character has support as the Character Taxonomy
illustrates (Bulach, 1996; Davidson & Lickona, 2009; Josephson, 2011; Lerner et al.,
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2005; Lerner, Fisher, & Weinberg, 2000; Park & Peterson, 2006b, 2009; Peterson &
Seligman, 2004). This difficulty in interpreting the EFA data underscores the importance

of expert opinion, conceptualization, and theory development.
The fact remains that the three factored separately in CVI 3 with one another’s
items. A correlation alpha > .7 indicates adequacy of the items when used together to
measure a concept. Wisdom without the two Honesty items is a strong .796. With only
Q19 and Q31, F11 Humility obtained a = .786. The five items intended to represent
Humility have a correlation alpha of .695, very close to the .7 threshold. Honesty’s five
correlate almost identically at a = .694. The post-hoc study showed their cohesion and
confirms their conceptualization. The three factors confirm sufficient construct validity for
use in CVI (Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Standards, 1985).

Item interpretation. With the myriad changes and additions in CVI items, how
well did they stand up to EFA? How many new items would fail to factor? How many
would double-factor or factor with unintended traits?
All of the new and revised items (comprising more than 50% of CVI) factored.
None double-factored and only three of CVI’s 55 items (5.45%) didn’t factor reliably.
All three were not new but items that factored well with their intended traits in CVI 2.
Two of the non-factoring items were intended to measure Humility and were
carried over from CVI 2. Q13 (“I don’t get jealous of other’s successes”) factored there
and almost met the alpha criteria in this study. Q25 (“I can wait for what I want and not
demand to get it right away”) was CVI 2’s most reliable Humility item. In CVI 3 it did
not factor but provides discriminant validity.
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Q55 (“I am loyal to those who are close to me”) factored well with Closeness in
both previous CVI iterations. The researcher revised CVI conceptualization of the
Closeness trait due to expert opinion to reflect attachment (Weber & Ruch, 2012). This
was the only item mentioning loyalty. Despite including a phrase related to Closeness’
other four items (“…those who are close to me”), it fell just short of factoring.
Considering the extensive item revisions after CVI 2, the fact that only 3 of CVI
3’s 55 items (5.45%) didn’t factor reliably speaks to the strength of item review, revision,
and construction based on theory development and expert opinion. These three items and
perhaps Q22 could be reviewed and rewritten in future CVI studies to improve CVI
factoring and conceptualization. They can be retained without damage to CVI’s
reliability, factoring, structure, and (as will be seen) validity.

Conclusions about CVI EFA. CVI reveals the power of EFA to confirm a
measure’s theory and conceptualization. Rather than limiting CVI to a small group of
factors, EFA gave psychometric evidence that even a multi-dimensional scale could be
designed to factor with many hypothesized traits (See also the discussion under “VIA
data” regarding EFA).
The 11 CVI factors are what remain of the 18 hypothesized traits after three CVI
iterations and their EFA. To conclude that all character strengths may be subsumed into
these 11 would not be accurate. Many possibilities exist regarding why the other
strengths did not factor:
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1. Many traits merged with others to form a single trait (Joy and Hope became
Optimism; Insight, Wisdom, and Respect became Wisdom; Responsibility,
Diligence, and Perseverance became Perseverance; Open-mindedness,
Fairness, and Kindness became Kindness; Trust, Teamwork, Social
Intelligence, and Care became Closeness; Peace and Self-Control became
Peace).
2. The items developed by the researcher may have been inferior.
3. A strong factor may not subsume another but may have enough similarity that
it double-factors with or compromises the factoring of other traits.
4. Certain factors may be distinct yet closely related (e.g., Honesty, Humility,
and Wisdom) to others and thus struggle to factor with their own identity.
This could be why the remaining eleven Positive Psychology character
strengths reduce into three to six factors when lumped together (see
“Convergent validity measured by correlation” then “Significance” below).
EFA should not be the only determinant of traits and items included in a
multidimensional measure like CVI. Trait theory, conceptualization, expert opinion, and
construct development should interact with EFA of character measures such as VIA-YS
and CVI (Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst,
& Guarino, 2006; Park & Peterson, 2006b; Slocum-Gori, Zumbo, Michalos, & Diener,
2009; Standards, 1985). Confirmatory Factor Analysis could contribute to this process
(Costello & Osborne, 2005; Kenny & Kashy, 1992).

Park & Peterson (2006b) illustrate the difficulty of construct and convergent
validation when they…
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"… observe with some irony that one of the most widely studied and validated
personality inventories for adults—the NEO-PI—which began with the goal of
capturing basic personality traits by factor analysis has of late been elaborated to
include 30 so-called facets that provide a more nuanced view of the basic traits,
even though these facets are not compelled by factor analytic results (McCrae &
Costa, 2003). As we continue to develop measures of character strengths, we will
heed this lesson that comprehensive batteries of individual differences need to be
guided not just by data but by theory (p. 902; italics added).

This section began by asking, Would EFA support CVI construct, convergent, and
discriminant validity? The seminal facts are that 1) 52 of 55 CVI items factored; 2) The
11 factors produced were easily interpreted as the 11 CVI traits; and 3) 10 of 11 structural
alphas were either strong (>.8) or acceptable (>.7) and the eleventh is very close. These
strongly support CVI construct, convergent, and discriminant validity.

EFA and conceptual alignments. As evidence of validity builds, the
hypothesized alignments with PP, CASEL, Lickona and Davidson, and PYD from
Chapter Two raise the questions, What effect does EFA data have on conceptual
alignments mentioned there? Are there other frameworks to which CVI’s traits may be
compared?
The significant constructs in the Character Taxonomy. The Character
Taxonomy (CT) was based on five extant character frameworks. The original CVI 1 was
designed to measure the most-cited 18 character traits found by CT. The traits were then
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categorized by the four most significant constructs in Table 2.4: Positive Psychology’s 6
cardinal virtues, CASEL’s four social-emotional skills, Lickona and Davidson’s metagrouping, and Character Counts Six Pillars. Snyder & Lopez’s five categories (2007)
gleaned from factor analysis of the VIA Inventory of Strengths (Peterson & Park, 2009)
provide a useful categorization of PP character strengths.
After three CVI iterations and their studies including exploratory factor analysis,
Table 2.4 is adapted and becomes Table 4.2. Correlation between the four constructs and
CVI traits provides another source of face and criterion validity (Haynes, Richard, &
Kubany, 1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Park &
Peterson, 2006b; Slocum-Gori, Zumbo, Michalos, & Diener, 2009; Standards, 1985).
Table 4.2. Character Categories and CVI Traits

11 CVI
Traits

PP Virtues

VIA-IS
Factor
Analysis

CASEL

Lickona

Character
Counts

F1 Kindness

Humanity

Emotional/

Social &

Social

Caring

Interpersonal

Relational

Emotional

Skills

Skills

Self-Aware

Spiritual/

F2

Transcendence

Theological

Spirituality
F3

Purpose
Courage

Restraint

Self-

Diligent/

management

Disciplined

Restraint/

Social &

Respectful and

Fairness /

Interpersonal

Relational

Responsible

Respect

Skills

Citizen

Self-Aware

Spiritual/

Perseverance
F4

Temperance

Forgiveness

F5 Optimism

Citizenship

Transcendence

Theological

Purpose

Responsibility

Citizenship
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F6 Wisdom

F7 Courage

F8 Peace

F9 Closeness

F10 Honesty

Wisdom

Courage

Temperance

Humanity

Courage

Intellectual

Responsible

Critical &

Decision-

Ethical

making

Thinker

Self-

Diligent/

management

Disciplined

Self-

Diligent/

management

Disciplined

Emotional/

Social &

Social

Interpersonal

Relational

Emotional

Skills

Skills

Self-Aware

Critical &

Restraint

Restraint

Interpersonal/
Intellectual

Responsibility

Trustworthine
ss
Respect

Caring

Trustworthine

Ethical

ss

Thinker
F11 Humility

Temperance

Interpersonal/

Self-Aware

Intellectual

Critical &

Fairness

Ethical
Thinker

CVI factors of Courage and Wisdom are two of the six PP virtues. Three pairs of
CVI traits have identical categories: Spirituality and Optimism, Closeness and Kindness,
and Courage and Perseverance. CVI’s three correlated traits of Wisdom, Honesty, and
Humility are conceptualized differently in the various frameworks. Forgiveness seems to
have a variety of categorizations.
Perhaps the most difficult CVI trait to categorize is its most unique factor: Peace.
This trait seems to involve all categories: Emotions of serenity and calmness, wise
awareness of others’ distress and anger, protecting relationships by not retaliating,
experiencing the transcendent state of calm, and exercising restraint. It could be argued
that numerous CVI traits fit in multiple categories.
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Positive Youth Development (PYD). PYD’s 20 Internal Assets were a significant
contributor to the Character Taxonomy. They were not further categorized and so did not
contribute to Table 2.4. Table 4.3 was developed to illustrate how a number of these 20
correlate logically with CVI’s 11 traits. Many of the PYD assets occur multiple times for
the various CVI traits. If PYD created its own measure similar to CVI, correlation
between factors would certainly be high. The exception might be CVI Spirituality.

Table 4.3. Positive Youth Development’s Internal Assets and Associated CVI Traits

PYD’s

CVI Traits Associated with each

Internal Assets

PYD Internal Asset

Interpersonal competence

Kindness

Honesty

Closeness

Purpose

Spirituality

Wisdom

Responsibility

Perseverance

Wisdom

Honesty

Integrity

Perseverance

Honesty

Humility

Equality / Justice

Forgiveness

Kindness

Honesty

Optimism

Optimism

Planning /

Wisdom

Forgiveness

Courage

Humility

Perseverance

Conflict resolution

Peace

Kindness

Forgiveness

Restraint

Peace

Humility

Perseverance

Resistance skills

Peace

Perseverance

Courage

Care

Closeness

Kindness

Honesty

Honesty

Humility

Wisdom

Cultural competence

Humility

Honesty

Spirituality

Love of Learning

(none)

Decision-making
Personal power,
Self-esteem
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Constructs of Adolescent Flourishing. Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh (2011) list
“Three Constructs of Flourishing for Adolescents” that also provide a framework for CVI
factors: Attitudes/Beliefs, Relationships, and Performance. These did not merge well
with Table 2.4 and thus were omitted but are essentially the same categories as found in
at least one factor analysis study (Linley et al., 2007) of the VIA Inventory of Strengths
(Peterson, Seligman, & Park, 2003).
Table 4.4. Constructs of Adolescent Flourishing and CVI Traits

Constructs

Categorization of CVI Traits

Attitudes/Beliefs

Humility

Honesty

Optimism

Relationships

Kindness

Closeness

Forgiveness

Performance

Perseverance

Wisdom

Peace

Spirituality

Courage

Peace could reside in any of the three categories. Most of the CVI traits could
though Spirituality seems more unique as primarily an internal virtue that affects
relationships and performance. Wisdom seems to fit better with Performance than with
Humility and Honesty in Attitudes/Beliefs.
Categorization conclusions. Any linear categorization of character strengths is
somewhat frustrating. Traits overlap intended categories despite detailed definition and
description. The significance of these comparisons is that the CVI traits fit well with
each character conceptualization. CVI Peace may even contribute an additional character
trait though it is identified as one of PYD’s 20 internal developmental assets (Lerner et
al., 2005; Lerner, Fisher, & Weinberg, 2000).
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CVI EFA data strengthen this study’s hypothesized correlations. Together with
“Constructs of Adolescent Flourishing,” these constructs provide additional evidence of
CVI construct, convergent, and discriminant validity.
The fields of Positive Psychology (and its derivative Positive Education), Positive
Youth Development, and Character Education may benefit from agreement to use these
five categories as a beginning point:
1. To determine character’s parameters and traits.
2. To understand, further conceptualize, and measure character. This is what USDE
character education and youth development studies recommend and what
researchers agree must happen to move the field forward (Hanson, Dietsch, &
Zheng, 2012; Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2011; Person, Moiduddin, Hague-

Angus, & Malone, 2009; USDE, 2007).
3. To consider this study’s findings regarding Courage and Peace.

VIA post-hoc study. While the complete VIA Youth Survey has been studied and
discussed (Linley et al., 2007; Park & Peterson, 2006a, 2007, 2009; Peterson & Park,
2009; Toner, Haslam, Robinson, & Williams, 2012), to date the 96-item VIA Youth
Survey has not. Additionally the selected 52 items used as this study’s validation
measure were not intended by the developers to stand on their own as a character
measure.
This is evidenced by VIA’s “Research Approval/Agreement Form” (VIA, 2013).
VIA founder Dr. Neal Mayerson required the researcher to sign this form in order to
grant permission to use the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey in this study.
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This is standard procedure for use of a valid measure yet a sentence in the agreement is
important for this study: It states that the researcher acknowledges, “I understand the VIA
Youth Survey was not created and/or tested to measure this subset of the 24 character
strengths, and therefore the subset version of the survey cannot be considered a valid
measure” (second set of italic added).
This researcher also understands that a) no test has been created to measure this
group of character strengths prior to CVI and that b) the 198-item VIA Youth Survey is the
most valid measure of character strength based on the 24 subscales. Therefore VIA-YS
is the best validation measure available.
52 items used from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey were selected for this validation
study. It was determined that the 13 character strengths they are designed to measure
best correlate with CVI’s eleven traits. Though not yet shown reliable and
psychometrically valid itself, the 52 items comprise a validity measure brief enough to be
completed with CVI’s 55 items by middle school adolescents.
Dr. Mayerson’s generosity to allow a portion of the 96-item VIA Youth Survey to
be used in this study is thus greatly appreciated. Yet the above-quoted statement by VIA
could raise doubts as to the validity of this study because a) the VIA Youth Survey has
been used as an ordinal measure and b) no reliability and validity research has been
published to date on the 96-item VIA Youth Survey. It is thus legitimate to ask, Do these
52 items stand alone as a valid, reliable measure of multidimensional character? If not, it
is logical that they do not serve as a psychometrically sound validity measure. In order to
validate use of the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey, they were subjected to a
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post-hoc psychometric evaluation for reliability and EFA. Following are the results of
this study.
Reliability. Mean scores on 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey
achieved a normal distribution over the completed responses. No significant skewness or
kurtosis emerged as Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin showed good sampling adequacy and Bartlett’s
sphericity was significant. Cronbach’s alpha showed reliability was strong, indicating
that the 13 subscales are reliable when used collectively as a validation measure for CVI.
Retest administered 9 weeks after the initial test correlated adequately and was
significant.
Exploratory Factor Analysis. EFA determines which items contribute to the
identified factors and how much they contribute through its structural coefficient score.
This score shows the item’s correlation to the factor. An individual item will correlate
differently when used in one test than it might if inserted into another test that measures
the same concept. That is, one item about Love might correlate well when factor
analyzed in a certain survey about relationships but fail to correlate when grouped with a
different relationship scale. CVI had numerous items that factored strongly in the first or
second CVI iteration that did not factor or factored differently in CVI 3. This illustrates
the importance of subjecting the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey to factor
analysis.
Item quality. The 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey showed overall
strong item construction when subjected to EFA. The only questionable results regarded
the Bravery items and the reverse-scored items that struggle to factor with their intended
strength. This provides content and construct validity for both CVI and VIA measures
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(Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, &
Guarino, 2006; Slocum-Gori, Zumbo, Michalos, & Diener, 2009; Standards, 1985).
Factoring. EFA for the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey further
reveal the power of this validation measure. When it and the 55 CVI items were
answered by the same middle school students, EFA of each revealed striking similarities.
Most notably, the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey also produced 11 factors,
10 of which were identical to CVI factors (VIA’s eleventh factor consisted of its four
reverse-scored items). This is in contrast to published EFA studies of all 24 VIA-YS
subscales that produce three to six factors (Linley et al., 2007; Park & Peterson, 2006a,
2007, 2009; Peterson & Park, 2009; Toner, Haslam, Robinson, & Williams, 2012).
A second similarity regards CVI’s earlier EFAs that combined the two pairs of PP
strengths (Judgment + Prudence and Hope + Zest) into one factor each. The VIA items
combined these strengths in the identical manner, indicating the pairs Judgment +
Prudence and Hope + Zest can each be considered one factor like CVI Wisdom and
Optimism. For both VIA factors, seven of their eight items from the 96-item VIA Youth
Survey combined as hypothesized.
The third similarity regards the one PP character strength that did not factor in this
validation measure: Bravery (Courage in CVI). Of the 4 Bravery items from the 96-item
VIA Youth Survey, two factored with Kindness, one double-factored with Kindness as the
higher-correlated factor, and one (V8) did not factor but had its highest correlation with
Kindness. Three of the 4 Bravery items were set in the context of helping others and V8
mentioned standing up to others.
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The items seem to have the identical conceptual challenge encountered by CVI
Courage’s Q42: Distinguishing courageous action from kind acts toward others. From
what was learned through CVI’s three iterations and their EFAs, this is the reason for the
failure of VIA Bravery items to factor together. Both CVI Courage and the Bravery
items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey are subsumed by Kindness when the item is
cast as social or moral action rather than purely a situational context where danger or
potential risk of harm exists.
A fourth similarity between EFAs of CVI and VIA was the strength of the factors.
In EFA, 1) a factor’s numerical order is determined by the amount of variance it explains
and 2) the number of items used to measure a concept and their structural coefficient
determine the amount of variance it explains and therefore its order of factoring (Costello
& Osborne, 2005; Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004;
Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Standards, 1985). It was expected that both pairs of
PP strengths would factor together as the two most-reliable factors and they did:
Judgment and Prudence factored together at F1 and Hope and Zest comprised F2. If
these factors had only 4 items as did the other VIA strengths, their explained variance
would have been much less and perhaps placed them in the middle of the pack like CVI’s
F5 Optimism and F6 Wisdom.
Only one factor is significantly different from its counterpart. Closeness in CVI is
F9 while in VIA it is F2. Every other factor is within two places except Humility that is
within three. Four factors hold the identical place on both lists. Such alignment may
provide a form of convergent validity (Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995).
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Structural Coefficients. Two factors did not meet the necessary structural
coefficient alpha >.7 and need discussion: F8 Humility (.692) and F9 Self-regulation
(.668). Though three of the four Humility items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey
factor well, they are all negatively-worded. Its only positively-worded item didn’t factor:
V27 “I let other kids talk about themselves rather than focusing the attention on me.”
While this could be due to conceptual reasons, the item was chosen from a larger pool of
Humility items in the 198-item VIA Youth Survey due to its high alpha. Despite this, the
three items factor, the alpha is close to threshold, and no item is obviously like the others.
Though F9 Self-regulation factored, its alpha is significantly below threshold.
Coefficient alpha was strong for V7 but low for V33 and V46. V20 double-factored with
the other VIA reverse-scored items but was included to strengthen the factor’s alpha.
The Humility and Self-regulation items of the 96-item VIA Youth Survey should
be reviewed by VIA for construct validity (Costello & Osborne, 2005; Haynes, Richard,
& Kubany, 1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; SlocumGori, Zumbo, Michalos, & Diener, 2009; Standards, 1985). It is possible that these items
would factor and have threshold alphas if the entire 96-item VIA Youth Survey was
subjected to EFA.
Conclusions. These 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey have a normal
distribution, strong internal reliability, and eleven factors, ten that are identical to CVI.
The paired PP strengths (Judgment + Prudence and Hope + Zest) factored together to
correlate with CVI Wisdom and Optimism as hypothesized. VIA’s primary conceptual
problem was discovered through CVI’s three iteration: Bravery/Courage items will
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correlate more strongly with Kindness if they are cast as social or moral action rather
than purely a situational context where danger or potential risk of harm exists. Factors
between the two measures even accounted for their variance similarly. This shows strong
construct validity that qualifies the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey as a
strong measure.
This study is perhaps the first exploratory factor analysis of a majority of the 96item VIA Youth Survey. The similarities found in this EFA when compared to the CVI
EFA seem significant. This study’s research question was: Can a valid, reliable measure
of multi-dimensional adolescent character be developed? It appears that two were found:
1) CVI and 2) the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey. When the VIA study is
combined with Park and Peterson’s superb validation work (2006b, 2007, 2009) of the
198-item VIA Youth Survey, these items comprise a valid, reliable instrument and CVI’s
best available validity measure.
How was this study able to uncover such a correlation? How did it discover the
significance, structure, and power of grouping these 11 character strengths when other
studies could not? It appears that two choices were responsible, both attributable to
development of the Character Taxonomy:
1. Not to limit measurement to PP’s 24 strengths but to compare the best
character constructs available in order to determine the initial traits to
measure; and
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2. To think outside the traditional psychometric “box” by attempting to find the
largest (rather than the smallest) collection of traits that could prove stable
under EFA.
If other item reduction procedures are used on these data (comparative fit index,
root mean square error of approximation, etc.), they could produce variations of these
findings (Duckworth & Quinn, 2009). The next step of confirmatory factor analysis
could provide further insights (Costello & Osborne, 2005; Haynes, Richard, & Kubany,
1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Park & Peterson,
2006b; Slocum-Gori, Zumbo, Michalos, & Diener, 2009; Standards, 1985).

Convergent validity measured by correlation. Because the selected 52 items of
the 96-item VIA Youth Survey are valid, reliable, and factor almost identically to CVI,
they provide a psychometrically sufficient measure for this validation study. The
questions remain: Will CVI correlate with them? Will CVI’s factors correlate
significantly with the corresponding items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey? Of
particular interest is the question: Will CVI traits of Peace, Wisdom, and Courage
correlate with the somewhat-dissimilar items defining Self-regulation, Judgment and
Prudence, and Bravery from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey?
The fact that the correlation between CVI and the selected 52 items of the 96-item
VIA Youth Survey is statistically significant may not be surprising. The strength of their
correlation coefficient – .851 – may be noteworthy. This means that the 11- to 14-year
old students taking this test answered the items with strong similarity.
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Strength. Why was the overall correlation so high? Perhaps because the three
fields that emphasize character development (Character Education, Positive Psychology,
and Positive Youth Development) are closely related conceptually. PP is the VIA
measures’ conceptual foundation. CVI’s foundation is the Character Taxonomy that is
heavily influenced by PP yet equally by its other contributors.
It is possible that the degree of convergence between the two measures illustrates
that the three fields’ similarities are more significant than their divergence. Paired
sample correlations conducted on CVI’s hypothesized 11 character traits and the
corresponding subscales of the 96-item VIA Youth Survey showed moderate to strong
correlations within specific traits as well.
Another indication of the CVI and VIA correlation’s strength is that its lowest
alpha is .405. Nine of CVI’s 11 factors have good correlation with their paired VIA
concept >.5 and five are strong at >.7 (Gay & Airasian, 2000; Haynes, Richard, &
Kubany, 1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006).
The greatest conceptual discrepancy is between 1) VIA Self-regulation and CVI
Peace (discussed at length below); 2) VIA Judgment and Prudence and CVI Wisdom; and
3) VIA Bravery and CVI Courage. Despite this, the first two pairings showed good
correlation (.505 and .654; Gay & Airasian, 2000; Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995;
Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006).
Only two of 11 correlations between matched traits fell in the moderate range (.3
to .5): Honesty and Bravery/Courage (Gay & Airasian, 2000; Haynes, Richard, &
Kubany, 1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006). The
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former is probably caused by CVI’s factoring difficulties due to strong negative language
in three items. CVI Courage correlated acceptably yet not as strongly with VIA Bravery
due to the latter’s conceptual issues that caused all of its items to factor or double-factor
with Kindness.
Peace and Self-regulation. As mentioned in Chapter 3, Peace is CVI’s most
unique factor and defined as “calmness despite agitation and stress.” The VIA-YS
character strength with which it was hypothesized to most closely correlate is VIA Selfregulation. Peterson & Seligman (2004) prefer the term “self-regulation” defined as,
“…how a person exerts control over his or her own responses so as to pursue goals and
live up to standards” (p. 500). Duckworth, Quinn & Tsukayama’s (2011) definition is,
“…the ability to inhibit a dominant, maladaptive response in order to execute an
adaptive, subdominant response (Duckworth & Kern, 2011).
The four self-regulation items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey were chosen
from 8 or 9 items in the 198-item VIA-YS because they had the highest alpha coefficients
(Ryan Neimeic, personal correspondence, April 13, 2013; VIA, 2013). Of these, two ask
about controlling anger or temper while the others mention patience and waiting (VIA,
2013). These seem to correlate logically with CVI Peace’s themes of dealing with angry
people and stressful situations. Both sets of items seem adequate to measure selfregulation as defined by Duckworth, Quinn & Tsukayama (2011). Neither address the
issue of goal pursuit in Peterson & Seligman’s definition (2004).
As mentioned above, VIA F9 Self-regulation’s alpha is significantly below
threshold. This may have lowered correlation with CVI Peace (Heppner & Heppner,
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2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006; Slocum-Gori, Zumbo, Michalos, & Diener,
2009; Standards, 1985).
Results of correlations between CVI Peace and items from the 96-item VIA Youth
Survey include:
•

Comparatively, CVI Peace has a higher correlation with four Hope items from
the 96-item VIA Youth Survey than with Self-regulation. The only obvious
connection it that both have items mentioning “bad” or “stressful” situations.

•

Peace’s correlation with VIA Judgment was as strong as with VIA Selfregulation. The items seem to have nothing in common. Perhaps the
connection is due to both sets of items discussing a deliberate choice.

•

The self-regulation items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey correlate
significantly with all other CVI factors but stronger with CVI Peace.
Considering their conceptual differences, this is a significant correlation.

These data imply that a) CVI Peace is a broader concept that embraces Self-regulation
but also is related to other traits; and b) the Self-regulation items from the 96-item VIA
Youth Survey are more specific in addressing temper and delayed gratification.
Significance. In addition to the correlation metrics, certain findings in this study
seem significant when determining construct and convergent validity:
1. Both measures had 11 factors. Ten of the factors from the 52 items from the
96-item VIA Youth Survey were interpretable to the hypothesized character
traits. This strongly validates a) the Character Taxonomy and CVI’s
conceptualization of multi-dimensional character, b) each specific CVI trait,
and c) the items constructed to measure that trait.
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2. Perhaps CVI Courage and Peace contribute to PP, CE, and PYD’s concepts of
character strengths and their measurement, particularly of Courage/Bravery
and Peace/Self-regulation. If so, this indicates a unique construct validity.
3. The structural cohesion of both tests is likewise strong though it could be
improved.
4. The fact that this group of items had 11 factors while the entire 24-strength
VIA-YS had 3-6 seems significant. Could it be that these 11 are members of
the strongest and therefore primary group of traits? Other PP character
strengths (Love of Learning, Humor, Appreciation of Beauty and Excellence)
meet the criteria for strengths as defined in Character Strengths and Virtues
(Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Perhaps they seem distinct but are related to
primary traits and thus struggle to factor with their own identity. Their EFAs
and data from this study can be evaluated by more adroit analysts to suggest
its significance in character conceptualization and measurement. It might also
encourage similar “outside the box” psychometric approaches.
5. The reliability, factoring, and structure the 52 items from the 96-item VIA
Youth Survey achieved with only 4 items per strength is significant. Love,
Honesty, Humility, Judgment, and Prudence items from the 96-item VIA
Youth Survey should be carefully reviewed to improve the corresponding CVI
factors and items. Nonetheless, VIA’s strength and CVI’s high correlation
with it indicate CVI validity.
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Conclusions. Perhaps VIA analysts will be interested in this study’s EFA of 52
of the 96-item VIA Youth Survey. CVI’s concept of Courage may be noteworthy and
would seem to benefit to item revision to strengthen VIA Bravery. CVI Peace may cause
consternation to some character researchers but spark interest in others as it is unique in
the three fields. Those who may show most interest are Positive Psychologists who study
mindfulness and meditation (Danbrun & Ricard, 2011; Hofmann, Sawyer, Witt, & Oh,
2010).

The correlations of the various factors could also contribute to discussions and
research regarding character. Of interest is the connection between various strengths,
how they inter-relate, and how they might be defined, expressed, and illustrated in more
creative and insightful ways.
The similarities between the measures – almost identical factoring, common
conceptual issues, and reliability – seem significant (Clark & Watson, 1995; Gilman,
Huebner & Laughlin, 2000; Heppner & Heppner, 2004; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino,
2006; Standards, 1985). When combined with the high correlation of the measures, the
selected 52 items of the 96-item VIA Youth Survey provide convincing evidence of CVI’s
construct and convergent validity.

Discussion
Much discussion of this study’s findings has already been stated above. This
section includes significant additional questions raised by these results.
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1. What do the results say about the original conceptualization in the Character
Taxonomy? What is the significance of the reduction of CT’s 18 traits to
CVI’s 11?
2. What does CT contribute toward a goal of developing an agreed-upon
character construct? How can experts in the three fields examined by CT –
Character Education, Positive Psychology, and Positive Youth Development –
benefit from the document? How should this be used by character research?
3. CVI’s EFA confirmed that a multidimensional measure could produce a larger
number of factors whose items had adequate structural alphas. The post-hoc
EFA of the combined items strengthened this conclusion. What is the
significance of this finding? How should this be used by character research?
What do the three EFAs tell character researchers about trait conceptualization
and item construction? Will this enable development of a comprehensive
character measure?
4. Now that it is validated, what is CVI’s potential usefulness? How can CVI be
employed in character research, by schools and youth organizations, and for
character training?

Character Taxonomy and CVI traits. CT is a complex framework that began
with 28 traits gathered from a scaling of expert opinion. Due to conceptual similarity
between traits, ten were combined into five strengths. Three were dropped as not
developed in adolescents and two scored low on the CT. This left 18 hypothesized traits.
Some of these were complex, having numerous facets (Lee & Ashton, 2005). It was
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thought that the most frequently-cited or broadest traits such as Care, Respect and
Responsibility could be meta-traits. Others such as Spirituality and Forgiveness seemed
straightforward and specific and thus easier to define.
After three CVI iterations, Table 4.5 compares the original five hypothesized
categories and 18 hypothesized traits from Table 2.5 with the 11 CVI factors:

Table 4.5. The Character Taxonomy Compared to the 11 CVI Factors
Character Taxonomy’s

Character Taxonomy’s
11 CVI Factors

5 Categories

Hypothesized Traits

Integrity

Honesty
Humility
Courage
Perseverance
Self-Control
Responsibility
Wisdom
Creativity
Love
Kindness
Forgiveness
Respect
Cooperation
Spirituality
Gratitude
Optimism
Joy
Peace

Discipline

Insight
Social Intelligence

Transcendence

Honesty
Humility
Courage
Perseverance
Peace
Wisdom
Closeness
Kindness
Forgiveness

Spirituality
Optimism
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The seven CT strengths that did not factor are Self-Control, Responsibility,
Creativity, Respect, Cooperation, Purpose, and Gratitude. As anticipated, Responsibility
and Respect were not specific enough for their items to factor. Some suggest they are
belief systems rather than specific character strengths (Salkovskis et al., 2000).

This

would disqualify them as character strengths according to PP conceptualization (Peterson
& Seligman, 2004). Davidson and Lickona (2010) employ Responsibility and Respect
prominently as broad categories encompassing all character traits with some overlap.
This seems their best use.
Purpose, Cooperation, and Social Intelligence seem likewise broad.
Psychological measurement of life purpose covers inclusive constructs like well-being
(Ryff, 1989). Cooperation has been conceptualized in educational, social, and business
settings as including many distinct character traits (DSC, 1993; Duckworth, 2011;
Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2005, 2011; McAllister, 1995). Social Intelligence,
though considered by Peterson & Seligman (2004) as a character strength, could include
12 of 28 strengths from Table 2.3 Frequency Grid of Traits As Identified by Character
Authorities: cooperation, gratitude, humility, honesty, teamwork, love, kindness, fairness,
open-mindedness, trust, forgiveness, and leadership. For this reason, the Character
Taxonomy uses Social Intelligence as a category rather than a strength.
These five from the Frequency Grid – Responsibility, Respect, Purpose,
Cooperation, and Social Intelligence – should be better conceptualized by character
experts. This could determine if they are character traits, categories of traits, or if they
fall in a different psychological structure.
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Self-Control or self-regulation could be a sixth perceived character strength that is
more a category. It is broader than CVI’s correlating strength Peace but includes it (DSC,
1993; Duckworth, 2011; Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2005, 2011). Future
conceptualization and item testing should seek to differentiate the two, particularly to
determine if Self-Control is a meta-trait or category including Peace and other strengths.
Creativity and Gratitude have been conceptualized and measured (Amabile,
Conti, Coon, Lazenby, & Herron, 1996; DSC, 1993; Duckworth, 2011; Lippman, Moore,
& McIntosh, 2005, 2011; Wood, Maltby, Stewart, & Joseph, 2008). So has Curiosity
though it is not included in the Character Taxonomy. All arguably are less developed in
adolescents and see their greatest development in post-secondary years (Park & Peterson,
2006b, 2009). It is theorized that these are measurable character traits that should be
reviewed for conceptualization, item construction, and inclusion in CVI.
CVI’s first two field tests provide insight regarding conceptualization of
Kindness, Closeness, Courage, Trust, and Cooperation. They seem highly correlated as
their items often cross-factor or double-factor with each other. Their conceptualization
should be discussed and clearly delineated or merged. Differentiation between their
identities as character traits vs. social skills and/or personality traits should also be
considered.
Future studies of CVI should attempt to add Creativity, Gratitude, and Curiosity if
deemed crucial to comprehensive character measurement. Further conceptualization of
Peace and Self-Control could result in either additional Peace items or an additional trait
of Self-Control.
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The concept of Self-Control seems a better categorization of the traits under CT
Discipline and so will the name is changed in Table 4.6. CVI Peace is moved from the
Transcendence category to Self-Control. The trait of Joy was subsumed by CVI
Optimism.
What is the significance of the reduction of Character Taxonomy’s 18 traits to
CVI’s 11?
1. A majority of CT traits (11 of 18; 61%) are included in CVI.
2. Three hypothesized traits – Respect, Responsibility, and Purpose – were not
supported by CVI EFA and only four (27%) of the 15 remaining CT character
traits are not yet measured by CVI.
3. These four strengths’ failure to factor in CVI plus insights from its EFA
regarding Peace and Courage indicate the importance of collaboration by the
three CT fields to develop a comprehensive measure.

Character Taxonomy significance. This study’s introduction states, “Unlike the
field of personality theory that has an agreed-upon conceptualization, character
development is devoid of this description of elements that would define a measure as
‘comprehensive’.” The best constructs from the three primary fields of character
conceptualization and research were aligned as the theoretical foundation for the
Character Taxonomy. It appears this is the first effort to correlate these and could be
considered a good beginning.
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Though it has yet to be evaluated by character experts, the Character Taxonomy
serves the vital foundation for CVI by providing its 18 hypothesized traits. CVI validated
11 CT traits, subsumed two into one (Joy into Optimism), seemed to invalidate three, and
failed to include three.
Based on this validation study, the Character Taxonomy (Table 2.5) is now
adjusted as Table 4.6. The Character Taxonomy 2014. Italicized categories represent
changes. Italicized traits are not yet included in CVI but will be tested for possible future
inclusion:

Table 4.6. The Character Taxonomy 2014

5 Hypothesized Categories

14 Traits

Integrity

Honesty
Humility
Courage
Perseverance
Peace
Wisdom
Creativity
Curiosity
Closeness
Kindness
Forgiveness
Spirituality
Gratitude
Optimism

Self-Control

Insight

Social Intelligence

Transcendence
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Input regarding the Character Taxonomy from the three fields’ researchers is
needed now (Leffert et al., 1998; Lerner et al., 2000; Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh,
2005). It is probable that, when the desired consensus definition of character’s
components is reached, factors in addition to CVI’s 11 will be included. These three
accomplishments indicate CT may prove a significant addition to character research.

Post-hoc Study of the combined CVI and VIA items. Until a taxonomy is
created from the three fields’ researchers that is considered “comprehensive,” a
comprehensive measure cannot be developed. This study’s post-hoc EFA of combined
CVI and VIA items determined that 1) a multidimensional character measure can contain
more than 11 distinct, interpretable factors and 2) items intending to measure traits
defined by differing fields (PP, CE, and PYD) can support the same factor.
Comparing the two measures based on these data should be done with caution.
The post-hoc study could be viewed as a “head-to-head” evaluation of the two measures
that seems to indicate CVI’s psychometric strength. When its 55 items are joined in EFA
with the 52 items comprising its validity measure, all 11 CVI factors are maintained
while VIA retained six of 11 (if the reverse-scored factor is included). Factoring
included 92% of CVI items but only 71% of items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey.
One possible reason for the CVI psychometric advantage may be primarily due to
CVI having five items per trait and VIA having only four per trait for nine of the 11
character strengths. Some evidence for this comes from four of the five strongest factors:
F1 Kindness, F2 Optimism, F3 Wisdom, and F5 Perseverance.
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Kindness was the only trait that had an equal number of items from each measure:
Four from VIA Kindness, two from VIA Courage, five from CVI Kindness, and one from
CVI Courage. This produced the factor explaining the highest percentage of variance and
is thus the strongest factor.
The second and third factors were hypothesized to include 8 VIA items and 5
from CVI. In F2 Optimism, four CVI items joined four Hope, one Zest, and two Love
items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey. In F3 Wisdom, all but one of the Judgment
and Prudence items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey factored with one CVI Wisdom
item. The hypothesized categories that included more VIA items produced two of the
three strongest factors.
F5 Perseverance had four items from each measure. Together, these observations
could give evidence that, when VIA had more items within a factor than CVI, it created
the factor and when they had equal numbers, they produced equal results.
Another interpretation seems possible: Some CVI hypothesized traits and their
items factored better because they built on broader conceptualization from a large cast of
character experts. This could indicate that CVI has better conceptualization and item
construction for certain hypothesized factors: F7 Courage, F6 Forgiveness, F8 Closeness,
F9 Peace, and F10 Honesty. All five factors contained only CVI items.
F10 Honesty and F11 Negatively-worded Humility are this post-hoc study’s most
interesting factors. F10 included only three CVI items: the two positively-worded CVI
Honesty items (“I am honest…”) with one of its negatively-worded item (“I have not lied
…). This shows Honesty can factor containing both positively- and negatively-worded
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items. F11 was comprised of three negatively-worded Humility items: C22 that factored
with CVI Honesty in CVI’s EFA (“I don’t act cocky…”) and two from VIA Humility
(“I’m not a show-off…” and “I don’t boast…”). These data reveal that Honesty and
Humility can factor separately.
What are this post-hoc study’s contributions to CVI validity and future character
research?
1. This study adds to CVI’s convergent and discriminant validity. When compared
to the 52 items from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey, CVI retains all 11 of its
factors by either a) joining its items with conceptually-related VIA items or b)
distinguishing certain factors from conceptually-differing VIA character
strengths.
2. CVI item construction is strong with 92% of its items factoring in this study.
3. A conceptual conclusion is that negatively-worded CVI Honesty items can factor
with positively-worded items.
4. Conversely this study also shows the power of reverse-scored and negativelyworded items to factor together.
5. Most significant to its purpose, the combined-item EFA shows that two character
measures designed to correlate factors can produce a large number of
differentiated factors. While CVI is multidimensional, the goal is that it would
become comprehensive when the various fields of character research agree what
defines that term. This study suggests that items intended to measure additional
character traits can be added to and factor in CVI. Therefore what is already a
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multidimensional measure is not limited to 11 factors but could add others
deemed essential to comprehensive character measurement.
The final contribution is good news for those hoping for a convergence of PP, CE,
and PYD’s research and promotion of character development. Why is collaboration
among these three fields so critical to character research? Collective knowledge can open
new vistas of awareness and understanding that can stimulate and enable better research.
Also the greater number of experts involved, the greater exposure character and its effect
on well-being will receive.
This can be illustrated by this study’s Character Taxonomy that led to
measurement of only 13 of PP’s 24 character strengths. The result was 1) discovery that
a multidimensional measure would support 11 factors, possibly more and 2) validating
CVI and the 52 items of the 96-item VIA Youth Survey. Now two brief, reliable,
measures of multidimensional character are validated. Perhaps a collaborative approach
will increase contributions to research in all three fields.

Trait conceptualization and item construction. Both CVI and the 52 items
chosen from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey showed strong trait conceptualization and
item construction. VIA’s results have been validated by previous studies. CVI’s
psychometric outcomes are just as strong in this study. Its conceptualization and item
construction regarding Courage could be considered superior to VIA’s similar strength
Bravery. What principles do these results illustrate or confirm that might help character
researchers?
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Research basis for each concept. Conceptualization should be based on prior
research that focuses on one individual trait. Expert opinion seems often more “opinion”
than “expert.” When attempting to measure complex abstractions such as Love or
Wisdom, possible definitions, partial synonyms, and shades of meaning seem endless.
Personality trait theory has provided clues and research that is helpful. This study
validated much of CVI’s conceptualization and measurement challenges with Humility
and Honesty in work on the HEXACO model that adds these two as a combined trait with
the Big Five personality factors (Ashton et al., 2004; Lee & Ashton, 2006).
Measure specific attitudes and actions. Many of CVI’s pre-tested items were
rejected due to advice from experts and literature review. The input said adolescents
needed to be questioned about specific items dealing with easily-identified and scalable
attitudes and/or actions (Berkowitz, Sherblom, Bier, & Battistich, 2006; Bowers et al.,
2010; Duckworth, Quinn, & Tsukayama, 2011; Duckworth & Seligman, 2007; Lerner et
al., 2000; Lerner et al., 2005).
Customize items for the sample’s developmental level. The following statements
are not unique to this study but reflect principles used in CVI conceptualization and item
construction. Certain character strengths had been shown to develop only partially before
and during adolescence (Baumeister, 2012; Berkowitz, Sherblom, Bier, & Battistich,
2006; Bowers et al., 2010; Damon, 1988; Duckworth, Quinn, & Tsukayama, 2011;
Duckworth & Seligman, 2007; Lerner et al., 2000). An adolescent index should only
measure the aspects of that trait that are largely present in the tested age range (11-15
years old).
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For example, Wisdom is a very broad concept that includes many facets not
expressed by most teens. Expert opinion and literature review revealed that Wisdom was
primarily evidenced by adolescents through decision-making and problem solving based
on foresight and awareness of future consequences (Heppner, Witty, & Dixon, 2004).
The five CVI items used the terms decision, choices, problems, and consequences. All
factored with their intended trait. The Judgment and Prudence items from the 96-item
VIA Youth Survey used these same terms and validated CVI Wisdom.

Uses for the Character Virtues Index. A valid, reliable measure of
multidimensional adolescent character has been created. How can CVI be used to benefit
character research and character training by schools and youth organizations?
With CVI, character researchers have a tool by which they can measure eleven
traits of adolescent character. Items intending to measure additional conceptualized traits
should be created and tested along with CVI to construct a comprehensive character
measure.
A longitudinal study should include a character intervention to determine if CVI
can measure character growth. Observer measures should be created for teachers,
parents, peers, and mentors to provide further convergent validity and accuracy. As
national and international data are received, character norms can be established by
demographics variables. Additional traits determined by collaboration can be added to
CVI that will ultimately produce a comprehensive character measure. In time, a metric
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for a Character Quotient (CQ) could be devised to determine one’s character
development aptitude.
If CVI can measure character growth, it can help schools and youth organizations
evaluate specific character programs and their Character Education initiatives. When
character norms are developed, CVI can measure individual student character growth.
Measured over time, these scores may be used by the student to construct a character
portfolio that may be used in applications for higher education and employment.
These two ideas – a Character Quotient and a character portfolio – are not without
danger and controversy. Any measurement or record of one’s virtue will also show those
who lack virtue. One having such a record being compared to one without such could
imply the latter lacks character. Also, as Kohlberg learned in his studies on stages of
moral reasoning, the teens who were rated at a higher stage would make disparaging
remarks about those peers in a lower stage (Kohlberg & Kramer, 1969).
When measures of intelligence were developed into the Intelligence Quotient,
many feared this would categorize every child to their detriment. While IQ scores
arguably have discouraged some, they are a primary educational and psychological tool
used for great good. How much greater potential would be realized through the
development of such a tool to measure character?

Limitations
Every study has its limitations. The simple design of the study will not bear
intense scrutiny or criticisms regarding its lack of corollary validity measure or more
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sophisticated psychometrics. Seven limitations are discussed below: Sample, item
construction, demographics, method of determining factors, factoring, multidimensionality, and validity.
Sample. The convenience sample used in this study lacked the randomization
desired for a true experimental design. Initially 5 schools volunteered for the study.
When they learned the time and energy required to participate, only one was willing to
commit. A truly random sample would have required multiple schools or a large enough
sample to use a random selection of responses (Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Cook &
Campbell, 1979). The 784 responses were sufficient for the study but not for
randomization (Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan, 1999; Garson, 2008; Meyers,
Gamst, & Guarino, 2006).
Item construction. It is a daunting task to 1) measure the breadth and depth of a
character trait 2) using five items 3) that will factor together 4) with adequate structural
cohesion. Most brief measures require more items (Biswas-Diener, 2012; Duckworth &
Quinn, 2009; Diener et al., 2010; Heppner, Witty, & Dixon, 2004; Park & Peterson,
2006b, 2009). Also, conceptualizing the trait on an adolescent level is a subjective task at
best (Lerner et al., 2005; Park & Peterson, 2006b, 2009). This study is aware that CVI
conceptualization of each factor is one expression and that others could emerge through
further collaboration by the three fields. It is hoped that this is indeed what occurs and
that CT and CVI are a positive step toward a comprehensive character measure.
Demographics. In the participating schools, the percentage of students receiving
free and reduced lunch (FRL) is significantly less than the state and national percentages.
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As this is the primary socioeconomic indicator, the schools’ lower FRL percentage could
have produced higher scores. The generizability of these data could be suspect.
Method of determining factors. In discussing the method used to determine
CVI’s number of factors, McGrath (Robert McGrath, personal correspondence, January
13, 2014) mentioned the diversity of psychometric tools for exploratory factor analysis.
Options he suggested other than Kaiser’s K1 rule include parallel analysis and minimum
average partial (Clark & Watson, 1995; Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan,
1999; Garson, 2008; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006).
This suggestion came after the previous CVI administrations were analyzed and
after this study was designed and approved by its committee. It was determined that (a)
this study should proceed as designed and (b) criteria for including factors would be
Eigenvalues > 1.0 and at least two factoring items or an alpha near .7. It is possible that
future analysis of this data could show superior factoring through use of more modern
forms of factor analysis (Costello & Osborne, 2005; Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, &
Strahan, 1999; Garson, 2008; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006).
Factoring. While CVI factoring is strong overall, questions remain about
Wisdom, Honesty, and Humility. Future studies can revise certain items in F10 Honesty
and F11 Humility to improve them. Confirmatory Factor Analysis could strengthen
validity (Bowers, Li, Kiely, Brittian, Lerner, & Lerner, 2010; Costello & Osborne, 2005).
Multi-dimensionality. CVI first attempted to measure 18 character traits. After
its first iteration, expert opinion helped determine that the next CVI should limit the
number of traits it tried to measure to those showing promise of factoring. After CVI 2,
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this was again recommended by expert opinion (Richard Lerner, personal conversation,
May 29, 2013) with the exception that Honesty should be further pursued as essential to
comprehensive character measurement. CVI 3 was thus limited to the 11 traits.
Significantly, a number of traits rated highly in the Character Taxonomy (CT) are
not present in CVI: Teamwork, Responsibility, Open-mindedness, and Respect. Two
other CT traits are seen as critical for human development: Curiosity and Love of
Learning (Lerner et al., 2005; Lerner, Fisher, & Weinberg, 2000; Park & Peterson, 2006b,
2009; Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Two that did not rank in the most-cited 18 traits are
viewed as essential for both mental health and accomplishment: Gratitude and
Leadership (Park & Peterson, 2006b, 2009; Peterson & Seligman, 2004).
Though CVI is multi-dimensional (Gilman, Huebner, & Laughlin, 2000),
questions can be raised about its comprehensiveness. A taxonomy defining character
must be collaboratively determined by experts in Positive Psychology (and its derivative
Positive Education), Character Education, and Positive Youth Development. Only then
can a truly comprehensive measure be developed.
Validity. Most aspects of validity (face, content, construct) have been addressed
in this study. Construct validity, the most important aspect in creating a measure
(Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004), has been emphasized
through its three types: Exploratory factor analysis, convergent validity and discriminate
validity. The latter however was only measured through exploratory factor analysis.
No test was included in the study specifically to provide discriminate validity due
to the measure’s length and the limited attention span of the studied population. With
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114 items, the school principal was concerned that students would quit the test before
completing it. This was a valid concern as 58 students refused to finish this measure.

Future research
This section suggests six recommendations:
Factoring. CVI’s 11 factors will be viewed by some as excessive and should be
further reduced. Some may believe that two or more CVI factors can or should be
subsumed into a single factor. Due to the difficulty of Humility to produce a cohesive
factor with discriminant validity, some may conclude it should be eliminated or
subsumed into a broader factor such as Integrity.
While these ideas will be considered, CVI’s EFA has shown that
multidimensional character can be measured with many factors. The post-hoc study of
the combined measures produced 18 easily-interpreted factors. This indicates the
possibility that future CVI research, guided by conceptualization from CE, PP, and PYD,
could add factors considered essential for comprehensive character measurement
(Bowers, Li, Kiely, Brittian, Lerner, & Lerner, 2010; Davidson & Lickona, 2009; Lerner,
Fisher, & Weinberg, 2000; Park & Peterson, 2006b, 2009; Peterson & Seligman, 2004).

This is a significant finding for future character research because it requires a
comprehensive taxonomy and a comprehensive measure of its construct. As Peterson
and Park (2006b) said, “Character strengths are complex constructs that require
comprehensive measures” (p. 902).
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The three interrelated factors of Humility, Honesty, and Wisdom, though they
factor and are structurally coherent, should be refined by future studies. Data from the
three CVI iterations provide sufficient evidence that all are stand-alone factors.
Robert McGrath (personal correspondence, January 13, 2014) suggested that
more modern psychometric tools be used for exploratory factor analysis rather than
Kaiser’s K1 rule. Parallel analysis and minimum average partial could be employed to
analyze this study’s data to reach different conclusions regarding CVI factors (Clark &
Watson, 1995; Costello & Osborne, 2005; Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, & Strahan,
1999; Garson, 2008; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006).
Discriminant validity. Future studies of CVI should follow Park & Peterson’s
model in their work with the VIA Youth Survey (2009). That study included a personality
survey and a depression inventory to provide discriminate validity. Additional measures
should be included to a future CVI study to provide a more specific expression of
discriminant validity (Clark & Watson, 1995; Gilman, Huebner & Laughlin, 2000;
Heppner & Heppner, 2004).
Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Park & Peterson’s template for developing
the VIA Inventory of Strengths and the VIA Youth Survey (2006b, 2007, 2009) included
CFA. To date, this has not been attempted. Perhaps the best minds in PP, CE, and PYD
can collaborate on this study to create a definitive construct (Clark & Watson, 1995;
Costello & Osborne, 2005; Gilman, Huebner & Laughlin, 2000; Haynes, Richard, &
Kubany, 1995; Heppner & Heppner, 2004).
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Convergent validity. CVI has yet to be studied 1) through administration to
observers of the tested student such as teachers, peers, parents, or references, or 2) by
comparison to measures of present behavior such as grades, discipline referrals,
extracurricular participation, community service, measures of relationship quality, etc.
Observer and behavioral measures could provide rich sources of convergent and
discriminant validity (Clark & Watson, 1995; Gilman, Huebner & Laughlin, 2000;
Hanson, Dietsch, & Zheng, 2012; Heppner & Heppner, 2004).

Predictive validity. CVI has yet to be studied longitudinally in an experimental
design with an evidence-based character intervention. Such a study could indicate
predictive validity regarding character development (Duckworth, Quinn & Tsukayama,
2011; Lippman, Moore, & McIntosh, 2011; Person, Moiduddin, Hague-Angus, &
Malone, 2009; Steen, Kachorek & Peterson, 2003; Vessels & Huitt, 2005; Huitt et al, 2009;
WWC, 2006).

Conceptualization. This study attempted to create a character concept from three
divergent fields. It has yet to be determined if the Character Taxonomy is valid (Haynes,
Richard, & Kubany, 1995). The likelihood of collaboration by these fields is viewed by
some as unlikely (Elias, personal correspondence, October 12, 2012; Howard, Berkowitz,
& Schaeffer, 2004; Huitt, 2011; Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Perhaps sharing mutually
beneficial research could help stimulate collaboration. Already some in the field of
Positive Psychology (Biswas-Diener, Duckworth, Heppner, Niemiec, Rowatt), Positive
Education (an application of Positive Psychology to education; Gillham, Bernard), and
Positive Youth Development (Lerner) have expressed interest in this study.
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Conclusions

The field of character measurement can be described positively as in its nascent
stage. The second chapter of this study stated that no multi-dimensional, valid
assessment of adolescent character growth is available for schools to test student
character (Bulach, 1996; Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995; Johns, 2001; Lickona,
personal correspondence, 2011; Niemiec, personal correspondence, October 11, 2012;
Nansook Park, personal communication, July 27, 2011; Person, Moiduddin, HagueAngus, & Malone, 2009).
Roth-Herbst, Borbely, and Brooks-Gunn (2007) have concluded that “little
work… has attempted to create a reliable and valid scale to measure the many
components implied by the term ‘character’” (p. 175). No developmental norms or
trajectories for levels of character strength have been established. In fact, the concept of
character growth has not been psychometrically established (Hanson, Dietsch, & Zheng,
2012; Huitt, Huitt, Monetti, & Hummel, 2009; Macdonald, Miles, & Munro, 2008;

McGrath, Rashid, Park, & Peterson, 2010). As Peterson and Park (2006b) said,
“Character strengths are complex constructs that require comprehensive measures” (p.
902).
This study followed the path prescribed to create a multidimensional
psychological measure (Clark & Watson, 1995; Gilman, Huebner, & Laughlin, 2000;
Peterson & Seligman, 2004).

The Character Taxonomy (CT) combined

conceptualization and trait definitions from related but disparate fields of character
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research (PP, CE, and Positive Youth Development). Interpretation of CT produced 18
traits that were hypothesized to cover the various dimensions of character.
Then items were developed to reflect specific aspects of each trait, subjected to
expert opinion, revised, and administered to middle school students. CVI’s first two
iterations analyzed the results of exploratory factor analysis (EFA) of CVI data to show
the statistical confirmations and challenges to CT’s conceptualization. EFA data was
used to refine the measure, insure discriminant validity, and retain its construct and
convergent validity (Clark & Watson, 1995; Gilman, Huebner & Laughlin, 2000).
Ten factors emerged as the measure’s foundation: Perseverance, Love, Kindness,
Optimism, Peace, Spirituality, Courage, Forgiveness, Wisdom, and Humility/Honesty.
Additional expert opinion interpreted these resulting factors and helped refine them and
distinguish between Humility and Honesty. This procedure added to CVI’s content,
construct, and discriminate validity (Clark & Watson, 1995; Gilman, Huebner &
Laughlin, 2000). CVI’s third version is comprised of five items to represent each trait.
Each was chosen from CVI items that factored previously or new items.
Salient data from this CVI validation study include:
•

The sample was adequate and valid.

•

The test is reliable and test-retest correlation was acceptable.

•

Exploratory factor analysis showed that all 11 hypothesized CVI traits were
represented by interpretable factors with Eigenvalues >1.0 that explained
58.5% of the total variance. Ten of the eleven had structural coefficients with
alpha >.7.
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•

94.6% of CVI items factored independently with a structure coefficient >.4.

•

To establish construct and convergent validity, 52 items from the 96-item VIA
Youth Survey were administered with CVI. Analysis of the VIA-YS data
determined its reliability was .937 while exploratory factor analysis revealed
eleven interpretable factors that are almost identical to CVI.

•

A correlation metric compared CVI with the VIA-YS subscales and indicated
correlation was very high at .851.

•

A post-hoc exploratory factor analysis of the combined CVI and the 52 items
from the 96-item VIA Youth Survey produced 19 Eigenvalues > 1.0 (18
interpretable) that accounted for 63.4% of total variance. This study suggests
that items to measure additional character traits can be added to and produce
more factors in CVI. This multidimensional measure could add other traits
deemed essential to create a comprehensive character measure.

•

These data confirm that the Character Taxonomy’s correlation of three
character research fields should be considered a good beginning.

CVI 3 performed as hypothesized. This study’s data analysis and interpretation
indicate:
1. CVI with 55 items can measure 11 character traits reliably with 11 distinct yet
correlated factors; and
2. CVI is a valid instrument to measure these 11 dimensions of adolescent
character.
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This study’s research question is: Can a valid, reliable measure of multidimensional adolescent character be developed? These results answer the question
affirmatively.
This study’s goals were to create the Character Taxonomy, to construct the
Character Virtues Index as a brief measure of CT’s traits, and to validate CVI. The study
accomplished these goals and produced three significant additional findings:
1. Certain CVI factors, particularly Courage, Kindness, and Peace, showed
unique conceptualization and differentiating elements that can inform and
contribute to character research.
2. Post-hoc EFA of the measure constructed from the selected 52 items from the
96-item VIA Youth Survey showed its reliability and supported its validity.
3. Post-hoc EFA of all items from both measures produced 18 interpretable
factors, providing evidence that a comprehensive character measure with a
larger number of factors can be developed.
It is hoped that these findings will impact character study, research, and training
in some significant way. Ultimately children will be the primary beneficiaries if PP, CE,
and Positive Youth Development cooperate and collaborate.
The Character Taxonomy and the Character Virtues Index are a beginning of
such collaboration. Future research that continues to glean insight from these three fields
provides scientific evidence for political and community decision-making promoting
character training, moral development, and the well-being of youth.
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APPENDIX ONE:

Character Growth Measure MS
© 2012 Student Development Initiatives
How do you see your character right now? Don't be cocky, but don't be too hard on
yourself, either! When you are good at something, it's OK to admit that here. No one is
perfect so just answer honestly. That way you can see how much you have matured the
next time you take this survey.

Using the 1–5 scale below, write the number that best represents your agreement with
each statement.

5. Strongly agree
4. Agree
3. Mixed or neither agree nor disagree
2. Disagree
1. Strongly disagree

1. I'm NOT a liar or a cheater.
2. When I do something wrong and hurt someone, I'm humble enough to apologize.
3. I enjoy being helpful and doing nice things for others.
4. I'm NOT a bitter or unforgiving person.
5. I stand up for people if others are being mean to them.
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6. Even when it gets hard, I stick with an important task and get it done.
7. I am responsible, consistent, and my friends and family know they can depend on
me.
8. I can resist temptation to do the wrong thing, even if it would be fun.
9. I have good judgment and know what is the best thing to do.
10. I am creative and have a good imagination.
11. I am close to my friends and some family members and care deeply for them.
12. I am respectful and fair in the way I treat others.
13. I am cooperative and work well with others.
14. I live by the belief that life has a deeper meaning and greater purpose than just
having fun.
15. When someone helps me, I am grateful and let them know.
16. I am positive and upbeat person, believing challenges just make me stronger.
17. I am passionate about life and have joy, even in hard times.
18. When life gets crazy, I DON'T get upset and tense about it.
19. When I make a promise, I keep it.
20. I DON'T act like I'm better than others or should get special favors.
21. When I see someone upset or hurting, I want to do something to help them.
22. It may take me a while, but in time I will forgive someone who hurts me.
23. It takes a lot to scare me or make me fearful or afraid.
24. I follow through with my plans until the task is finished.
25. I can wait for what I want and not demand to get it right away.
26. I come to class prepared and ready to work.
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27. I am wise, can figure out the right thing to do, and make good decisions.
28. I am resourceful and enjoy finding new ways of doing things.
29. I'm warm and caring, never cold and distant from others.
30. I am tolerant of those who are different than me.
31. When involved with a group or team, I help the others and also do my part.
32. I am a spiritual person with a strong sense of my connection to God and/or
humanity.
33. When someone helps me, I tell them “Thank You” or write them a note.
34. I DON'T get discouraged but stay positive and optimistic.
35. I enjoy my life and my smile is genuine.
36. I am relaxed and calm even when I'm busy.
37. I tell the truth even when it will get me in trouble.
38. I DON'T have to brag or tell everyone when I do something good.
39. When someone is really in need and I can help them, I do.
40. When someone hurts me, I DON'T get bitter or hate them for it.
41. When others are doing the wrong thing, I WON'T go along with them.
42. I'm NOT a quitter and I don't give up easily.
43. I DON'T interrupt but listen until others finish what they are saying.
44. I listen to directions, remember them or write them down, and follow them.
45. I can tell quickly whom I can trust and whom I should watch out for.
46. I enjoy finding ways to solve problems.
47. When I find a friend I enjoy and can trust, we become close.
48. In games or competitions, I am fair, respectful to opponents, and a good sport.
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49. I am loyal to those who know me well and are close to me.
50. Prayer, meditation, or reflection is important to me.
51. I often think of all the good things in my life and appreciate what I have.
52. I'm NOT a pessimist or a negative person but look on the bright side.
53. I can deal with negative people because my joy doesn't come from them but from
within.
54. When something bad happens, I can calm myself down and work through it.

Integrity:
Honest = 1, 19, 37
Humble = 2, 20, 38
Social Intelligence
Love = 11, 29, 47
Kindness = 3, 21, 39
Forgiveness = 4, 22, 40
Respect = 12, 30, 48
Cooperation = 13, 31, 49
Discipline/Grit:
Courageous = 5, 23, 41
Persevering = 6, 24, 42
Self-Controlled = 7, 25, 43
Responsible = 8, 26, 44
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Insight:
Wise = 9, 27, 45
Creative = 10, 28, 46
Transcendence and Meaning:
Spiritual = 14, 32, 50
Grateful = 15, 33, 51
Hopeful = 16, 34, 52
Joyful = 17, 35, 53
Peaceful = 18, 26, 54
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APPENDIX B:

CGM MS Pattern Matrix
Color code: Yellow = Factored; Red = Double-factored; Blue = Almost factored
Factor
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

.054

-.116

.020

.549

-.025

.154

-.136

.027

2

.304

-.125

.104

.205

-.070

.275

-.024

.177

3

.529

-.160

.049

.205

-.018

.034

.093

.036

4

.196

-.194

.270

.238

-.014

.153

-.072

.045

5

.698

.193

-.169

-.054

-.034

.074

-.067

-.055

6

.115

.119

-.006

.637

-.047

.023

-.128

-.038

7

.085

-.036

-.022

.572

.141

-.047

-.049

.108

8

.169

-.174

.151

.532

-.157

.256

-.043

-.140

9

.343

.070

-.035

.448

-.060

-.083

.088

-.096

10

.393

.126

.020

-.098

.041

-.150

.129

.031

11

.403

-.191

.113

.164

.273

-.136

-.026

.028

12

.290

.137

.113

.227

-.108

.066

.001

.188

13

.173

.150

.157

.208

-.120

-.009

.019

.329

14

.127

-.041

-.067

.220

.014

.078

.404

-.004

15

.417

-.036

.068

.134

.163

.005

.004

-.003

16

.394

.268

.239

.136

-.127

-.135

.021

.034

17

.080

.156

.443

.129

-.011

-.197

.037

.185

18

-.136

.364

.448

.085

-.284

.128

-.126

.178

19

.175

.099

.059

.116

.101

.104

-.080

.116

20

.171

.017

-.056

.135

.099

.409

-.091

-.089

21

.700

-.087

-.064

-.222

.080

.202

.043

.246

22

.174

-.262

.311

-.003

.039

.276

.027

.210

23

.012

.735

-.008

-.066

-.210

.039

-.078

-.008

24

.191

.407

-.014

.151

.028

.115

-.058

.107
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25

.031

.227

-.132

.168

-.098

.460

.019

.089

26

-.266

-.075

-.086

.688

.171

.026

.082

.220

27

.068

.138

-.072

.405

.121

.022

.149

.088

28

.152

.330

.052

.043

.196

-.065

-.025

.227

29

.164

.041

.381

-.020

.003

.121

.022

.235

30

.242

.178

-.021

-.047

.138

.274

.065

.004

31

.271

.144

-.074

.109

.216

.151

-.028

.062

32

.078

-.163

-.023

-.032

-.061

.026

.854

.060

33

.294

.132

-.080

-.040

.265

.070

.106

.005

34

.023

.347

.466

-.117

.116

-.021

-.034

.084

35

.076

.127

.488

.016

.170

-.235

.088

.060

36

-.020

.723

.189

-.128

-.137

.190

-.042

-.020

37

.106

.311

-.031

.249

-.066

.146

.140

-.132

38

.205

.271

-.092

-.059

.081

.505

-.024

-.253

39

.468

-.036

.048

-.111

.271

.206

.018

.036

40

-.126

.061

.286

.018

-.192

.477

.111

.098

41

-.069

-.007

.066

.291

.130

.240

.124

-.011

42

.122

.407

.192

.031

.170

-.051

-.130

.000

43

-.157

.243

.048

.016

.168

.339

.063

.043

44

-.233

.176

.054

.307

.286

.205

.058

.049

45

.129

.194

-.070

.007

.386

-.061

.057

-.019

46

.035

.240

.081

-.092

.248

.206

.049

.029

47

.161

-.257

.138

-.030

.813

-.016

-.127

-.034

48

-.111

.055

.128

.181

.328

.314

-.092

-.028

49

.097

-.209

.005

.050

.817

.022

-.091

-.008

50

.013

-.060

.084

-.131

-.142

-.001

.900

-.019

51

.008

.063

.248

.043

.325

.015

.197

-.092

52

-.116

-.041

.792

-.059

.246

.015

.004

-.063

53

.015

.056

.547

-.047

.005

.228

.099

-.171

54

-.100

.281

.439

-.058

.037

.248

.032

-.115
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•

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.

•

Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization. Rotation converged in 46
iterations.
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APPENDIX C:

Character Growth Measure HS
© 2012 Student Development Initiatives

How do you see your character? Don't be cocky, but don't be too hard on yourself,
either! When you are good at something, it's OK to admit that here. No one is perfect so
just answer honestly. That way you can see how much you have matured the next time
you take this survey.

Using the 1–5 scale below, write the number that best represents your agreement with
each statement.

5. Strongly agree
4. Agree
3. Mixed or neither agree nor disagree
2. Disagree
1. Strongly disagree

How do you see your character right now?

1. Those who know me well trust me to be honest in my words and actions.
2. When I am at fault, I'm humble enough to admit I was wrong.
3. Those who know me well consider me to be kind, helpful, and caring.
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4. When someone hurts me, I don't trust them but can work through it and forgive
them in time.
5. When a crisis is happening, I can think clearly and take action rather than get
scared.
6. Even when I fail, I keep trying until I find a way to succeed.
7. When it's important, I can wait to get what I want and don't have to have it right
away.
8. I like to do things right and notice if I make a mistake.
9. I understand consequences: What will happen later due to the choices I make
today.
10. I have good ideas and enjoy coming up with new or better ways to do things.
11. I spend the time it takes to stay close to my friends and some family members.
12. Even toward people I disagree with or don't like, I am fair and respectful.
13. When in conflict with someone, I am good at working it out.
14. I feel or sense things on a deeper level than just emotions, on a spiritual level.
15. I am grateful and often express thanks for what I have and what others do for me.
16. I am optimistic and hopeful, believing I can find a way to work through my
problems.
17. I am enthusiastic about life and motivated to be and do my best.
18. Whether in stressful or normal times, I am calm, at peace, and serene.
19. When I make mistakes, I am honest enough to admit them.
20. I don't fake being good or pretend to be someone that I'm not.
21. I'm happy for others when they are successful or receive praise.
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22. I am polite and courteous to others, not rude or mean.
23. I work to forgive, to not be bitter, and to get over my hurt feelings.
24. I stand up for what is good and right, even if it isn't popular with others.
25. Even when discouraged and tired, I keep going until I finish the task.
26. I am patient and remain calm, even when others are trying to make me mad.
27. I don't procrastinate; I don't put off what I'm supposed to get done now.
28. I know what to say or do and when I should say or do it.
29. I understand how to handle situations and can give good advice to others.
30. I value those who also value me and spend time and energy to stay close to them.
31. I consider others' feelings and do not say or do things purposefully to hurt them.

The next series of questions asks: To what degree do you have character weaknesses
and issues?
Remember, everyone makes mistakes and no one is perfect so don't be too hard on
yourself. But also be honest. Being honest now will help you see how much you have
matured the next time you take this survey.

1. I lie in order to keep from getting caught.
2. I enjoy being noticed and telling others about the things I've done.
3. I'm not sympathetic with others' problems and some people see me as selfish and
self-centered.
4. When someone hurts me, I find some way to get them back.
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5. I don't go against the crowd even when they do something wrong because I'm
afraid.
6. I tend to give up and quit when things get tough and I get frustrated.
7. When I really want something, I can't wait and must have it right away.
8. I rush through my tasks because I just want to get them done.
9. I struggle to understand people, to make decisions, and to figure out the right
thing to do.
10. I prefer to do things like I always have rather than try some new or different way.
11. I won't let anyone get close to me and don't care if I have close friends or not.
12. I don't like stupid people and have a hard time putting up with those who annoy
me.
13. I'm independent, like to do things my own way, and don't like to deal with others.
14. I live for the moment and like to have a good time; I don't want to think about it
too much.
15. I'm not appreciative and rarely say, “Thank you” or write Thank You notes.
16. I am pessimistic, thinking about all the bad things that could happen and fearing
they will.
17. I am a grouch, don't smile much, and don't enjoy my life.
18. I am always stressed out, nervous, and can't relax.

What do you really want your character to be like? What are you willing to work
on and work for? Don't say it if you don't mean it. What will you commit to do to
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become a happier, better person in the future?

1.

I really want to be honest and truthful so people can trust me.

2.

I want to be humble, to admit when I am wrong, and to be happy for others'
success.

3.

I want to be caring, kind, and helpful to others, even though I'm not always.

4.

Even though someone hurts or upsets me, I want to work through it and forgive
them.

5.

I want to be brave and do something to protect people who are being picked on.

6.

I want to be a person who finishes what I start, even when it gets hard or boring.

7.

I want to have self-control and be patient with myself and others.

8.

I want to be a reliable and responsible person so people can depend on me.

9.

I want to develop insight so I can know what will happen later due to choices I
make now.

10.

I really want to develop my imagination and am willing to work to become more
creative.

11.

I really want to be close to my friends and family and will work to connect with
them.

12.

I want to be more respectful and will work to be more considerate and fair.

13.

I want to cooperate with others and will work to be loyal and a “team player.”

14.

I want to have a greater purpose to my life and will work to find life's deeper
meaning.

15.

I will work to be grateful and to express thanks to those who help me.
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16.

I want to be optimistic and will work to develop a more positive approach to life.

17.

I want to be joyful and will work to be more enthusiastic.

18.

I want to be peaceful and will work to be more calm and serene.

Hypothesized Categories, Traits, and Items:

Integrity:
Honest = 1, 19, 20, 32, 50
Humble = 2, 21, 33, 51,

Charity:
Caring = 3, 22, 34, 52
Forgiving = 4, 23, 35, 53

Discipline/Grit:
Courageous = 5, 24, 36, 54
Persevering = 6, 25, 37, 55
Self-Controlled = 7, 26, 38, 56
Responsible = 8, 27, 39, 57

Insight:
Wise = 9, 28, 29, 40, 58
Creative = 10, 41, 59
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Relationships:
Loving = 11, 30, 42, 60
Respectful = 12, 31, 43, 61
Cooperative = 13, 44, 62

Transcendence and Meaning:
Spiritual = 14, 45, 63
Grateful = 15, 46, 64
Hopeful = 16, 47, 65
Joyful = 17, 48, 66
Peaceful = 18, 49, 67
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APPENDIX D:

Character Growth Measure HS
Pattern Matrix
© 2012 Student Development Initiatives

Only items 1-31 were included because items 32-49 were negatively-worded. 21
factored and 10 double-factored (5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 14, 22, 24, 25, 30)

Pattern Matrixa
Component
1

2

3

4

5

6

Q1

.036

-.195

-.061

.145

.746

.263

Q2

.640

-.261

.128

.171

.014

.029

Q3

-.002

-.053

.275

.093

.527

.127

Q4

.014

.069

.018

.033

.769

-.180

Q5

.423

-.072

.363

.297

-.009

-.252

Q6

.031

.174

.359

-.203

-.041

.624

Q7

.493

-.085

.088

.444

-.291

.139

Q8

-.080

-.043

.316

-.145

.190

.730

Q9

.055

-.038

.604

-.092

.043

.207

Q10

.069

-.252

.704

.195

-.100

.133

Q11

-.057

-.110

.405

.375

-.016

.195

Q12

.664

.225

-.043

.023

.060

-.051

Q13

.660

.221

.142

-.059

.157

-.281

Q14

-.071

.558

.386

-.029

.052

-.041

Q15

-.011

.106

.013

.218

-.019

.629

Q16

.233

.238

.504

-.134

.075

.178

Q17

-.153

.276

.623

.042

.109

.111

Q18

.594

.271

-.131

-.073

.022

.118

Q19

.894

.016

-.049

-.123

.015

.125

Q20

.300

-.142

-.034

-.129

.489

.425

Q21

-.028

.130

.138

.534

-.181

.235

Q22

-.063

.319

-.030

.551

.025

.142

Q23

.131

.678

.131

.128

-.005

-.107

Q24

.007

.333

.090

.139

.017

.460

Q25

-.069

.320

.268

.176

-.136

.362
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Q26

-.042

.791

-.097

.134

-.006

.095

Q27

.141

.638

-.172

-.015

-.202

.181

Q28

.279

.127

-.118

.575

.118

-.069

Q29

-.071

.029

.128

.845

.156

-.305

Q30

-.071

-.113

.078

.518

.409

.110

Q31

-.024

.271

-.358

.497

.300

.139

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 12 iterations.

F1: Integrity
2. When I am at fault, I'm humble enough to admit I was wrong.
12. Even toward people I disagree with or don't like, I am fair and respectful.
13. When in conflict with someone, I am good at working it out.
18. Whether in stressful or normal times, I am calm, at peace, and serene.
19. When I make mistakes, I am honest enough to admit them.

F2: Self-discipline
23. I work to forgive, to not be bitter, and to get over my hurt feelings.
26. I am patient and remain calm, even when others are trying to make me mad.
27. I don't procrastinate; I don't put off what I'm supposed to get done now.

F3: Wisdom
9. I understand consequences: What will happen later due to the choices I make today.
10. I have good ideas and enjoy coming up with new or better ways to do things.
16. I am optimistic and hopeful, believing I can find a way to work through my
problems.
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17. I am enthusiastic about life and motivated to be and do my best.

F4: Social Intelligence
21. I'm happy for others when they are successful or receive praise.
28. I know what to say or do and when I should say or do it.
29. I understand how to handle situations and can give good advice to others.
31. I consider others' feelings and do not say or do things purposefully to hurt them.

F5: Kindness
1. Those who know me well trust me to be honest in my words and actions.
3. Those who know me well consider me to be kind, helpful, and caring.
4. When someone hurts me, I don't trust them but can work through it and forgive them
in time.
20. I don't fake being good or pretend to be someone that I'm not.

F6: Gratitude
(Double-factoring items 6, 8, 24, and 25 had their highest alphas here)
15. I am grateful and often express thanks for what I have and what others do for me.

Double-factoring Items:
5. When a crisis is happening, I can think clearly and take action rather than get scared.
6. Even when I fail, I keep trying until I find a way to succeed.
7. When it's important, I can wait to get what I want and don't have to have it right away.
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8. I like to do things right and notice if I make a mistake.
11. I spend the time it takes to stay close to my friends and some family members.
14. I feel or sense things on a deeper level than just emotions, on a spiritual level.
22. I am polite and courteous to others, not rude or mean.
24. I stand up for what is good and right, even if it isn't popular with others.
25. Even when discouraged and tired, I keep going until I finish the task.
30. I value those who also value me and spend time and energy to stay close to them.
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APPENDIX E:

Character Virtues Index 2
© 2012 Mark Liston

The answers are Likert-scale choices from “Strongly Agree” to “Strongly Disagree.”
Q1: I'm NOT a liar or a cheater.
Q2: I spend the time it takes to stay close to my friends and some family members.
Q3: I enjoy being helpful and doing nice things for others.
Q4: I'm happy for others when they are successful or receive praise.
Q5: I stand up for people if others are being mean to them.
Q6: Even when it gets hard, I stick with an important task and get it done.
Q7: I am responsible, consistent, and my friends and family know they can depend on
me.
Q8: I can resist temptation to do the wrong thing, even if it would be fun.
Q9: Even when I fail, I keep trying until I find a way to succeed.
Q10: Even when discouraged and tired, I keep going until I finish the task.
Q11: I am close to my friends and some family members and care deeply for them.
Q12: I understand consequences: What will happen later due to the choices I make
today.
Q13: I have good ideas and enjoy coming up with new or better ways to do things.
Q14: I live by the belief that life has a deeper meaning and greater purpose than just
having fun.
Q15: When someone helps me, I am grateful and let them know.
Q16: I am optimistic and hopeful. I believe I can overcome my problems.
Q17: I am passionate about life and have joy, even in the hard times.
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Q18: I am enthusiastic about life and motivated to be and do my best.
Q19: When I am at fault, I'm humble enough to admit I was wrong.
Q20: I DON'T act like I'm better than others or should get special favors.
Q21: When I see someone upset or hurting, I want to do something to help them.
Q22: When a crisis is happening, I can think clearly and take action rather than get
scared.
Q23: It takes a lot to scare me or make me fearful or afraid.
Q24: I follow through with my plans until the task is finished.
Q25: I can wait for what I want and not demand to get it right away.
Q26: I come to class prepared and ready to work.
Q27: I am wise, can figure out the right thing to do, and make good decisions.
Q28: Even toward people I disagree with or don't like, I am fair and respectful.
Q29: When in conflict with someone, I am good at working it out.
Q30: Whether in stressful or normal times, I am calm, at peace, and serene.
Q31: When I make mistakes, I am honest enough to admit them.
Q32: I am a spiritual person with a strong sense of my connection to God and/or
humanity.
Q33: Those who know me well trust me to be honest in my words and actions.
Q34: When someone hurts me, I don't trust them but can work through it and forgive
them in time.
Q35: I enjoy my life and my smile is genuine.
Q36: I am relaxed and calm even when I'm busy.
Q37: I feel or sense things on a deeper level than just emotions, on a spiritual level.
Q38: I DON'T have to brag or tell everyone when I do something good. Delete
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Q39: When someone is really in need and I can help them, I do.
Q40: When someone hurts me, I DON'T get bitter or hate them for it.
Q41: I am polite and courteous to others, not rude or mean.
Q42: I'm NOT a quitter and I don’t give up easily.
Q43: I know what to say or do and when I should say or do it.
Q44: I understand how to handle situations and can give good advice to others.
Q45: When I have a problem, I can figure out a way to solve it.
Q46: I make good decisions because I think through it and know the best thing to do.
Q47: When I find a friend I enjoy and can trust, we become close.
Q48: I stand up for what is good and right, even if it isn't popular with others.
Q49: I am loyal to those who know me well and are close to me.
Q50: Prayer, meditation, or reflection is important to me.
Q51: I am patient and remain calm, even when others are trying to make me mad.
Q52: I look on the bright side.
Q53: I can deal with negative people because my joy doesn't come from them but from
within.
Q54: When something bad happens, I can calm myself down and work through it.
Q55: I don't procrastinate; I don't put off what I'm supposed to get done now.
Q56: I want to be honest and truthful so people can trust me.
Q57: I want the humility to admit when I am wrong and to be happy for others' success.
Q58: I want to be caring, kind, and helpful to others, even though I'm not always.
Q59: Even though someone hurts me, I want to work through it and forgive them.
Q60: I want to be courageous: To face my fears and overcome them.
Q61: I want to be a person who finishes what I start, even when it is hard or boring.
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Q62: I want to have self-control and be patient with myself and others.
Q63: I want to be a reliable and responsible person so people can depend on me.
Q64: I want to develop insight so I can know what will happen later due to choices I
make now.
Q65: I want to develop my imagination and to become more creative.
Q66: I want to be close to my friends and family and show them that I care.
Q67: I want to be more respectful and considerate of others.
Q68: I want to cooperate and work well with others.
Q69: I want to have a greater purpose to my life and to find life's deeper meaning.
Q70: I want to be more grateful and to express thanks to those who help me.
Q71: I want to be more optimistic and positive.
Q72: I want to be more peaceful and calm.
Q73: My life has purpose and meaning.
Q74: I have friends and family who encourage and help me.
Q75: I try to make every day interesting.
Q76: I help others in ways that make them happier and their lives better.
Q77: When I'm doing something important to me, I'm capable and do well.
Q78: I'm a good person and have a good life.
Q79: I think my future will be great.
Q80: People respect me.
Q81: I can tell if I can trust someone.
Q82: Once I start a difficult task, I am determined to finish it.
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APPENDIX F:

Character Virtues Index 2 Pattern Matrix
© 2012 Mark Liston

CVI 2 produced 10 factors with Eigenvalues > 1.0 that are easily interpreted.
Pattern Matrixa
Component
1

2

Q1

.415

.098

Q2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

.188 -.186

.193

.478 -.176

.090

.343

.100 -.051 -.204 -.338

Q3

.026

.034

.036

.554 -.102

Q4

-.018

.063

.198

.485 -.101 -.045

.008

.859 -.189

.027

.132 -.204 -.039 -.048

.031

.105

Q5

.118 -.020 -.173

Q6

.788

Q7

.401 -.068

Q8

.042 -.116 -.006

.188

.271

.073

.088

.107 -.241

.223

.173

.003 -.028 -.112
.089 -.015

.104

.361 -.041 -.206 -.090

.001

.356 -.206

.451 -.084

.108

Q9

.626

.053

.242

.081 -.023

.032 -.191

Q10

.594 -.087 -.019

.218 -.243

.137

.188

.040

.076

.012

Q11

.071 -.120

.266

.256

.111 -.052 -.143 -.024

.093

.315

.065

.098

.065 -.169 -.294

.135

.772

.029

.025

.047 -.031

.117

.239

.283

.014 -.046 -.253

Q13

.023 -.066

.168

.022 -.043

.087

.011 -.184 -.019

Q12 -.005

.269

.067

.178 -.215 -.031 -.073

10

.051

.305

.014

Q14 -.108

.107

.240

.052 -.045

Q15

.091

.131

.146

.451

Q16

.077

.061

.592

.149 -.071

Q17 -.066

.028

.740 -.070

Q18 -.046

.067

.746 -.033 -.108 -.014 -.073

.319

Q19

.035

.530

.210

.150 -.028

.035

Q20

.306

.540 -.322

.027

.224 -.131 -.002

.095

.057

Q21 -.012

.154 -.020

.610

.133 -.046 -.188

.082 -.076 -.022

Q22

.055 -.032 -.121

.035

.025 -.045

.222

Q23

.093

.185

.065 -.022 -.150 -.218

.874 -.040

Q24

.576

.160

.062 -.055

.122

.177

.117 -.090 -.188

Q25

.047

.700

.027

.018 -.098 -.071

.223

.013

Q26

.380

.106 -.058 -.139 -.167 -.265 -.039

Q27

.147 -.066

.045

.110 -.177

.521

.128 -.142

.098 -.210 -.064

.187

.075 -.115

.043

.086 -.106

.041

.046

.021

.183

.092

.109 -.022 -.049

.032 -.066

.166 -.052

.686

.088

.022 -.025 -.083
.001

.035 -.034

.061

.001

.042

.026 -.190

.059

.087

.538 -.046

.399

.551 -.008

.053
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Q28 -.076

.207 -.072

.187 -.220

.187

.019

.299

Q29

.032

.208

.011

.283 -.070

.385 -.122 -.049 -.063

.240

Q30

.001

.175

.141 -.153 -.058

.358

.326

Q31

.032

.564

.121 -.003

.299

.034 -.077

.042 -.019 -.012

Q32 -.010

.068

.147 -.100

.045

.012 -.057

.097

.763

.092

Q33

.135

.171

.050

.588 -.219

.017 -.118

.001

.271

.278 -.014

.011

.123

.128 -.107

.001

.059

.676

.005

.092

.116
.217

.055

Q34 -.280

.112

.335

.340 -.152 -.033

Q35

.000 -.125

.753 -.076

.024

.120 -.057

Q36

.019

.177 -.098

.001

.201

.268 -.152 -.069

.388

Q37 -.098

.013 -.177

.267

.007

.187

.218

.020

.580 -.108

Q38 -.034

.491 -.240

.120

.143

.068

.105 -.006

Q39 -.174

.041

.010

.666

.163

.038

.024

Q40 -.129

.524

.029

.047

.033

.226

.050 -.109

Q41 -.002

.052 -.069

.216 -.023

.270 -.005

Q42

.341

.147

.089

.076

.073

.125

.348 -.169 -.012 -.169

Q43

.088 -.077

.049

.111

.088

.065

.225

.172

.085

.269

Q44 -.185 -.129

.046

.261

.170

.123

.305

.173 -.103

.263

Q45

.081 -.079

.100 -.081

.424

.063

.433

.063

Q46

.138 -.172 -.026 -.034

.364

.393

.055

.133 -.132

.145

.217

.047 -.074

.091

.271

.026

.231

.146

.174

.002 -.025

Q47 -.066

.016 -.093 -.102

.919

.018 -.082 -.101

Q48

.036

.056 -.103

.170

.199

.333 -.163

Q49

.095

.121 -.011

.007

.813 -.182 -.006 -.031

.006

.011

Q50

.052

.079

.028

.066

.789

.107

Q51

.120

.135 -.050 -.179 -.093

.746 -.039 -.161

.086

.189

.042 -.224

.078 -.035

.061

.105
.064

.344 -.048 -.129

Q52 -.029 -.011

.487 -.051 -.003

.496 -.021 -.005

.044 -.002

Q53

.052 -.052

.133

.825 -.114 -.187

.103 -.243

Q54

.225

.187 -.046 -.091

.018

.185 -.058

Q81 -.077 -.187

.127 -.229

Q82

.154 -.139 -.113

.472 -.030

.657 -.066 -.047 -.033

.208 -.159
.280

.279

.516

.161

.070

.220

.062 -.164

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 21 iterations.
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APPENDIX G:

CVI 3 Items and Factors
© 2012 Student Development Initiatives

Factors with their Items:
F1 = Perseverance = 6, 10, 17, 40, 44
F2 = Humility = 13, 19, 22, 25, 31
F3 = Optimism = 16, 18, 24, 35, 41
F4 = Kindness = 3, 5, 21, 29, 39
F5 = Closeness = 2, 11, 33, 47, 49
F6 = Peace = 14, 28, 30, 45, 48
F7 = Courage = 9, 20, 23, 36, 42
F8 = Wisdom = 12, 15, 27, 43, 46
F9 = Spirituality = 1, 8, 32, 37, 50
F10 = Forgiveness = 4, 7, 26, 34, 38

CVI Items:
Assent Item: By checking this box, I agree to participate in this study.
Student ID: What is your student ID number? (If you don't know, ask the teacher for it)
Demographic Items:
What is your grade? (Required)
What is your gender?
What is your race? (African American, Asian, Caucasian, Hispanic, Native
American, Other, Two or more races)
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Q1: My spirituality is strong and influences my values. = 9
Q2: Despite their faults, I love my friends and close family members. = 5
Q3: I am honest and keep my promises. = 11
Q4: I am a forgiving person. = 10
Q5: I stand up for people if others are being mean to them. = 4
Q6: Even when it gets hard, I stick with an important task and get it done. = 1
Q7: When someone is sorry for hurting me, I forgive them. = 10
Q8: I am a spiritual person or a person of faith. = 9
Q9: I have courage when I face danger. = 7
Q10: Even when it’s hard, I keep going until I finish the task. = 1
Q11: I care for and trust my friends and close family. = 5
Q12: I make good decisions and solve my problems. = 8
Q13: I don’t get jealous of other’s successes. = 2
Q14: When something bad happens, I can calm myself down. = 6
Q15: When I make a decision, I can see clearly its positive and negative consequences. 8
Q16: I am optimistic and hopeful. = 3
Q17: When I have a task to do, I stay with it and finish it. = 1
Q18: I am honest even when no one is watching. = 11
Q19: I'm humble enough to admit when I am wrong. = 2
Q20: When in a crisis, I think clearly and take action but don’t get scared. = 7
Q21: When I see someone who is really hurting, I help them. = 4
Q22: I don’t act cocky or like I think I'm better than others. = 2
Q23: I have not lied in the last month. = 11
Q24: I am passionate about life despite hard times. = 3
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Q25: I can wait for what I want and not demand to get it right away. = 2
Q26: In time, I choose to forgive those who do me harm. =10
Q27: When I have a problem, I make a good decision and solve it. = 8
Q28: I can deal with negative, angry people. = 6
Q29: I try to help people who are hurting to feel better. = 4
Q30: In stressful times, I stay calm and at peace. = 6
Q31: I am humble enough to admit when I make a mistake. = 2
Q32: I am a spiritual person with strongly-held beliefs. = 9
Q33: My close friends know me well and trust me.= 5
Q34: I have not cheated on homework or a test in the last month. = 11
Q35: I enjoy my life and my smile is genuine. = 3
Q36: I have courage and not afraid, even in a crisis. = 7
Q37: I feel or sense things on a spiritual level. = 9
Q38: When someone hurts me, I don’t want to get bitter so I forgive them. = 10
Q39: When I can help someone who is really in need, I do. = 4
Q40: I am responsible and dependable. = 1
Q41: I look on the bright side. = 3
Q42: When someone is in danger, I do something to help them = 7
Q43: I find ways to solve my problems with good decision-making. = 8
Q44: I keep trying until I succeed, even after a delay or roadblock. = 1
Q45: I can calm myself, even when the situation is upsetting. = 6
Q46: I make good choices that have good consequences. = 8
Q47: When I find a friend I enjoy and can trust, we become close. = 5
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Q48: I am patient and remain calm, even when others are trying to make me mad. = 6
Q49: I have not stolen anything in the last month. = 11
Q50: Prayer, meditation, or reflection is important to me. = 9
Q51: I help those in need, even if they can’t help me in return. = 4
Q52: I am enthusiastic and motivated. = 3
Q53: It takes a lot to scare me or make me fearful or afraid. = 7
Q54: When someone hurts me, I can work through it and forgive them in time. = 10
Q55: I am loyal to those who are close to me. = 5
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APPENDIX H:

CVI 3 Pattern Matrix

Component
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1

-.076

.625

.103

.001

-.071

.256

-.029

-.017

.088

-.077

-.020

2

-.071

.057

.056

.074

.177

-.035

-.022

-.104

.691

-.127

.074

3

.019

-.019

.048

.028

-.255

.613

.034

-.139

.199

.086

.156

4

-.006

-.055

-.115

.709

-.102

.129

.096

-.080

.201

-.043

.068

5

.625

-.063

-.057

-.009

-.062

.280

.217

-.098

-.046

-.068

-.003

6

-.107

.010

.829

.044

-.119

.083

.104

-.066

.068

.003

-.001

7

-.033

-.005

.031

.806

-.128

.111

-.024

-.025

.123

.000

-.080

8

-.002

.888

-.014

-.014

.015

-.007

.002

-.078

.059

-.004

-.031

9

.177

.051

.048

-.038

.104

-.074

.762

-.124

-.004

-.006

-.043

10

-.025

-.014

.834

.015

-.135

.046

.093

-.015

.084

.050

.041

11

-.098

-.035

.017

.096

.139

.141

.069

-.077

.714

-.049

-.070

12

.021

-.058

.122

-.035

.066

.789

-.086

.019

.026

-.149

-.047

13

-.107

.049

-.121

-.116

.073

.185

.366

.023

.044

.317

.132

14

-.194

-.039

-.070

.209

.049

.104

.172

.419

-.033

.100

.071

15

.019

.003

-.060

.162

.190

.544

.167

-.124

-.160

.081

-.156

16

.088

.067

-.012

.057

.628

-.006

.039

-.178

.092

-.165

.284

17

-.008

-.018

.817

.033

-.058

.001

-.034

-.015

.031

.062

.106

18

.048

.070

-.041

-.009

-.138

.579

-.003

-.024

.093

.193

.148

19

.074

-.038

.056

.035

.086

.025

-.059

-.033

-.100

.010

.837

20

.033

-.001

.068

.022

-.047

.047

.666

.171

-.019

-.145

.023

21

.758

-.023

-.031

-.030

-.135

.005

.098

.105

.012

.012

.082

22

.260

.018

-.189

.025

-.051

.064

-.047

.132

.056

.397

.076

23

-.033

.076

-.065

-.054

-.133

.235

-.074

.067

.049

.403

.223

24

-.012

.003

-.141

.004

.671

.077

.021

.016

.004

.144

.040

25

.017

-.009

.057

.029

.080

-.216

.022

.299

.064

.160

.353

26

.076

.013

.043

.725

.089

-.104

-.051

-.049

-.011

-.012

.021

27

.168

-.031

.010

-.050

.080

.638

-.070

.263

-.101

-.093

-.041

28

.203

.047

-.029

-.114

-.138

-.137

.029

.825

.180

-.211

.062

29

.751

-.035

-.117

.037

.002

.024

-.081

.098

.120

-.085

.084

30

-.214

-.014

.071

.055

.106

.141

.132

.481

-.030

-.078

.162

31

.100

-.041

.078

-.033

.118

-.038

-.079

.119

-.065

-.005

.758
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32

.013

.903

-.005

-.015

.052

-.040

.001

.008

-.045

-.011

.009

33

-.032

-.028

.096

-.042

.018

-.045

.052

.137

.709

.025

-.015

34

-.023

-.031

.227

-.040

-.012

-.109

.034

.012

-.060

.816

-.152

35

-.091

-.013

-.105

-.049

.804

.030

.021

-.066

.231

.069

-.063

36

.088

.015

.098

-.041

.104

-.097

.737

.064

.077

-.085

.003

37

.051

.809

-.064

.039

-.017

.023

.065

.108

-.078

-.072

-.021

38

.042

.104

.027

.642

-.011

-.038

-.050

.176

-.074

-.006

.027

39

.731

.049

-.016

.012

-.065

.099

-.020

-.014

.000

-.050

.081

40

.135

.089

.437

-.132

.025

.256

-.144

.029

.040

.048

.046

41

-.121

-.020

-.034

-.011

.799

-.076

.013

.036

.044

-.020

.154

42

.717

-.039

.079

-.012

.085

-.090

.159

-.086

-.089

.076

.024

43

.032

-.071

.226

-.041

.260

.537

-.065

.097

-.115

-.068

-.053

44

.047

.014

.540

-.001

.150

-.030

.041

.064

-.028

.148

.012

45

-.163

-.016

-.017

.027

.157

.140

.118

.596

-.060

.072

-.044

46

.024

.054

.039

.002

.260

.528

-.160

.168

-.044

-.004

-.088

47

.194

-.050

.036

.078

.079

-.103

-.095

.181

.570

.094

-.259

48

-.001

.016

-.014

.092

-.124

.059

-.005

.748

-.044

.029

-.038

49

.035

-.029

.036

.043

.147

-.012

-.117

-.226

-.031

.645

.128

50

-.054

.829

.022

.024

.009

-.165

-.006

.029

-.028

.100

-.036

51

.695

.051

.080

.172

.020

-.003

.032

-.138

-.140

.158

-.057

52

.123

.028

.076

-.040

.613

.097

.025

-.060

.096

-.026

-.055

53

.052

-.027

-.023

-.015

-.068

-.043

.744

.117

-.015

.052

-.142

54

.093

-.014

.078

.632

.117

-.120

-.091

.195

-.086

.011

.002

55

.260

.022

-.023

-.085

.171

.012

-.085

.108

.367

.195

-.140

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 9 iterations.
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School Documents
APPENDIX I:

Parent Consent Letter

Division of Education
One University Blvd.
St. Louis, Missouri 63121-4499
Telephone: 314-516-7521
Fax: 314-516-7356
E-mail: maly94@umsl.edu

Informed Consent for Child Participation in Research Activities
Validating the Character Virtues Index

Participant ______Your child_______________
HSC Approval Number ___________________

Principal Investigator: Mark Liston, EdS, LPC
782-1290

PI’s Phone Number:

(417)

Your child is invited to participate in a research study in October or November,
2013. Four Parkway middle schools and Ladue Middle School have been offered the
opportunity to work with the University of Missouri-St. Louis (UMSL), the Center for
Character and Citizenship (CCC), and Student Development Initiatives (SDI). This
partnership of school, home and community is to provide students with the highest-quality
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Character Education possible. This project is free to your school as it is funded by UMSL,
CCC, and SDI. Our purpose is the help students’ character by measuring their progress
through a short survey.
Your child’s participation is voluntary, not required. It will involve taking a
multiple-choice survey of about 100 questions. It makes statements about character courage, kindness, peace, optimism, etc. – and asks if your child agrees or disagrees, so
the answers are easy.
a) It will only take one class period. All students will be invited to take it using the
school’s computers.
b) Your child won’t get a grade for this.
c) Once the computer gets the numbers, all the surveys are deleted. All we keep are
the numbers.
d) This is a big project. About 5000 students will be invited to participate.

Students will not be exposed to physical, economic, legal, or other risks by
participating in the study. Students may potentially feel discomfort or stress due to
certain questions such as, “I feel loved," "When something bad happens, I can calm
myself down," or "I enjoy my life." Should negative feelings arise, students may see
their school counselor.
If the Parkway district believes CVI benefits our students, the school may offer
the survey each year. Students who choose to take it annually can see their character
growth. It may also provide character goals to shoot for, like being less stressed out or
braver and stronger when life is hard.
To keep track of students’ scores, the school uses the students’ Missouri student
identification number. Once the researcher gives the data to the school, he deletes all
student IDs from his copy of the data. The school keeps these numbers confidential and
encourages students to do the same.
Your child’s participation is voluntary and you may choose not to let your child
participate in this research study or to withdraw your consent for your child’s
participation at any time. Your child may choose not to answer any questions that he or
she does not want to answer. You and your child will NOT be penalized in any way
should you choose not to let your child participate or to withdraw your child. If you or
your child choose not to participate, your child may bring reading material or do
homework during the survey period.
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We will do everything we can to protect your child’s privacy. By agreeing to let
your child participate, you understand and agree that your child’s data may be shared
with other researchers and educators in the form of presentations and/or publications. In
all cases, your child’s identity will not be revealed. In rare instances, a researcher's study
must undergo an audit or program evaluation by an oversight agency (such as the Office
for Human Research Protection). That agency would be required to maintain the
confidentiality of your child’s data.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study, or if any problems
arise, you may call the Investigator, Mark Liston, at (417) 782-1290 or the Faculty
Advisor, Dr. Marvin Berkowitz. You may also ask questions or state concerns regarding
your child’s rights as a research participant to the UMSL Office of Research
Administration, at (314) 516-5897.
If you do not want your child to participate in this study, please complete the
following and turn it into the school office:
I DO NOT WANT MY CHILD, _____________________________ (student’s name),
TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY.

______________________________________
(Parent’s printed name)
______________________________________
(Parent’s signature)
__________________________
(date)

_______________________________
(Parent’s printed name)
_______________________________
(Parent’s signature)
________________________
(date)
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APPENDIX J:

Sample of CVI Data Color Report Given to Schools

The sample has been scrubbed of the participating school’s identification. “[Your]” is
used instead of the school’s name and is followed by “Middle School”. “YMS” is used
for Your Middle School’s abbreviation.
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APPENDIX K:

Pattern Matrix of 52 VIA Youth Survey Items

Color code: Green = Factored; Yellow = Double-factored; Red = Did not factor

Component
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

V1

-.012

.049

-.020

-.005

-.030

-.084

.020

.074

.773

.122

.009

V2

.029

-.099

-.052

-.019

-.053

.043

.731

.079

.069

.063

.146

V3

.142

-.057

.019

.786

-.020

-.086

-.039

.022

.033

-.098

.017

V4

-.089

.388

-.071

.401

.018

-.075

.089

-.123

.005

.131

-.037

V5

.063

.604

-.031

.170

-.007

.043

.116

-.014

.064

-.057

-.133

V6

.041

-.060

.655

.268

-.008

.071

.036

-.071

.033

-.128

-.149

V7

-.091

-.095

-.040

-.102

-.002

.006

.121

-.064

.050

.846

.102

V8

.204

.027

.317

-.032

.006

.094

.020

.050

-.043

.096

.125

V9

.746

-.005

.011

-.034

.003

-.017

.069

-.071

-.055

.046

.011

V10

.791

-.161

.034

.028

.003

-.033

.048

.021

.008

.079

-.019

V11

-.025

.071

.016

-.101

.774

.015

.110

.023

.027

-.012

-.005

V12

-.059

.091

-.036

-.049

-.002

.489

-.135

.638

-.003

-.106

-.084

V13

-.104

-.076

.049

.069

.059

-.109

.052

.649

.034

-.212

.509

V14

-.031

.174

-.002

-.099

-.007

-.089

-.022

.012

.854

.033

-.106

V15

.105

.081

-.020

.039

-.012

-.026

.716

-.002

-.082

.105

-.016

V16

.023

.153

-.057

.701

-.078

.038

.073

.062

-.047

-.040

-.096

V17

.072

.501

-.130

.258

-.060

.100

-.004

-.003

-.024

.032

.066

V18

-.103

.821

.135

-.146

-.009

.054

.099

-.035

.064

-.100

-.175

V19

-.094

.044

.535

-.058

.050

.186

.271

-.008

.014

.052

-.056

V20

.035

.017

-.007

-.007

.023

-.073

-.094

.711

.029

.424

-.131

V21

.058

.128

.772

-.130

-.092

-.071

-.153

-.019

-.017

-.016

.132

V22

.672

-.007

.165

-.079

.005

.136

.058

-.045

-.080

-.090

-.112

V23

.096

-.094

-.001

.048

-.059

-.050

.196

.691

-.001

-.078

.169

V24

-.073

-.090

.048

-.047

.884

-.012

-.002

.061

-.041

.058

-.077

V25

.008

.031

-.036

-.077

.004

.895

.040

-.012

-.019

-.015

.051

V26

-.028

-.110

-.040

.041

.019

.111

.072

.088

-.029

.021

.816

V27

.030

-.230

.132

.040

-.062

.256

-.134

-.165

.293

.044

.290

V28

.071

.209

-.084

-.128

-.085

-.070

.512

-.011

.119

-.082

.282

V29

.064

.117

.036

.623

.005

-.038

-.100

-.038

-.007

.015

.031

V30

.141

.506

-.074

.128

.020

.060

-.106

-.053

-.032

.150

.135
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V31

-.039

.814

.128

-.061

.050

.039

.024

.020

.105

-.149

-.088

V32

-.050

-.149

.750

.218

.118

-.010

.080

.031

.023

.013

-.233

V33

-.021

-.166

.153

.061

.033

.083

.050

-.115

.031

.648

.061

V34

.011

.150

.742

-.102

-.077

-.122

-.110

.042

-.076

.029

.204

V35

.916

.053

-.010

.042

.028

.018

-.042

.012

-.036

-.149

-.094

V36

.725

-.012

.005

-.052

.054

-.048

.072

.102

-.003

.088

.026

V37

.075

.067

-.054

-.045

.812

-.029

-.076

-.070

-.010

.020

.113

V38

.084

.173

-.021

.028

-.029

.680

-.056

.008

.015

.105

-.018

V39

.142

-.105

.009

-.041

.079

.161

.185

.042

.044

.016

.556

V40

.027

.005

.035

.097

.067

.092

.004

-.023

.638

-.063

.086

V41

.019

.239

.046

-.044

.027

-.034

.674

-.008

-.092

.028

-.003

V42

-.213

.055

.222

.634

-.037

.004

-.083

.073

-.044

.042

.210

V43

-.100

.574

-.147

.246

.037

-.002

.002

-.005

-.032

.087

.184

V44

-.019

.679

.126

.104

.050

.004

.060

.015

.016

-.043

-.078

V45

.031

.003

.746

.054

.020

-.050

.001

.000

.074

.053

-.032

V46

.108

.079

-.023

.019

-.016

.033

-.044

.178

.021

.685

-.177

V47

.180

.335

.400

-.194

-.064

-.076

-.147

.021

-.043

.072

.218

V48

.731

.035

-.069

.030

.001

-.052

-.016

-.034

.033

.014

.086

V49

.707

-.078

-.026

.169

-.056

.011

.000

.050

.129

-.052

.031

V50

.103

.071

-.072

.087

.781

-.005

-.146

-.040

.038

-.074

.111

V51

-.043

.029

-.033

-.026

-.009

.782

-.017

.004

-.079

.053

.261

V52

-.062

.040

.199

.224

.076

-.038

.144

.034

-.091

.042

.368

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 9 iterations.
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APPENDIX L:

Pattern Matrix of Wisdom, Honesty, and Humility
Color code: Green: Factored; Yellow: Double-factored; Red: Did not factor; Purple:
Negative Correlation
Pattern Matrixa
Component
F1 Wisdom

F2 Honesty

F3 Humility

C3

.311

.365

.073

C12

.852

-.070

-.064

C13

.121

.278

.245

C15

.572

.052

-.033

C19

-.042

-.026

.877

C18

.325

.431

.114

C22

-.105

.430

.299

C23

-.038

.596

.127

C25

-.010

.016

.600

C27

.766

-.045

.059

C31

.028

-.085

.853

C34

-.023

.839

-.271

C43

.842

-.092

-.019

C46

.733

.013

.007

C49

-.088

.680

.004

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.

Correlation Alphas:
F1 Wisdom: Q12, Q15, Q27, Q43, Q46:

.796

F2 Honesty: Q22, Q23, Q34, Q49:

.561

F3 Humility: Q19, Q25, Q31:

.674
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APPENDIX M:

Pattern Matrix of All CVI Items and
All 52 Items from the 96-Item VIA Youth Survey
[Factors 1-10 are shown on the first table and factors 11-19 are in the second table]

Table M1: Factors 1-10
Color code: Green: Factored; Yellow: Double-factored; Red: Did not factor. If no item
is highlighted here, its highest alpha is under Factors 11-19.
Item
#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

C1

-.052

-.167

-.017

.546

.132

-.017

-.019

.060

.074

.129

C2

.030

.076

.014

.062

.027

.005

-.052

.602

-.010

.006

C3

.036

-.125

-.082

-.028

.086

.008

.032

.072

.015

.520

C4

.015

-.073

.040

-.119

-.054

.605

.111

.118

.000

.121

C5

.664

-.106

-.009

-.069

-.012

.000

.130

.008

-.037

.169

C6

-.038

-.005

-.018

.007

.786

.048

.153

-.005

-.019

-.068

C7

-.081

-.090

-.047

-.046

.014

.761

.005

.096

-.035

.050

C8

-.073

-.073

-.104

.849

-.012

-.004

.039

.053

-.123

.100

C9

.131

.128

-.172

.045

.029

-.078

.776

-.001

-.060

-.052

C10

.027

-.040

-.070

-.005

.776

.064

.122

.050

.000

-.023

C11

-.024

.061

-.015

-.003

.009

.029

.036

.645

.062

.159

C12

-.010

-.070

.071

-.044

.156

-.066

-.032

.040

.189

.137

C13

-.082

.117

-.020

.032

-.079

-.137

.352

.021

.124

.327

C14

-.055

.107

-.001

-.061

-.046

.025

.141

-.056

.630

-.153

C15

.043

-.016

.493

-.007

-.030

.037

.167

.002

.004

-.026

C16

-.037

.303

.099

.061

-.049

.014

.086

.150

-.183

-.125

C17

.008

-.045

.119

.004

.736

.044

.024

.061

-.049

-.094

C18

.040

-.076

-.035

.048

-.048

.004

-.004

.036

.041

.590

C19

.017

-.023

-.040

-.040

.045

.009

-.073

-.029

-.026

.145

C20

.019

-.061

-.045

.014

-.010

.045

.701

.043

.148

-.046

C21

.779

-.040

.001

.004

-.035

-.029

.060

.060

.076

.004

C22

.152

.057

.022

-.012

-.065

.008

.003

.039

-.009

.081

C23

-.036

.032

.166

.016

-.063

.008

-.081

.018

-.130

.721

C24

.048

.654

.040

.036

-.031

.010

.007

-.120

-.019

.029

C25

-.006

.140

.049

-.051

.029

.036

.100

.048

-.022

.101
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C26

-.016

.039

.011

.060

-.044

.692

-.030

.076

-.096

-.075

C27

.111

-.003

.159

-.035

.005

.037

.004

-.027

.171

.137

C28

.175

-.035

-.164

.036

-.067

-.014

-.012

.170

.510

.050

C29

.676

.106

-.062

-.035

-.076

.059

-.109

.128

-.019

.066

C30

-.158

.159

.012

-.041

.116

.080

.142

-.106

.381

.115

C31

.105

-.063

.102

-.017

.024

-.041

-.079

.021

.009

.058

C32

-.023

-.041

-.029

.859

.019

-.017

.032

-.029

-.055

.044

C33

-.056

-.073

.105

.005

.043

-.043

.111

.745

.018

-.029

C34

-.064

-.021

-.053

-.021

.196

-.074

.051

.047

.058

.146

C35

-.063

.794

.077

-.004

-.045

-.032

.036

.085

-.128

.055

C36

.094

.100

.001

.044

.063

-.018

.765

.082

-.006

-.030

C37

.045

-.023

-.026

.736

-.051

.069

.099

-.091

-.013

.185

C38

.041

.066

-.005

.081

.084

.678

.016

-.081

-.003

.035

C39

.693

.000

-.057

.015

.001

.010

-.001

.012

-.087

.011

C40

.080

.020

-.081

.067

.505

-.115

-.075

.024

.003

.006

C41

-.202

.606

.007

-.035

-.078

-.011

.047

-.010

-.016

-.133

C42

.682

-.001

.022

-.006

.036

-.012

.201

-.005

-.094

-.104

C43

-.053

.033

.211

-.054

.251

.022

.064

-.018

-.007

.026

C44

.049

.050

.093

.073

.423

.045

.065

.053

.051

-.133

C45

-.083

.158

.081

-.017

-.073

-.021

.115

-.054

.610

-.053

C46

-.087

.104

.209

-.007

.072

.063

-.046

-.024

-.015

.100

C47

.058

-.004

.091

-.055

-.035

.065

-.027

.613

.001

-.146

C48

-.015

-.099

.068

-.007

-.008

.126

.012

.036

.614

.052

C49

.026

.006

-.120

.025

.045

.055

-.117

.084

-.105

.167

C50

.005

-.030

.064

.847

-.020

-.029

-.048

.003

.047

-.009

C51

.621

-.039

-.131

.043

.108

.146

.046

-.090

-.078

-.059

C52

.038

.487

-.016

.034

.164

-.007

.032

.029

-.079

-.036

C53

.057

-.050

.021

-.057

.019

-.004

.764

-.025

.043

.060

C54

.042

.094

-.046

-.008

.089

.691

-.044

-.030

.045

-.088

C55

.095

.091

-.088

.030

-.082

-.062

.015

.384

-.092

-.013

V1

-.022

-.031

-.001

-.016

.039

-.027

-.001

-.010

.076

.047

V2

-.050

-.025

.014

-.053

.589

.021

-.176

.018

.028

.161

V3

-.009

.389

.066

-.024

.057

-.027

-.034

.387

-.026

.078

V4

.028

.654

-.075

.009

.109

-.002

.117

-.004

.031

-.055

V5

.034

.831

.000

-.030

.036

.040

-.072

-.149

.009

-.024

V6

.536

-.013

-.006

.030

-.055

.027

-.114

.226

.080

.023

V7

-.096

-.094

-.005

.058

.015

.026

.124

.037

.490

.118

V8

.307

.144

.100

.024

-.160

.060

-.042

-.184

.068

.088

V9

.020

-.006

.656

.020

.035

.005

-.026

-.019

.000

.040

V10

.022

-.005

.730

.023

-.039

-.054

-.066

-.014

.073

.054
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V11

-.014

-.046

-.002

.814

.056

.029

-.050

.051

.059

-.041

V12

-.023

-.005

-.033

.006

-.050

.460

.083

.099

.021

-.073

V13

.079

.065

.017

.056

-.029

-.046

.020

-.051

-.211

.487

V14

-.005

-.130

-.034

.039

.044

-.050

-.024

.058

.125

-.083

V15

.009

.128

.051

-.019

.717

-.006

-.084

-.025

-.004

-.024

V16

.002

.728

-.011

-.099

.108

.033

-.042

.173

-.070

.010

V17

-.062

.664

-.035

-.045

.003

.033

.008

.017

.142

-.122

V18

-.002

.378

-.037

-.018

-.029

.030

.011

.096

.083

.036

V19

.484

.064

-.169

.038

.108

.037

-.170

-.188

.145

.011

V20

-.007

-.081

-.006

.030

-.001

-.077

.011

.087

.614

-.111

V21

.797

-.131

.116

-.061

.013

-.019

.114

-.037

-.085

-.054

V22

.081

-.196

.642

.008

.048

.068

-.046

.133

.057

-.087

V23

-.056

.040

.033

-.087

.047

-.104

-.076

-.039

.103

.154

V24

.019

-.009

-.001

.872

-.006

-.027

-.068

.006

.045

-.072

V25

.039

-.024

-.028

.024

.077

.864

-.061

-.091

.033

-.019

V26

-.040

-.017

.055

.013

-.011

.077

.014

-.080

-.077

.531

V27

-.014

-.210

.057

-.074

-.141

.123

.004

.064

-.072

-.119

V28

-.039

.006

.100

-.052

.508

.032

.069

-.016

-.132

.235

V29

.084

.472

.055

.014

-.004

-.001

-.073

.109

.214

.225

V30

-.039

.643

.070

.023

-.091

.014

.051

-.130

.119

-.033

V31

.057

.505

-.022

.039

-.026

.003

-.089

-.001

.017

-.039

V32

.610

.030

.050

.064

.011

-.063

-.115

.079

.021

-.150

V33

.116

.118

.090

.065

.062

.000

-.076

-.080

.245

-.056

V34

.812

-.014

.085

-.032

-.007

-.048

.109

-.076

-.046

.075

V35

.037

.039

.875

.019

.034

.033

-.034

.040

-.066

-.029

V36

-.002

-.049

.722

.037

.034

-.083

-.060

.027

.115

.067

V37

-.014

.106

.116

.681

-.016

.040

.093

-.015

-.034

-.094

V38

.023

.133

.063

-.019

-.030

.664

-.088

-.016

.146

.033

V39

-.023

-.061

.165

.055

.002

.096

.012

-.060

-.026

.425

V40

.044

.065

-.042

.011

-.012

.027

-.152

-.067

.041

.002

V41

.082

.205

.012

.013

.641

-.064

-.045

-.074

.029

-.082

V42

.104

.422

-.166

-.008

-.038

-.007

-.070

.247

.070

.221

V43

-.096

.684

-.084

-.005

.048

.020

.124

.007

.017

-.042

V44

.056

.600

.029

-.001

-.018

-.025

-.057

.016

-.007

.017

V45

.773

-.007

.093

-.004

.054

-.020

-.020

-.061

.039

-.030

V46

.006

-.019

.055

.015

.020

-.009

-.080

.041

.861

-.085

V47

.346

-.002

.123

-.073

-.055

-.038

.294

-.075

.050

.008

V48

-.058

-.014

.697

.007

.037

-.047

.021

.087

.010

.098

V49

.005

.137

.659

-.062

-.033

-.020

-.073

-.026

.004

.028

V50

.001

.204

.127

.665

-.082

.036

.024

-.005

-.016

-.100
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V51

-.025

-.001

-.008

.025

-.079

.695

.042

-.028

.054

.113

V52

.056

.122

-.053

.034

.060

-.062

.068

.153

-.138

.144

Table M2: Factors 11-19
Color code: Green: Factored; Yellow: Double-factored; Red: Did not factor. If no item
is highlighted here, its highest alpha is under Factors 1-10.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

C1

-.048

.007

.095

.157

-.031

-.065

-.092

.156

-.081

C2

-.058

.090

.154

-.055

-.006

-.025

-.014

.098

.005

C3

-.019

.001

.103

.290

-.021

-.093

.098

-.060

-.046

C4

.044

-.059

.035

-.042

.093

-.173

.061

.048

-.325

C5

-.052

-.097

.088

.019

-.087

-.009

-.087

.080

.108

C6

-.002

-.013

.025

-.008

-.045

.060

-.106

-.077

-.124

C7

-.067

-.039

-.025

.071

.022

.060

.078

.053

-.179

C8

-.003

.007

.041

.075

.038

.002

.039

.075

-.030

C9

-.006

.002

-.002

-.018

.033

.029

.103

-.018

-.124

C10

-.035

-.032

.098

-.031

-.041

.146

-.085

-.054

-.009

C11

-.098

.007

.009

.082

.004

.021

-.013

.008

.054

C12

-.073

.029

.050

.662

-.220

-.097

.047

-.083

-.058

C13

.265

-.055

.069

-.056

-.078

.199

-.091

.015

-.124

C14

.148

.144

.086

.030

.033

.070

-.039

.014

-.086

C15

-.027

.011

-.066

.224

-.061

.066

-.206

.087

-.379

C16

.004

.050

.380

.167

.026

-.074

.063

.172

-.118

C17

-.032

.002

.108

-.010

.055

.119

-.092

-.043

-.014

C18

-.053

.020

.119

.271

-.024

.092

.050

-.015

.034

C19

.118

.000

.832

-.051

.129

-.064

.092

-.064

-.001

C20

-.043

.033

.069

.132

-.099

-.047

.040

-.081

.090

C21

.041

-.009

.014

.078

.052

-.023

-.238

-.087

.064

C22

.631

.082

-.124

.112

-.021

.072

-.052

-.039

-.081

C23

.041

.034

-.004

-.079

.165

.131

-.169

.059

.112

C24

.003

-.007

.012

.163

.149

.056

-.247

.014

.015

C25

.011

-.060

.198

-.071

.689

-.016

.061

-.129

.102

C26

-.042

-.049

.058

.082

-.007

.093

-.038

-.034

.035

C27

-.008

.041

.000

.607

-.196

-.056

-.057

-.076

.166

C28

-.052

-.010

.063

.165

.093

-.039

-.094

.134

.709
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C29

.084

-.003

-.002

.197

.019

-.122

-.127

-.068

.124

C30

.019

-.104

.112

.161

.120

-.136

-.080

.014

.164

C31

.058

-.007

.748

-.018

.162

-.047

.095

-.084

.130

C32

.019

.021

.053

.050

.082

-.025

-.054

.056

-.008

C33

.131

.032

.007

.070

-.015

.005

.056

.047

.133

C34

.037

.070

-.186

-.108

.098

.745

.075

.026

-.027

C35

-.053

.044

-.070

.043

.120

.011

-.115

.100

.020

C36

-.018

-.013

-.011

-.065

.069

-.040

-.017

-.016

.039

C37

-.018

-.025

-.031

.033

.039

-.085

-.092

.076

.068

C38

.083

.082

-.033

.033

.006

-.105

-.080

-.071

.064

C39

.070

.083

.041

.177

.069

-.152

.026

-.126

-.003

C40

.024

.036

.060

.328

.071

-.042

.046

-.047

.012

C41

-.020

.044

.204

.147

.022

.059

.104

.253

.008

C42

.017

.060

.021

-.056

.043

.078

.072

-.071

-.031

C43

-.039

.025

.027

.489

-.142

-.083

.172

-.020

.078

C44

-.024

-.029

.077

.044

-.086

.267

-.035

.005

.093

C45

-.028

-.041

-.066

.242

.042

.133

.003

.010

.154

C46

-.007

-.014

-.069

.555

-.055

-.037

.224

.009

.062

C47

.095

-.033

-.245

.184

.047

.182

.179

.085

.067

C48

.086

-.042

-.067

.090

.092

.022

-.082

.070

.381

C49

.098

.098

.145

.004

-.105

.517

.013

-.024

-.029

C50

-.023

-.037

-.015

-.130

.058

.133

-.090

-.008

.026

C51

.068

-.007

-.052

.161

.013

.137

.064

-.077

-.138

C52

.077

-.004

-.014

.129

-.042

-.015

-.038

.275

.039

C53

-.045

-.005

-.226

-.054

.148

.002

.023

.041

-.071

C54

-.009

.003

.056

-.006

-.031

.072

.012

.007

.148

C55

.009

-.034

-.147

.465

.148

.139

.291

-.069

.078

V1

.753

.024

.102

-.078

.008

.054

.123

.022

-.060

V2

.066

.031

-.126

.126

.066

.232

-.001

-.025

.035

V3

-.041

-.049

.113

-.056

-.065

.011

.037

-.209

-.017

V4

.055

-.082

-.181

.030

.021

-.126

-.036

-.050

-.146

V5

.035

-.053

-.008

.010

-.016

.063

-.252

.139

.002

V6

-.029

-.149

-.025

.075

-.105

.040

.003

.075

.107

V7

-.038

-.029

.011

-.157

.638

.068

.081

-.044

.070

V8

-.142

.025

.028

.218

.012

.284

.086

-.050

-.037

V9

-.118

-.090

.088

.140

.056

.014

-.026

-.031

-.065

V10

-.010

-.008

-.011

.202

.130

-.049

-.030

-.133

-.032

V11

.035

.006

-.109

.045

-.086

.046

-.005

.040

.089

V12

.000

.664

-.015

-.108

-.053

.019

-.122

-.015

-.036

V13

.009

.553

.069

-.139

-.029

.173

-.058

.019

-.082
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V14

.734

-.035

.128

-.149

-.004

.024

.146

.184

.071

V15

-.025

-.008

.010

.045

.102

-.056

-.033

.004

-.034

V16

-.090

.053

.058

-.117

.044

-.024

-.118

-.175

-.105

V17

-.061

.016

.030

.056

-.006

.144

.063

.001

.159

V18

.057

-.057

-.092

-.161

-.124

.043

-.087

.731

.078

V19

-.055

-.038

.024

.132

.042

.114

.097

.111

-.099

V20

.050

.729

.004

.043

-.009

-.033

-.098

-.051

.129

V21

-.005

.003

.112

-.168

-.082

-.017

.103

.094

.117

V22

-.084

-.028

.017

-.063

-.034

.088

.052

.157

-.129

V23

-.043

.654

-.028

.270

-.080

.144

.078

-.050

-.058

V24

-.042

.060

.022

-.185

.052

.007

-.053

-.058

.000

V25

-.018

.035

-.007

-.098

-.023

.010

.051

-.015

-.018

V26

-.008

.052

.019

.014

-.003

.149

.401

.001

.050

V27

.235

-.111

.134

.122

.124

.103

.657

-.073

-.096

V28

.141

-.051

-.064

-.086

.017

.025

.011

.155

.115

V29

-.006

-.106

-.053

-.302

-.152

.030

-.174

.088

-.091

V30

-.061

-.010

.147

-.072

.085

.047

.098

.105

.052

V31

.067

.000

.016

-.014

-.113

-.053

.011

.591

.096

V32

-.052

.017

-.022

-.124

.091

.083

.056

.076

-.279

V33

-.026

-.042

.133

-.263

.645

.018

.195

-.122

-.032

V34

-.055

.038

-.004

-.157

.002

-.028

.032

.062

.198

V35

-.001

.010

.005

-.015

-.094

-.070

-.096

.013

-.121

V36

-.001

.101

-.017

.087

.089

-.098

.067

-.009

-.025

V37

.037

-.068

-.071

.021

-.068

-.078

.158

-.189

-.015

V38

.025

.024

-.011

-.067

.074

-.168

.027

.077

-.011

V39

.021

.002

.004

.087

.060

.134

.332

.000

-.064

V40

.577

-.065

.146

.072

-.059

-.011

.350

-.024

-.049

V41

.023

.027

-.129

.060

.031

-.096

-.002

.108

-.028

V42

-.090

.018

.023

-.148

.021

.022

.143

.062

.019

V43

-.005

.048

-.101

.031

.051

-.090

.190

.084

-.034

V44

.040

.019

-.063

-.040

-.036

-.106

.049

.471

-.070

V45

.070

-.019

-.060

-.047

-.002

-.078

.028

.026

-.127

V46

.035

.208

-.046

-.042

.126

-.083

-.088

.035

.176

V47

-.016

.056

.009

.013

-.046

-.012

.327

.126

.085

V48

.048

-.025

.036

-.041

.065

-.078

.088

.003

-.005

V49

.127

.039

-.032

.091

.014

-.019

.083

-.084

-.151

V50

.094

-.040

-.070

-.020

-.162

-.045

.156

-.198

-.012

V51

-.051

.076

-.101

-.020

.005

.000

.248

.028

-.036

V52

-.066

.046

-.026

.304

.076

-.124

.539

-.016

.004
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